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ABSTRACT

The combination of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technol

ogy and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is likely 

to provide the air-interface solution for future broadband wireless sys

tems. A major challenge for MIMO-OFDM systems is the problem 

of multi-access interference (MAI) induced by the presence of multiple 

users transmitting over the same bandwidth. Novel signal processing 

techniques are therefore required to mitigate MAI and thereby increase 

link performance.

A background review of space-time block codes (STBCs) to lever

age diversity gain in MIMO systems is provided together with an in

troduction to OFDM. The link performance of an OFDM system is 

also shown to be sensitive to time-variation of the channel. Iterative 

minimum mean square error (MMSE) receivers are therefore proposed 

to overcome such time-variation.

In the context of synchronous uplink transmission, a new two-step 

hard- decision interference cancellation receiver for STBC MIMO-OFDM 

is shown to have robust performance and relatively low complexity. Fur

ther improvement is obtained through employing error control coding 

methods and iterative algorithms. A soft output multiuser detector 

based on MMSE interference suppression and error correction coding 

at the first stage is shown by frame error rate simulations to provide



Abstract iv

significant performance improvement over the classical linear scheme.

Finally, building on the uturbo principle” , a low-complexity iterative 

interference cancellation and detection scheme is designed to provide a 

good compromise between the exponential computational complexity of 

the soft interference cancellation linear MMSE algorithm and the near

capacity performance of a scheme which uses iterative turbo processing 

for soft interference suppression in combination with multiuser detec

tion.
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PREFACE

During the past decade, wireless communications have been enjoying 

their fastest growth in history; growing from a potential business in 

the early 1990s to one of the most promising markets for growth in the 

21st century, which has now become the largest sector of the telecom

munications industry. The most attractive feature of wireless tech

nology is that it is a preferable solution to support user mobility, i.e. 

data exchange can happen at anytime and in anyplace. In history, 

the telecommunications industry did not even conceive the ability to 

provide wireless communications to an entire population until Bell Lab

oratories developed the cellular concept in the 1960s and 1970s [1], [2] 

and [3]. With the development of high reliability, miniaturization of 

radio frequency (RF) hardware, the wireless communications era was 

born. Nowadays, it is estimated that more than 158 million customers 

had subscribed to wireless services in the United States of America 

(USA) by the end of 2003 [4], and in China the number exceeds the 

population of the USA, which is currently the largest wireless commu

nications market in the world. By the end of 2007, it is believed that 

the total number of worldwide wireless subscribers exceeded two billion, 

and this continues to grow.

With the development of the Internet, consumer-based electronics 

and multimedia data exchange, the demand for high data rate wireless

1
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communications is growing higher and higher. Wireless systems are ex

pected to not only offer voice communication services but also to be tied 

more closely to Internet access and multimedia service. Through suc

cessful research and huge investment, many worldwide mobile service 

providers started to collocate the third generation (3G) mobile/wireless 

network systems with legacy networks in the late 1990s. However, there 

exist different 3G standards adopted by different regions of world which 

are incompatible. Hence, it is difficult to build a unified global wire

less network. Furthermore, 3G technology is able to provide a burst 

data rate up to 2Mbps, however, the average throughout per user is 

anticipated not to exceed 171Kbps [5] and [6] (There are enhanced 3G 

(3.5G) systems for improving the da ta  rate). Although this data rate 

is sufficient for voice communications and basic media service, it still 

does not satisfy new high quality multimedia services such as telehospi

tal and high-speed high-definition television (HDTV) with audio/video 

(A/V), which require bit rates in the range of 100Mbps to lGbps. To 

meet the demands of high rate wireless communications, more wireless 

technologies in the form of broadband wireless systems (BWSs) are 

required.

The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique, 

based on multi-carrier modulation (MCM) technology, has provided 

much improvement for wireless local area networks (WLANs) in the 

license-free band. In practice, OFDM has been standardized in IEEE 

802.11 a and g for WLANs [7] and [8], and it is available to support more 

than 100Mbps data rates in more recent forms. For more coverage and 

data rate, OFDM can be used in combination with antenna arrays at 

the transmitter and receiver to form a multiple-input multiple-output
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(MIMO) OFDM system, which can potentially provide up to lGbps 

data rate [9].

Motivated by the success of OFDM in WLAN, the research pre

sented in this thesis investigates MIMO-OFDM technology for broad

band wireless systems (BWSs). New algorithms and approaches are 

proposed for MIMO-OFDM systems to mitigate the problem of inter

ference introduced by multiuser operation. These algorithms are eval

uated by simulation studies conducted in a MATLAB environment on 

a P4 PC and their overall computational complexity is minimized.



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The ability of mobile communication with people has evolved remark

ably since Guglielmo Marconi implemented radio communication to 

provide contact with a ship sailing the English channel [1]. Since the 

20th century, new wireless communication methods and services, that 

were initially beyond people’s dreams, have been adopted throughout 

the world. Particularly during the past decade, motivated by the in

creasing demand for high-rate reliable data  exchanges anytime and any

where, broadband wireless systems (BWSs) are underpinning future 

mobile communication networks.

1.1 Broadband Wireless Com m unications

Nowadays, wireless broadband communications can provide its users 

with radio access to broadband services based on public wired net

works, with data rates exceeding 2 Mbps [10]. However, multimedia 

and computer communications are playing an increasing role in today’s 

wireless services, which are presenting new challenges to the develop

ment of wireless broadband communication systems. The next gen

eration of broadband wireless communication systems such as 4G is 

therefore anticipated to provide wireless subscribers with high quality 

wireless services such as wireless television, high speed wireless Internet

4
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access and mobile computing. The pressure of rapidly growing demand 

for these services is enormous which is driving communication tech

nology towards higher data rates, higher mobility, and higher carrier 

frequencies for reliable transmissions over mobile radio channels.

Depending on the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements and differ

ent applications, many broadband wireless communication approaches 

have been proposed recently (see in [11], [12], [13] and [14]). Their 

target is to achieve the required high transmission rate while maintain

ing a certain QoS in macro cellular, pico-cellular, and indoor environ

ments. Several approaches have been adopted such as the worldwide 

interoperability for microwave access (WiMax: IEEE 802.16e), wire

less local area network (WLAN: IEEE 802.11a/b/g [7], [8] and Wi-Fi 

for which the various IEEE 802.11 technologies include IEEE 802.11a, 

b ,g and n [15]), wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs IEEE 

802.16 [16]), bluetooth wireless (IEEE 802.15.1) and wireless multi- 

media (WiMedia: IEEE 802.15.3) technologies. In some of these ap

proaches, mobile units can move quickly with data rate requirement 

exceeding 100 Mbps. User bandwidths can be fixed or dynamically 

allocated; the specifications of the IEEE 802.11 standard family are 

summarized in Table 1.1 [7], [8] and [17], where complementary code 

keying (CCK) is a modulation scheme used with WLANs that employ 

the IEEE 802.11b specification.

Furthermore, at the physical layer of such systems, several research 

efforts are focusing upon developing efficient coding and modulation 

schemes to support wireless multimedia services, on the basis of effec

tive signal processing algorithms to improve the quality and spectral 

efficiency of wireless communications.
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Table 1.1. Summary of IEEE 802.11 standard specifications
Characteristics 802.11b 802.11a 802.l lg

Standard approved July 1999 July 1999 June 2003

Maximum data rate 11 Mbps 54 Mbps 54 Mbps

Modulation CCK OFDM CCK&OFDM

Data rate 1, 2, 5.5, 11Mbps
6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 

36, 48, 54 Mbps

CCK:

1, 2, 5.5, 

11 Mbps

OFDM:

6, 9, 12, 

18, 24, 36, 

48, 54 Mbps

Frequencies 2.4 - 2.497 GHz

5.15-5.35 GHz 

5.425-5.675 GHz 

5.725-5.875 GHz

2.4 - 2.497 GHz

However, these developments still have to cope with critical perfor

mance limitations caused by interference from the mobile radio channel, 

multiuser interference (MUI), size/power limitations of mobile units 

and so on. Normally, time-selective and frequency-selective fading ex

ists in mobile radio channels because of carrier phase/frequency drifts,

i.e. Doppler shifts and multipath propagation, respectively. Channel 

fading causes performance degradation and affects the reliability of high 

data rate wireless transmissions. Recently, research has shown that it 

is effective to exploit various diversity and multiplexing techniques to 

combat fading in wireless channels [18], [19] and [20]. Based on the 

domain where the diversity remains, it is usual to divide diversity tech

niques into three categories, namely, temporal, frequency and spatial 

diversities [21]. Another form is code diversity, but that is not a major 

focus in this thesis. Temporal and frequency diversity normally intro-
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duce redundancy in the time and/or frequency domain, and therefore 

bring loss in bandwidth efficiency.

During the past ten years, some relatively efficient diversity and 

multiplexing techniques which exploit spatial techniques have become 

key physical layer research targets. Such research generally combined 

two key technologies: multi-input multi-output (MIMO) and orthogo

nal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

1.2 MIMO Communications

The explosion of interest in MIMO systems dates from the middle of 

the 1990s. The first papers by Foschini and Gans [22], Foschini [23] and 

Telatar [24] focus on this topic. However, what is not widely known is 

the fact that eight years before Telatar’s work, another paper was writ

ten by Winters [25]. This research showed tha t with appropriate signal 

processing in the transmitter and the receiver, the channel capacity (a 

theoretical upper bound on system throughput) for a MIMO system 

is increased as the number of antennas is increased, proportional to 

the minimum number of transm it and receive antennas, which implies 

that the possible transmission rate increases linearly. This basic find

ing in information theory is what led to an explosion of research in this 

area [26].

Nowadays, MIMO technology has attracted the most attention in 

wireless communications, since it can offer significant increase in data 

throughput and link range without additional bandwidth or transmit 

power. It achieves this by higher spectral efficiency (more bits per 

second per Hertz of bandwidth) and link reliability through diversity 

gain (reduced fading). Because of these properties, MIMO is a current
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key theme of international wireless research.

A baseband framework for a general MIMO system is presented in 

Figure 1.1 and it shows that a MIMO system consists of nt transmit 

(Tx) and m r receive (Rx) antennas, which is a so-called (nt,m r) MIMO 

system. All the Tx antennas can send their signals simultaneously in 

the same bandwidth of a radio channel. Each Rx antenna receives the 

superposition of all the transmit signals disturbed by the noise in the 

radio channel. If no more than m in (n t ,m r ) independent signals are 

transmitted, they can be correctly decoded at the receiver.

Several review papers have presented an overview of MIMO tech

niques [9] and [27]. Since different antennas are positioned at different 

spatial locations, MIMO systems can take advantage of spatial diversity 

to overcome channel fading provided the constituent paths are uncorre

lated. Multiple copies of a signal are transm itted from the Tx antennas 

in transmit diversity and received at the Rx antennas in receive diver

sity. This highlights an im portant advantage of spatial diversity, i.e. 

it does not require any additional time or frequency budget to achieve 

diversity. In theory, it can achieve n t x mr-th order diversity by us
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ing suitably designed transmit signals [28]. On the other hand, these 

additional antennas can be exploited to perform spatial multiplexing, 

thereby enhancing the system throughput by transmitting many par

allel data streams. Since all data are transmitted both in the same 

frequency band and with separate spatial signatures, this technique 

utilizes spectrum very efficiently. From the research in [29], [23], [30] 

and [31], MIMO channels are shown to linearly (in m in(nt,m r )) in

crease capacity of transmission for no additional power or bandwidth 

expenditure. The spatial-multiplexing gain (equivalent to the num

ber of spatial transmitting pipes experienced within a given frequency 

band) can be achieved by the minimum of the number of transmit and 

receive antennas, assuming the receiver knows the channel state infor

mation (CSI) [32] perfectly.

Hence, since MIMO technology has been introduced in the 1990s, a 

significant effort has been focused upon techniques exploiting MIMO to 

achieve high throughput by multiplexing gain and increasing reliability 

by spatial diversity gain, e.g. space-time coding. An alternative prac

tical technique is space-time block codes (STBCs), represented in [33] 

and [34], which act on a block of data  at once (similarly to block codes) 

and generally provide only diversity gain, but array gain can be gen

erated. Such space-time coding is very computational efficient and is 

being adapted in practical systems such as Wi-Fi. Space-time trellis 

codes (STTCs), on the other hand, represented in [21], distribute a 

trellis code over multiple antennas and multiple time-slots and provide 

both coding gain and diversity gain, but are much more computation

ally complex and hence unsuitable for many practical systems, and not 

pursued in this thesis.
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In MIMO technology, it is assumed that different antenna signals are 

transmitted with different fading characteristics, which means that the 

antennas should be placed at appropriate distances so that the trans

mitting/receiving signal are uncorrelated. If the antennas are placed 

without appropriate spacing, then all the antenna will influence each 

other. So the received signals will be highly correlated. As a result, 

a high loss in diversity gain on transmission can result which is a po

tential shortcoming of this technology. Therefore, there exists a fun

damental tradeoff between diversity and multiplexing gain in a MIMO 

system [35]. Distributed MIMO [36], not a subject of this thesis, is a 

potential approach to mitigate this problem.

1.3 OFDM and Multi-Carrier Com m unications

Multi-carrier technology potentially offers the desired high data rates 

for the 4G mobile environment and also has advantages for spectral ef

ficiency and low-cost implementation [37]. The concept of multi-carrier 

transmission by means of frequency division multiplexing (FDM) was 

widely proposed in the 1960s [38], [39] and [40]. It involves using paral

lel data sub-streams and FDM with non-overlapping frequency domain 

sub-channels to avoid the use of m ulti-tap equalization and to com

bat impulsive noise and multipath distortion as well as to utilize fully 

the available bandwidth. The initial multi-carrier applications were 

realized in military communications [37]. In the telecommunication 

field, there axe a host of terms describing multi-carrier techniques, such 

as discrete multi-tone (DMT), multichannel modulation, multi-carrier 

modulation (MCM) and the more popular OFDM, which is so-called 

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, proposed in [41] and [42].
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Along with OFDM, the most recent development of a multi-carrier sys

tem is multi-carrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA). MC- 

CDMA was first proposed in [43], which is an alternative to the OFDM 

and CDMA systems, but not considered in this thesis.

OFDM is a digital multi-carrier modulation scheme, which uses a 

large number of closely-spaced orthogonal sub-carriers. An array of 

sinusoidal oscillators and coherent demodulators are required in a par

allel system to generate these sub-carriers in the original scheme. This 

approach becomes unreasonably expensive and complex. Thus, Wein

stein and Ebert applied the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to the 

parallel data transmission system as part of the modulation and demod

ulation process [44], with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 

constellation, where each modulated subcarrier is similar to the con

ventional single-carrier modulation schemes in the same bandwidth [45] 

and [46], at a low symbol and data  rate. W ith the development of the 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) and recent advances in very large-scale 

integration (VLSI) technology, OFDM signals can be generated and 

detected by performing a large size FFT  at an affordable price in prac

tical applications, which further reduces the complexity of multi-carrier 

implementation.

During the past decades, OFDM has developed into a popular 

scheme for wideband digital communication, both for wireless and wire- 

line applications such as copper wires. In the 1980s, OFDM applica

tions first focused on high-speed modems, digital mobile communica

tions and high-density recording. In the 1990s, OFDM was exploited 

for wideband data communication over mobile radio FM channels, high- 

bit-rate digital subscriber lines (HDSL, 1.6 Mbps) and very high-speed
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digital subscriber lines (VHDSL, 100 Mbps). Otherwise, OFDM was 

widely utilized over asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL, 1.536 

Mbps) taking advantage of existing copper wires, following the G.DMT 

(ITU G.992.1) standard, and it was also introduced into digital au

dio broadcasting (DAB) [47] and terrestrial digital video broadcasting 

(DVB-T) [48].

It is obvious that the OFDM technique has induced intense atten

tion in research and application because of its spectral efficiency and the 

ability to overcome difficult frequency selective and interference chan

nel conditions without complex equalization, for example, to mitigate 

narrowband interference, attenuation in a long copper wire at high fre

quencies and frequency-selective fading due to the effect of a multipath 

channel [42], [49] and [45]. These features are considered as the primary 

advantage of OFDM over single-carrier schemes by most researchers. 

Channel equalization can be simply implemented because OFDM may 

be viewed as using many slowly-modulated narrowband signals where 

the provided channel remains static over the OFDM symbol. Low sym

bol rate makes the use of a guard interval between symbols affordable 

to handle time-spreading and mitigate inter-symbol interference (ISI), 

which is more feasible rather than one rapidly-modulated wideband 

signal.

In the view of diversity theory, high performance can be achieved 

in OFDM based system due to the advantage of multipath diversity. 

Some research based on spatial sampling has shown that if within an 

OFDM system transmit antennas are placed very closely such as 0.44 

of a wavelength, performance comparable to widely spaced antennas 

in frequency flat channels can be achieved [50], since an OFDM sys
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tem converts multipath diversity to spatial diversity in the frequency 

domain. Moreover, in OFDM-based wide area broadcasting, it is very 

beneficial to receive signals from several spatially-dispersed transmit

ters simultaneously, since transm itters will only destructively interfere 

with each other on a limited number of sub-carriers, whereas in general 

they will actually reinforce coverage over a wide area.

In practical applications, OFDM may be combined in general with 

other forms of spatial diversity, for example antenna arrays and MIMO 

channels. This is exploited in the IEEE802.11n [15] standard.

1.4 MIMO-OFDM and M ultiuser D etection

1.4.1 MIMO-OFDM Applications

On the one hand, OFDM has been shown to be am effective tech

nique to combat frequency-selective fading through multipath prop

agation in wireless communications [45]. On the other hand, it is 

known that spatial multiplexing [23] and [29] with MIMO techniques 

can further exploit capacity of wireless communication systems [23] 

and [22], and improve link reliability through diversity gain [26]. How

ever, most MIMO schemes, in fact, realize both spatial-multiplexing 

and diversity gain in some form of trade-off [35]. Hence, by com

bining two techniques, OFDM can be adopted to reinforce a multi

antenna scheme by transferring a frequency-selective MIMO channel 

into a set of parallel frequency-flat MIMO channels. As a result, re

ceiver complexity decreases and the advantages of each technique are 

still retained. Compared with the analyses in [29] and [23] experi

enced on flat fading MIMO channels, the OFDM-based multi-antenna
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scheme is robust with respect to multipath induced frequency-selective 

fading [51] [31]. Moreover, under real-world propagation conditions, 

multipath propagation which results in frequency-selective fading can 

be further beneficial for these OFDM-based MIMO solutions in terms 

of spatial-multiplexing gain [31]. These features, without doubt, make 

MIMO-OFDM very attractive for the 4th-generation (4G) wireless com

munication systems [18].

In frequency-selective fading MIMO channels, two sources of diver

sity are available: spatial diversity and frequency diversity. On the one 

hand, with the aim at improving spectral efficiency within MIMO uti

lizations, the basic idea of space-time coding [21] is adopted frequently, 

without the need of knowledge of CSI at the transmitter, to realize spa

tial diversity gain by introducing redundancy across space and time. 

On the other hand, in single-antenna OFDM systems, full frequency 

diversity can be achieved by appropriate coding and interleaving across 

tones at the transmitter. It is therefore easy to find out that there 

exists a straightforward way to exploit these two sources of diversity 

concurrently, which is to combine space-time coding with forward-error- 

correction coding ( [52], [53] and [54]) and interleaving across tones. In 

most practical applications, bit-interleaved coded modulation has been 

adopted [55]. On the other hand, another systematic approach, named 

space-frequency codes [56], has been proposed and is becoming more 

and more popular due to less severe assumptions on CSI, in which 

the algorithm essentially spreads the transmitting symbols across each 

antenna (space-domain) and tones (frequency-domain), i.e. the trans

mitting system performs a coding process in terms of each OFDM tone 

and not across OFDM symbols. The framework of this coding tech-
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niques was proposed in [57], which shows that good code design has 

the ability to achieve full rate and full diversity in frequency-selective 

fading MIMO channels. The space-frequency code design in [58] also 

represents the ability to implicitly “learn” the channels and obtain full 

diversity in space and frequency.

Figure 1.2 represents a block diagram of a general baseband MIMO- 

OFDM system. Overviews of this attractive solution for 4G wireless 

communications are in [20] and [19]. This topic will be discussed in 

detail in the following chapters.

Although the utilization of OFDM combats ISI, there may still 

be high computational complexity for receivers based on the MIMO- 

OFDM techniques. This is because, in an OFDM-based MIMO sys

tem, spatial multiplexing is implemented by splitting transmit power 

uniformly though independent data  streams and antennas on a tone-
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by-tone basis. In general, the number of data-carrying tones typically 

ranges between 48 (standardized in IEEE 802.11a/g) and 1728 (stan

dardized in IEEE 802.16e) and it may be a high cost for spatial sepa

ration to be performed on each tone.

Recently, some new algorithms [59] and [60] mitigate this prob

lem, which result in computational complexity reductions by perform

ing channel inversion in the case of a minimum mean-squared error 

(MMSE) receiver [61]. The basic idea of these algorithms is based on 

the fact that the structure of the transfer matrix in a MIMO-multipath 

channel is comparatively simple across OFDM tones due to limited 

length of the delay spread in the channel and this property is exploited 

in this thesis.

1.4.2 Multiuser Detection

During the last ten years, multiuser detection (MUD), jointly detecting 

the signals from different users, has been a subject of intense research 

as a potential method to cope with the high user demand for MIMO- 

OFDM applications. A multiuser MIMO-OFDM system allows multi

ple users to exploit the spatial resources at the cost of advanced trans

mit or receiver processing. Hence such OFDM-based multiuser struc

tures are developed when the number of users is more than one. At the 

receive stage, multiuser receivers can exploit the structure of the multi

user signal and detect all users’ data  simultaneously. Since multiuser 

receivers can effectively suppress or cancel the multiuser interference 

(MUI), they substantially outperform single-user receivers in a multi

user environment. The basic multiuser detection algorithms and their 

variants have been well covered in the overview book by Verdu [62],
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which was originally proposed for CDMA systems [63] and [64]. Re

cently, various MUD schemes have been proposed for MIMO-OFDM 

systems. Among these MUDs, the classic linear least squares (LS)

( [62] and [65]) and MMSE ( [62], [65] and [66]) MUDs represent a low 

complexity solution at the cost of a reduced performance.

By contrast, the high-complexity optimum maximum-likelihood (ML) 

or maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) MUDs [62], [65], [67] and 

[68] have the ability to achieve the best performance because the algo

rithm implements an exhaustive search, which impacts the computa

tional complexity, however, typically increasing exponentially with the 

number of simultaneous users within a MIMO-OFDM system. As a 

result, this scheme has to be limited to high-user-load scenarios.

Several other suboptimal nonlinear MUDs have also been proposed 

in the literature, such as for example the MUDs based on sequential 

interference cancellation (SIC) [62], [65] and [67] or parallel interference 

cancellation (PIC) [62] and [65] techniques. An MMSE-based iterative 

inference cancellation scheme for MUDs was first proposed in [69]. In 

contrast to the linear MUDs, in order to achieve more accurate de

tection, the output signal by the scheme of [69] obtained from the last 

detection iteration can be re-modulated and fed back to the input of the 

MUD for the next iterative detection step, which is similar to decision- 

feedback techniques [70] invoked in channel equalization [71] [72]. More

over, this iterative cancellation is exploited with combination of “turbo 

coding” [73], [74] and [75]. These idea will be exploited in this thesis 

to provide new low complexity solutions to multiuser MIMO-OFDM 

receiver design.
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1.5 Contributions

In this thesis, some new digital signal processing algorithms for im

plementation of the transm itters and receivers within MIMO-OFDM 

systems are proposed, with and without multiuser interference. As 

by-products of this study, further research on iterative detection and 

interference cancellation techniques is also performed. The main con

tributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

1. Certain physical layer processing issues relating to the imple

mentation of both MIMO and OFDM systems have been presented 

in this thesis. In particular, allowing multiuser operation for certain 

MIMO-OFDM baseband systems has been a focus.

2. An iterative MIMO-OFDM receiver structure for a space-time 

block coded (STBC) MIMO-OFDM scheme has been investigated and 

exploited over both a classical quasi-static multipath channel and a 

similar slowly fading channel, exploiting Jakes’ extended model [76]. 

Iterative detection based on a minimum mean square error update with 

decision feedback (MMSE-DF) is utilized. Extrinsic information is ex

ploited to develop log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) for the updates. Sim

ulation results indicate that the scheme is suitable for the considered 

scenario and outperforms a classical linear MMSE estimator.

3. The idea of two-step interference cancellation was first introduced 

in [77]. In this thesis, a two-step hard-decision interference cancella

tion receiver is investigated for a multiuser MIMO-OFDM synchronous 

uplink system which employs STBC over slowly time-varying channels. 

The STBC has been implemented either over adjacent tones or adja

cent OFDM symbols. The two-step receiver structure uses a combined 

interference suppression scheme based on minimum mean-squared er
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ror (MMSE) and symbol-wise likelihood detectors, which is then fol

lowed by an interference cancellation step. The receiver can suppress 

and cancel the interference from the co-channel users effectively with

out increasing the complexity significantly. Additionally, based on the 

prototype of the two-step MMSE multiuser receiver, a joint coded two- 

step multiuser detection scheme for a MIMO-OFDM system is further 

developed, which introduces soft-decision feedback and forward-error- 

correction coding for more accurate signal detection. The performance 

of the system is shown by simulation to be significantly improved in a 

low SNR environment.

4. Recent research shows tha t iterative turbo processing for soft 

interference suppression and multiuser detection also has the ability to 

offer near-capacity performance for multiuser MIMO-OFDM applica

tions over classical multipath MIMO channels. Thus, a novel sequential 

iterative MMSE multiuser detection scheme is proposed for an OFDM- 

based multiuser MIMO application. Its turbo-based evolvement is pre

sented, which exploits convolutional error correction coding-decoding 

techniques. The study results indicate that the proposed scheme is 

robust in terms of bit error performance as compared with linear algo

rithms. However, combining iterative MMSE processing with multiuser 

detection is challenging due to the exponential computational complex

ity of the soft interference cancellation linear MMSE (SIC-LMMSE) al

gorithm. A low complexity sequential iterative turbo interference can

cellation and multiuser detection algorithm, is therefore further devel

oped, which invokes a low complexity affine MMSE algorithm, followed 

by highly efficient MUI cancellation and recursive updating processing 

technique.
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1.6 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into seven chapters:

Following the introduction chapter the fundamental theories under

lying the STBC, OFDM and MIMO techniques for classical wireless 

channels are provided in Chapter 2. To deal with MIMO-OFDM trans

mission within high noise and slow fading multipath channel environ

ments, a new framework using an iterative algorithm is proposed for 

MIMO-OFDM in Chapter 3. Further research on multiuser MIMO- 

OFDM applications is given in the remaining chapters. In Chapter 4, 

multiple user interference is discussed in detail and then the concept 

of a two-step interference cancellation (IC) based linear MMSE algo

rithm is described. The STBC is implemented either over adjacent 

tones or adjacent OFDM symbols. Research on iterative MMSE multi

user detection algorithms is then performed for two user MIMO-OFDM 

in Chapter 5. To improve the performance of the iterative multiuser 

detection scheme, the idea of soft IC is introduced into non-linear iter

ative receiver in Chapter 6, where a novel joint multiuser OFDM-based 

MIMO receiver is firstly investigated combining the IC algorithms with 

soft error correction techniques, and then, a highly efficient iterative 

turbo two-step multiuser receiver is proposed with low computational 

complexity. Chapter 7 provides the summary of this thesis and gives 

suggestions for future work.

Additionally, in this thesis, both BPSK and QPSK constellation are 

used in the simulations of the later contribution chapters for average bit 

error rate (BER). In terms of SNR for BPSK, this is identical to Eb/No 

whereas for QPSK it is 2Eb/No. The choice of BPSK rather than QPSK 

corresponds to the way in which the work evolved over time, but for
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relative comparisons of the proposed schemes, the relative ordering will 

be the same whether BPSK or QPSK is used, and therefore performance 

assessment is possible.



Chapter 2

BACKGROUND REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

The challenge for broadband wireless communications is to provide a 

high quality-of-service (QoS) at a similar cost to wireline-based tech

nologies. In order to achieve this goal in emerging 4G broadband wire

less, multiple antennas are likely to be installed at both the base station 

and subscriber ends. These technologies endow such systems with the 

potential ability to achieve high capacities for mobile-access Internet 

and multimedia services, and thereby dramatically increase coverage 

and reliability of wireless communications. Orthogonal frequency divi

sion multiplexing (OFDM) technology also has advantages for spectrum 

efficiency and low-cost implementation. Therefore, combination of both 

powerful technologies is likely to enable the objectives of 4G design, in

cluding good coverage, reliable transmission, high peak data rates and 

high spectrum efficiency [18].

In this chapter, some preliminary research in the fields of MIMO and 

OFDM technologies is introduced, including the basic MIMO system 

model and its characteristics, space-time coding theory, OFDM funda

mentals and system model, and studies of an OFDM system on both 

linear time-invariant (LTI) channels and doubly-selective channels.

22
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2.2 Towards Fourth Generation Wireless Communications

During the past century, wireless communications has been enormously 

developed by three evolutions. In the first generation of wireless com

munications (1G), analog technology was generally employed motivated 

by transferring voice as the primary objective. Example standards for 

1G included nordic mobile telephone (NMT) used in nordic countries, 

Switzerland, Netherlands, Eastern Europe and Russia, advanced mo

bile phone system (AMPS) used in the United States of America and 

Australia, total access communications system (TACS) in the United 

Kingdom, Japanese total access communications system (JTACS) in 

Japan, C-450 in West Germany, Radiocom 2000 in France, and radio 

telefono mobile integrato (RTMI) in Italy [78]. For second generation 

(2G), all wireless communications were standardized in terms of dig

ital modulations based on commercial centric applications. Around 

60% of the current 2G worldwide market is dominated by the Euro

pean standards. The family of 2G standards includes global system for 

mobile communications (GSM), integrated digital enhanced network 

(iDEN), interim standard 95 (IS-95), personal digital cellular (PDC), 

circuit switched data (CSD), personal handy-phone system (PHS), gen

eral packet radio service (GPRS) and wideband integrated digital en

hanced network (WiDEN) [1]. In order to cope with the growing de

mands for network capacity, required rates towards Mbps level for high 

speed data transfer and multimedia applications, third generation (3G) 

type standards started evolving after 2G. They were generally based on 

the international telecommunication union (ITU) family of standards 

under the international mobile telecommunications 2000 programme 

(IMT-2000). The systems in this standard are essentially a linear en
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hancement of 2G systems, supporting data rates up 5-10 Mbps. Cur

rently, there are numerous technologies standardized for 3G, including 

wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA), CDMA2000, time 

division (synchronous) code division multiple access (TD-CDMA/TD- 

SCDMA), universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) some

times marketed as 3GSM and high speed packet access (HSPA) [79].

While the roll-out of 3G systems is under progress, research activ

ities on fourth generation (4G) systems, a term used to describe the 

next step in wireless communications, have already started. In partic

ular, 4G is targeting the QoS and rate requirements by forthcoming 

applications such as wireless broadband access, multimedia messaging 

service (MMS), video chatting, mobile TV, high definition TV con

tent (HDTV), digital video broadcasting (DVB) and other streaming 

services for anytime and anywhere communications [80].

Currently, there is no formal definition for 4G, however, there are 

certain objectives that are projected for 4G, including higher spectrally 

efficient systems (increased bits/s/H z and bits/s/H z/site) [80], higher 

network capacity (more simultaneous users per cell) [81], a further in

crease in data rates towards 100 Mbps for physically mobile clients and 

1 Gbps for relatively immobile clients (as defined by the ITU Radio

communication Sector (ITU-R)) [82], and high reliability (quality) of 

service for next generation multimedia support [83]. For local coverage, 

WLANs standards can already provide data rates up to 54 M bit/s (ex

ample WLAN standards are: IEEE 802.11a/b/g in the USA and high 

performance radio LAN V.2 (HIPERLAN/2) in Europe). On the other 

hand, some pre-4G technologies have already been exploited in practi

cal applications such as worldwide interoperability for microwave access
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(WiMax), wireless broadband (WiBro), the 3rd generation partnership 

project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) and 3GPP2 ultra mobile 

broadband (UMB) [80]. In these contexts, it is widely acknowledged 

that key physical layer techniques are expected to be utilized in future 

4G systems, including MIMO (to attain high coverage and capacity), 

OFDM (to mitigate the frequency selective channel property and ob

tain high spectral efficiency), and the turbo principle (to minimize the 

required SNR for high reliability transmission).

2.3 Basic MIMO Model

Recently, research on 4G wireless communications at the physical layer 

has focused on exploiting multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) tech

nology. In theory, the utilization of multiple antenna arrays at both 

ends of the link can linearly enhance the system capacity at a level 

equal to the minimum number of transm it and receive antennas [22], 

provided the link are statistically uncorrelated, which will be assumed 

to be true throughout this thesis.

2.3.1 Basic MIMO Model Over Rayleigh Flat Fading Channels

Here, a basic baseband MIMO system model with nt transmit antennas 

and m r receive antennas is represented over a MIMO fading noise free 

channel as in Figure 2.1.

At the first stage of this system, the MIMO transmitter demulti

plexes the transmitting signal stream denoted by b(n), where n denotes 

the discrete time index, onto the multiple antennas by a modulation 

algorithm; then sends each substream through the transmit antennas in 

parallel. At the receiver stage, demodulation and detection algorithms
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Figure 2.1. Basic baseband MIMO system model over MIMO fading 
channels

are invoked, and once ready the receive signal terms are multiplexed 

into the received observations so tha t the original data stream can be 

received.

The basic MIMO signal model with n t transmit antennas and m T 

receive antennas respectively together with channel noise can be ex

pressed for Rayleigh frequency flat fading channels as:

r(n) =  H n(n)b(n) -I- v(n) (2.3.1)

where

b(n) =  [6i(n),62(n ) ,- • • ,6n/(n ),--- ,bni(n)]T

and

r(n) =  [n (n ) ,r2(n), • • • , r m;(n), • • • , r mr(n)]r

which denote the transmit and the receive signal vectors respectively. 

Note that bn't (n) represents the transm itted symbol at the time n, 

which is generally a QAM/PSK symbol transmitted from the n'tth
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transmit antenna, where n't =  1,2, ••• ,n t. Similarly, rm<r(n ) denotes 

the received symbol at index n  at the ra^th receive antenna, where 

m'r =  1,2, • • • , m r. The noise vector is described as

v(n) =  [ui (n), v2(n) , • • • , vm>r (n), ■ • • , vmr (n)]T

and each element is complex zero-mean circular Gaussian noise vector 

with variance cr̂ , i.e. v  ~A/(0,cr^I) and H n is defined as the discrete 

time-domain channel matrix for a MIMO channel as

/

H r

/in

/l21

h\2

/ l22 

hm'T\ ^m'r 2 

h m r l  ^TTlr 2

■̂1 n't 

h'2nl.

hT

him

h2nt

hm'Tnt

\

(2.3.2)

/

where /im;n't , with 1 < m'r < m r and 1 <  n't < nt, is the complex 

channel fading coefficient, drawn from an independent complex zero- 

mean circular Gaussian pdf, from the n'(th transmit antenna to the 

m 'r th receive antenna. In MIMO transmission, several detection and 

equalization techniques can be utilized to realize full capacity and re

cover data symbols at the receive end, such as minimum mean squared 

error (MMSE) and interference cancellation (IC) approaches [84], [85] 

and [86] and the iterative detection schemes [87], [88] and [89].
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2.3.2 Signal Model over M IMO-M ultipath Fading Channels

In this model hm>rn>t (l) is defined as the Zth multipath complex fading 

coefficient of the MIMO-multipath channel forming the transmission 

pipe from the n'tth transmit antenna to the m 'rth receive antenna. It is 

assumed all impulse responses of all channels are finite duration with 

the same length denoted as L. Therefore, we define [Hn(0]m'rn; =  

that

MO *ia(0  

*21 (0  ^22 (0

hm 'r l ( 0  Zlm^2 ( 0

M ( 0

h2n't (0 

hm!rn'l (I)

hint (0

M ( 0

hm'nt (0
(2.3.3)

y  h m r l ( 0  h m r 2 ( 0  ’ ’ ’ ^mrn j ( 0  ' ‘ ’ h mr,n i {V) j

The received baseband signal model, therefore, can be described for 

a MIMO-multipath channel as

L—1
r ( n ) = ^ H nb (n  — /)+ v(n) (2.3.4)

z=o

From Eq.2.3.4, the channel matrix in Eq.2.3.3 is convolved with the 

transmitted signal vector to obtain the received signal r(n). Thus the 

MIMO system over multipath channels suffers from inter-symbol in

terference (ISI). Perfect synchronization between the transmitter and 

receiver is assumed throughout this thesis. OFDM techniques are ro

bust for mitigating ISI and hence achieving the potential capacity of 

the MIMO channels as will be explained in Section 2.6.
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2.4 Further MIMO Preliminaries

2.4.1 M ulti-Antenna System s

There exist different antenna configurations in practical MIMO appli

cations as shown in Figure 2.2. As expressed in Eq. (2.3.2), for n t = 1

TxTx Rx Rx

(a) (b)

Tx RxTxRx

(c) (d)

Tx/Rx

Tx/Rx

Tx/R x

(e)

F igure  2.2. Different multi-antenna system models: (a) SISO model; 
(b) SIMO model; (c) MISO model; (d) MIMO model; (e) Multiuser 
MIMO model (MU-MIMO).

the MIMO system transforms to a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) 

wireless communication system, for which it is well-known that only the 

receiver end is equipped with multiple (rar ) receive antennas but a sin

gle transmit antenna is used (as in Figure 2.2b). Similarly, the MIMO 

configuration can also be simplified to a multiple-input single-output 

(MISO) deployment when m r =  1, i.e. only multiple (n t) transmit 

antennas at the transmitter end are utilized but with a single receive
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antenna (see in Figure 2.2c). A simple scalar MIMO scheme, there

fore, can be defined when both nt =  m T = 1, which is a so-called 

single-input single-output (SISO) configuration (see in Figure 2.2a). 

Otherwise, multiuser-MIMO applications (MU-MIMO) exploit a con

figuration where the base station consists of multiple antennas, and one 

or more transmit/receive antennas are positioned on each terminal (see 

Figure 2.2e).

It is traditionally well-known tha t it is effective to take advantage 

of multiple antennas at one side of a wireless transmission system to 

implement IC and realize diversity and array gain through the coherent 

combining effect of multiple antennas. Moreover, another fundamental 

gain - spatial multiplexing can be achieved through utilization of mul

tiple antennas at both sides of a wireless transmission (MIMO), which 

induces increased spectral efficiency.

2.4.2 Array Gain

In MIMO communication systems, array gain means the power gain of 

the transmitted signals that is achieved through employing multiple- 

antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver. It therefore can be simply 

called power gain, which depends on the number of transmit and re

ceive antennas. Array gain can be realized both at the transmitter 

and the receiver and induces an increase in average receive signal-to- 

noise ratio (SNR), which arises from the coherent combining effect of 

multiple antennas at the receiver/transmitter or both, and hence im

proved coverage. Channel knowledge is required to achieve array gain 

at the transmitter and receiver end, respectively. When assuming per

fect knowledge of the channel at the transmitting end, the transmitter
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obtains the ability to enhance the transmitting propagation through 

processing of the signals transmitted by the multiple antennas by com

plex weights, depending on the channel coefficients, i.e. beamforming. 

Each single receive antenna combines the signal from all transmit an

tennas, to achieve so-called transm itter array gain (i.e. the MISO case 

in Figure 2.2c). Similarly, assuming a single antenna is employed at 

the transmitter without knowledge of the channel, a multiple antenna 

receiver with perfect knowledge of channel state information (CSI) will 

implement coherent combination of the incoming signals at multiple re

ceive antennas, through performing additional processing, and thereby 

enhance the signal, which is so-called receiver array gain (i.e. the SIMO 

case in Figure 2.2b). Basically, CSI is available at the receiver through 

some channel estimation algorithm, however this is more difficult to 

maintain at the transmitter, and depends upon whether time division 

duplex (TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD) is assumed. In TDD 

the up and down links can be assumed to be symmetric, thereby re

ducing any feedback overhead, whereas this does not apply for FDD 

so feed back would be necessary. Therefore, the receiver array gain is 

easier to exploit but limited feedback is possible in real systems.

2.4.3 Diversity Gain

Due to the effect of channel fading, the transm itted signal suffers ran

dom fluctuation in its strength over a wireless channel. When the 

received signal power drops significantly, the channel is said to be in 

a fade, which gives rise to high bit error rate (BER) which affects the 

reliability of the link. Diversity is a powerful technique to improve 

link reliability by mitigating fading in wireless channels and increasing
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the robustness to co-channel interference. Diversity gain is obtained 

by providing replicas of the transm itted signal over multiple (ideally) 

independently fading dimensions (in time/frequency/space) and imple

menting a proper combining scheme at the receiver end.

Time diversity, frequency diversity or spatial diversity techniques 

are often used to greatly reduce the chance of a deep fade. However, 

spatial diversity is more attractive and applicable compared with time 

or frequency diversity, because it presents no increased cost in trans

mission time or bandwidth, respectively. In general, time diversity is 

obtained by retransmitting data  at least after a delay of the channel 

coherence time. However, it requires that the channel must provide 

sufficient variations in time, which reduces the data rate, when replicas 

of the data are sent. Alternatively, a redundant forward error cor

rection code is added and the message is spread in time by means of 

bit-interleaving before it is transm itted. However, redundancies are 

introduced into transmitting signals which decreases the transmission 

efficiency. Frequency diversity can be extracted by transmitting repli

cas of the original data simultaneously at different frequency bands 

which are separated greater than the coherence bandwidth of the chan

nel. However, this is often unapplicable as it induces an expenditure in 

valuable bandwidth, unless as in OFDM techniques, sub-carriers are se

lected to achieve frequency diversity. Spatial diversity can be obtained 

by exploiting multiple antennas at the transmitter (MISO), receiver 

(SIMO) or both (MIMO), which does not require extra transmission 

time or bandwidth, but renders addition in complexity and cost to the 

base station, mobile or both. However, it is often preferable due to the 

reduction of the cost of base station hardware that has been experienced
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over the last decade [90]. Assuming uncorrelated channel fading and 

a properly constructed transm itted signal in an (nt,m r ) MIMO link, 

as compared with a SISO link, the arriving diversified waveform at the 

receiver can be combined to obtain a receive signal which achieves a 

considerable ability to combat the effect of signal amplitude fluctuation, 

i.e. fading, and obtains n t x m r th-order diversity.

Such spatial diversity can also be further categorized as transmit di

versity or receive diversity. The transm it diversity (i.e. extracting the 

spatial diversity through the transm itter) can be realized applicably 

by introducing controlled redundancies in the transmitting processing 

stage in the absence of channel knowledge at the transmitter. The cor

responding technique is known as space-time coding [33] and [21]. The 

receive diversity is frequently leveraged by a maximum-ratio-combining 

(MRC) algorithm that coherently combines signals at multiple receivers 

to maximize signal to noise ratio (SNR) and thereby improve signal 

quality. However, there exists a trade-off between complexity, cost and 

performance [90] when performing MRC which limits its deployment in 

cell phones. Transmit diversity is thereby becoming popular since it is 

easier to implement at the base station.

In the case where there is full correlation between the data streams 

carried by the multiple data pipes of a MIMO link, no throughput 

(bits/second) advantage is obtained, however, it achieves full diversity 

advantage. On the other hand, in the case assuming no correlation 

between all transmission links, i.e. the data streams are absolutely in

dependent, no diversity is present but higher throughput is available 

compared to the former case, i.e. rise in capacity is induced. Thus the 

MIMO system can not provide full diversity and capacity at the same
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time [91] and [35]. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between diver

sity and capacity. This problem can be further optimized by spatial 

multiplexing (SM).

2.4.4 Spatial Multiplexing for Capacity

There is a huge gap between the throughput in cable, wireline and 

wireless communications. In high data  rate wireless communications, 

high throughput is expected. However, currently due to legislative rea

sons, wireless transmission can not be performed over the whole radio 

frequency bandwidth because of interference from other radio trans

missions. Thus the amount of bandwidth assigned to the particular 

wireless network is crucial. In order to extend the throughput, per

forming spatial multiplexing in MIMO systems is considered as an ef

fective solution to increase the spectral efficiency and yield a linear (i.e. 

min(nt , m r )) capacity (or transmission rate) increase, compared to a 

SISO system, with no additional power and keeping the same band

width and SNR [26], [23], [30] and [31].

2.4.4.1 Capacity for SISO and MIMO Models

The channel throughput was expressed by C. Shannon in 1948 [92] as 

the limit to reliable transmission over a noisy channel. The capacity 

is commonly considered as the potential of the channel to transmit 

data. That means the possible maximum transmission rate in a unit 

bandwidth with arbitrarily low bit error rate. Hence, the capacity is the 

upper bound of the spectral efficiency achievable in the specific radio 

channel. Shannon showed tha t the upper bound limit on the capacity 

C of the channel with additive white Gaussian noise is given by the
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following equation:

C = \og2(l + S N R )  (2.4.1)

or, when including a SISO channel coefficient h, it can be expressed as:

C  =  log2(l +  S N R  ■ |ft|2) (2.4.2)

where SNR is the unfaded signal to noise ratio at the receive antenna

and h is considered as a normalized channel power complex scalar ( 

E  {\h\2} =  where denotes the statistical expectation operation 

and | • | denotes absolute value). The capacity unit is bps/Hz. In this 

case, 3dB more SNR induces one more bps/Hz capacity.

In a receive diversity SIMO case with a single transmit antenna 

and m r receive antennas, when the receiver uses optimum combining 

(maximum ratio combining), the capacity can be given by [22]:

C = log2 ^1 +  S N R

For a transmit diversity MISO system with n t transmit antennas 

and a single receive antenna, assuming the total transmit power across 

all antennas is constant, then the capacity can be expressed as:

c  =  iog2 ( i  +  ^  £  N 2)  t2-4-4)

In 1987, Winters published the concept of a new technique us

ing multiple antennas at both the transm itter and receiver [25], now 

known as MIMO. In 1995, Teletar published derivations of capacities in 

Gaussian and fading channels for MIMO systems [24]. In 1996, Foschini

^  1̂*1
1 =  1

(2.4.3)
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presented his derivation for the upper bound capacity for the (nt,m r) 

MIMO model [23], with n t transm it antennas and m r receive antennas 

as:

C = log2 det Im,. +
/  S N K \  h h » (2.4.5)
\  rit )

where det(-) is the matrix determinant operation, Imr is the mr x m r 

identity matrix. H  is the channel matrix with m r x n t dimension and 

(•)H is the complex conjugate transpose or Hermitian transpose opera

tion. Here S N R  is considered as the ratio of the total transmit power 

to the noise power at the receive antenna. The transmitted signals over 

the models are assumed independent. The capacity from Eq.(2.4.5) can 

be calculated as [24]:

» « >

where G is defined as the rank of the matrix H, and Ai,A2 , . . . ,A g  

are defined as the non-negative square roots of the eigenvalues of the 

matrix H H ^ , which are the so-called singular values of H  [93]. In 

the case when the transfer functions of the MIMO subchannels are 

not correlated, e.g. in a richly scattered environment, G therefore is 

maximal and is equal to m in(nt , m r). Note that average receive signal- 

to-noise ratio can be calculated as:

S N R am ra9e =  (2.4.7)
71̂ * 771̂

In Eq.(2.4.5) and Eq.(2.4.6), it is assumed that the receiver, but 

not the transmitter, has the knowledge of CSI and complex flat fad

ing channels are assumed over the signal bandwidth. From this case, 

it is therefore shown that the capacity of a MIMO channel increases
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proportionally to G =  m in(n t ,m r), compared to SISO model.

2.4.4.2 Spatial Multiplexing Gain

In the case of an (nt, m r ) MIMO system, assuming the propagation 

channel exhibits rich scattering, the spatial multiplexing gain is es

sentially realized by multiplexing a high-rate signal into a set (G =  

min(nt, m r)) of lower-rate independent sub-streams, each of which is 

encoded, modulated, and transm itted over individual data pipes simul

taneously at the same frequency slot. Then at the receive end, with 

full knowledge of CSI, the receiver recovers these individual streams 

with appropriate detection techniques and combines them into an orig

inal signal. Thus spatial multiplexing increases the capacity propor

tionally with the minimum number of transmit-receive antenna pairs 

(G = min(n t, m r)), i.e. the spectral efficiency grows G times and the 

spatial multiplexing gain is equal to G.

This processing can be also extended to multiuser MIMO (MU- 

MIMO) case. In such a case, similarly, assuming the data streams are 

simultaneously transmitted from K  user terminals to the base station 

equipped with m r antennas, the base station can likewise separate and 

detect these signals for each user. This allows capacity to increase 

proportionally to the number of antennas of the base station and user 

pairs.
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2.5 Space-Time Block Codes

2.5.1 Review of Space-Tim e Codes

In many mobile applications, CSI may not be available at the trans

mitter, hence it is a challenge to extract the spatial diversity at the 

transmitter without knowledge of CSI. However, the transmit diver

sity can still be realized by introducing controlled redundancies into 

the transmitting processing stage without CSI. One of the correspond

ing techniques is known as space-time coding (STC) which introduces 

a coding jointly with the time dimension at the transmitter [21], [28] 

and [33]. There are two major categories of space-time codes: space

time trellis codes (STTC) and space-time block codes (STBC).

Within an STTC scheme, the coding processing is based on a trellis 

rule for the transmitted symbols over multiple antennas and multiple 

time-slots, and both full diversity gain and coding gain can be achieved 

by a maximum likelihood (ML) receiver [21].

Within an STBC scheme, a block of data  is formed at once in terms 

of a transmission matrix (similarly to block codes [52]), then these mul

tiple copies of symbols are transm itted across multiple antennas, e.g. in 

the case of the transmission with n t transm it antennas, the symbols are 

transmitted from the other antennas as essentially conjugated versions 

of the symbols transmitted from the first Tx antenna. So, additional 

Tx antennas do not transmit additional data symbols but only copies 

of the transmitting symbols from the first antenna. After traversing 

channels, some of these received copies of the data may have the ability 

to overcome the potentially difficult environment of channels and to 

improve the reliability of data-transfer [94]. It is the fact that STBC
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combines all the copies of the received signal in some optimal algorithm 

to extract as much correct information as possible that underpins its 

advantage, and a higher chance to decode correctly the received signal 

results.

Although in (nt,rar) frequency flat MIMO applications, STBC only 

provides possible full diversity of n t x mrth-order without improvement 

in terms of spectral efficiency, it takes much less computational com

plexity for implementation compared to STTC [33], [34] and [94] and 

therefore is exploited in this thesis.

There are several categories of STBC including orthogonal STBCs 

(O-STBCs) [34] and [33], quasi-orthogonal STBCs (QO-STBCs) [95], 

differentia] STBCs [96] and [97] and unitary space-time modulation [98].

2.5.2 Alamouti’s STBC

The simplest scheme for STBCs was invented for two Tx antennas and 

arbitrary number of Rx antennas by Alamouti in 1998 [33]. His STBC 

scheme is the only example of an O-STBC, which has the ability to 

achieve both full diversity and full code rate, i.e., it is a rate-1 code 

because it takes two time-slots to transm it two complex constellated 

symbols. Due to its simplicity of decoding, Alamouti’s STBC has been 

widely utilized in practical applications such as 3G systems [79]. For 

a two transmit, one receive antenna scheme with a flat-fading channel, 

the encoding scheme can be described as follows.

X \  X2
X coded= (2.5.1)

— Xo X*,
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X j  T |  tim e  s lo t  n

tim e  s lo t  n +1- X -

F igu re  2.3. Alamouti’s STBC scheme with two transmit antennas 
and a single receive antenna, representing two consecutive time slots.

From Eq.(2.5.1), at time slot n, the two symbols x\ and £ 2  are trans

mitted simultaneously from the first and second transmit antennas re

spectively. Then, at the next time slot n -f  1 , the two symbols and 

x\  are transmitted from the transm it antennas in the same order. The 

symbols are coded in the space domain (two Tx antennas) and in the 

time domain (two time slots required for the transmission). The trans

mitted symbols are assumed as zero-mean with unity variance. In this 

case, four transmitted symbols during two time slots form the block of 

data, but two of them are repeated. There are two orthogonal trans

mit vectors: a i =  [x i,^ ]  and 0 :2  =  [—x*2, —xj] in this coding matrix. 

Therefore, the transmit vectors in STBC are always orthogonal, which 

induces [34]:

X ^ kdX.coded= (L\xI \2 + \x2] 2)I (2.5.2)
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Considering the case with a single receive antenna, as shown in Figure 

2.3, the receive signals at time slots n and n +  1 can be piled up in the 

elements of a vector as

(2.5.3)

•
n Xi 002 hi V\

= +
T2 -x*2 x\

1 to

1

V2

which can be further simplified as

I* —  X - c o d e d h .  -f- V (2.5.4)

where V\ and V2 are independent zero-mean complex circular additive 

white Gaussian noise terms. The channel coefficients hi and /12 are 

assumed to keep static over two transm itting time slots, i.e. the channel 

is assumed quasi-static. For simplicity of analysis, Eq.(2.5.3) can be 

written equivalently as

n

r*2

Xi

002

and Eq.(2.5.5) can be also simplified as

+
v\

^ 2

(2.5.5)

r  =  H x  +  v (2.5.6)

where x =  [ x i ^ x ^  represents the original transmitting symbol vec

tor, and r  =  [ n ,^ ] 7̂ denotes the equivalent received signal vector at

h\ /12  

h'2 - h \

v i . v ^  represents the equivalent noise

the receive antenna, and H

alent channel matrix, and v =

denotes the overall equiv-

of the whole channel. Because there also exists the characteristic of
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orthogonality for H  as in X Coded, therefore, it follows that

H " H  =  ( |/! , |2 +  |ft2|2)I (2.5.7)

Alamouti’s STBC could also be exploited with multiple receive an

tennas. Assuming a receiver with m r receive antennas, the equivalent 

receive signal vectors at the 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m r th receive antennas can be ex

pressed respectively as

?i =  H ix  -f- Vi 

?2 =  H 2X +  V 2

(2.5.8)

**mr =  H mrX T  v mr

From the set of Eqs.(2.5.8), stacking can be used to put them into 

an equation in terms of matrices as

?1 H! Vl

?2 h 2 X i V2= +

^mr H mr 1 <1 3 1

Eq.(2.5.9) can also be simplified in the same way as Eq.(2.5.6) as

r  =  H x  +  v  (2.5.10)

One particularly attractive feature of orthogonal STBCs including 

Alamouti’s scheme is that the transmitting data symbols can be re

covered simply by maximum likelihood (ML) decoding [99] with only
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linear processing at the receiver of not only a single receive antenna but 

also a multiple set. In the case of multiple receive antennas as shown in 

Eqs.(2.5.8), the ML detector estimates the data symbols by minimizing

the expression ?j ~  H j x for all the j  (j = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  m r ) receive signal

vectors by invoking the possible data symbol pair X = { x i , x 2} i.e.

f | _ 2 'j
{ x i , x 2} = a r g r m n ^  | | r ,  -  Hf,x j  (2.5.11)

In conclusion, Alamouti’s STBC is the only scheme of O-STBC with 

simple linear decoding processing for complex symbols, which provides 

both maximal diversity order of two and full code rate up to one (one 

symbol coded per time slot).

2.5.3 Quasi-Orthogonal STBC

All O-STBCs have the ability to achieve full diversity, but only Alam

outi’s scheme can obtain full code rate whilst extracting full diversity. 

In the past decade, a STBC scheme called ‘quasi-orthogonal STBC’ 

(QO-STBC) was proposed that is extended from O-STBCs but can 

achieve a higher data rate. These codes provide partial orthogonality 

and provide only part of the diversity gain. An example is proposed 

by H. Jafarkhani [95]. It is the straightforward extension of Alamouti’s 

STBC for four transmit antennas, which constructs the code matrix 

using two sets of Alamouti’s codes. The encoding scheme can be de

scribed as
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X Q O —coded2

Xi Z 3 X4

- x \ x \

*H1 x *3

- x \ - x *4 x \ X*2

x 4 - X 3 - X 2 X\

(2.5.12)

The orthogonality criterion only holds for columns (1 and 2), (1 and 

3), (2 and 4) and (3 and 4). However, it clearly has the full rate code 

equal to unity, i.e. four data symbols are coded over four time slots. 

This scheme still only requires linear processing at the receiver.

Assuming the case of the system with four transmit antennas and 

a single receive antenna with the same channel environment as in 

Eq.(2.5.5), the transfer function could be expressed in terms of equiv

alent matrices by taking the complex conjugate in the range from the 

second to the third rows, as follows

n h \  /12 h.3 h 4 x 1 Vl

to 
* h *2 - h \  h \  -h * z 002 V *2

~ +

r 3 h i  h \  - h \  - h *2 X3

r 4 h 4 ~ h $  —/12 h \ x 4 V4

(2.5.13)

which simplified as

?qo =  H qox +  vqo (2.5.14)

From Eq.(2.5.14), the transm itted signal can be estimated by per

forming linear processing as

~ M H
X = H QOr Qo=  A x  +  H qovQo 

Eq.(2.5.15) can be expressed as

(2.5.15)
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Xi 7 0 0 a

0 7 —a 0

Xi 0 —a 7 0

X\ a 0 0 7
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standards [102], [47] and [48]. Due to its numerous advantages such as 

low inter symbol interference, spread spectrum and low implementa

tion cost, it is therefore under discussion for future broadband wireless 

applications such as WiMax and Wi-Fi [37], [39] and [103].

2.6.1 M ultipath Propagation and Multi-Carrier Approach

In contrast to satellite communications where one single direct path 

from the transmitter to the receiver is present, in the classical terrestrial 

broadcasting scenario, a multi-path channel should be addressed: the 

transmitted signal arrives at the receiver over various paths of different 

lengths. Since multiple versions of the signal interfere with each other 

(ISI), it becomes very hard to extract the original information. The 

common representation of the multi-path channel is the channel impulse 

response (CIR) of the channel which is the signal measured at the 

receiver if a single pulse is transmitted.

Assuming a system transmitting discrete information in time in

tervals T, the critical measure concerning the multi-path channel is 

the delay rmax of the longest path with respect to the earliest path. 

A received symbol can theoretically be influenced by rmax/T  previous 

symbols. This influence has to be estimated and compensated for in 

the receiver, a task which may become very challenging. In a single 

carrier transmission system, the transm itted symbols are pulse formed 

by a transmitter filter. The transm itting data rate R  can be expressed 

in general as:
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Hence, for the single carrier system, the ISI term can be expressed as:

From Eq.(2.6.2), it can be seen that the ISI will be large as the trans

mission rate is high in single carrier systems. Hence, the complexity 

involved in removing this interference at the receiver is considerable for 

multimedia application systems because of its high transmission data 

rates. Hence a cost-effective implementation using such an approach 

can not be obtained. This is the main reason why the multi-carrier ap

proach has become so popular. In multi-carrier transmission systems, 

the original data stream of rate R  is multiplexed into N  parallel data 

substreams with reduced data rate as

where each of the data substreams is modulated with a different fre

quency and the resulting signals are transmitted together in the same 

band. Correspondingly, the receiver consists of N  parallel receiver 

paths. Due to the prolonged distance among transmitted symbols the 

ISI for each substream reduces to

Comparing Eq.(2.6.2) with Eq.(2.6.4), ISI is reduced by a factor of N  as 

compared to a single carrier application for the same transmission data 

rates and the channel environment. Such a small amount of ISI can 

often be tolerated and no extra equalization is required. As far as the

T
= R  - Tjmax ( 2 .6 .2)

(2.6.3)

7"max 7"max   R  ' Tt

N  T  ~  N
7m  ax max (2.6.4)
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complexity of a receiver is concerned, a system with too much parallel 

multiplexing is still not feasible. This demands for a slight modification 

of the approach which leads us to the concept of OFDM.

2.6.2 FDM & OFDM: A Common Interpretation

OFDM is a highly cost-effective example of the multi-carrier transmis

sion technique. The idea is to make the symbol period long with respect 

to the channel impulse response in order to reduce ISI. This implies that 

the bandwidth of the sub-carriers becomes small (with respect to the 

channel’s coherence bandwidth [54]), thus the impact of the channel 

is reduced to an attenuation and phase distortion of the sub-carrier 

symbols ( “flat fading”), which can be compensated by efficient one-tap 

equalization, provided the channel is static during the OFDM symbol.

The principle of signal processing in OFDM technique is very simi

lar to the technique of frequency division multiplexing (FDM). It uses 

the same principle as FDM to multiplex data streams into several par

allel substreams in the frequency domain over a single radio channel. In 

conventional FDM broadcasting, each transmitting substream is mod

ulated by a separated transmitting station on a different frequency and 

the separation between any two frequencies is kept high so that the 

carriers do not interfere with each other. Thus, synchronization is not 

required between the stations however, this induces comparable low 

spectrum efficiency.

On the other hand, in OFDM, the data of each substream are simul

taneously transmitted on different densely packed orthogonal subcarri

ers so that high spectral efficiency can be achieved. All the subcarriers 

of OFDM signal are required to be synchronized to each other in time
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and frequency, which makes sure interference between the subcarriers is 

ideally equal to zero due to the nature of orthogonality. Hence, it pro

vides an ability to avoid inter-carrier-interference (ICI), although the 

spectra of the sub-carriers actually overlap. Figure 2.4 shows the nature 

of orthogonality within the overlapping spectra (sinc-functions) of four 

adjacent OFDM sub-carriers. In general, the subcarrier pulse forming 

and modulation in OFDM techniques can be simply performed by an in

verse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). Currently, the processing can 

be implemented very efficiently in the terms of an inverse fast Fourier 

transform (IFFT). Accordingly, only an FFT is needed to reverse this 

operation at the receiver.

Frequency

sub-carrier
frequency spacing

F igu re  2.4. The overlapping spectra (sinc-functions) of four adja
cent OFDM sub-carriers. At one sub-carrier center frequency, all other 
spectra are zero, demonstrating the sub-carrier orthogonality.

2.6.3 OFDM System Model

A basic baseband model of the OFDM system is shown in Figure 2.5. 

First of all, the source data bits are re-structured by a serial to parallel
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Data Serial to - t Modulation — > IFFT — >
Guard
Period

— ► Parallel to
Source Parallel { Mapping — 1 SerialInsertion F

Channels

GuardParallel to 4 — Demodulation <— 4 — 4 — Serial toOutput 4 — 4 — FFT Period
Serial < — Demapping 4— 4 — 4 — Parallel

Removing

F igu re  2.5. OFDM transceiver diagram consist of the transmitter, 
channel and receiver.

(S/P) converter, and then are modulated as a data block of N  mapped 

symbols generally using a phase shift keying (PSK) or quadrature am

plitude modulation (QAM) constellation. These mapped symbols are 

then converted into the time domain by applying an IFFT operation. 

After that, a cyclic prefix (CP) of length P  is inserted at the head 

of the time interleaved samples; the CP length P  should not be less 

than channel length L (P > L) to guarantee that the ISI is completely 

removed.

Here the whole block of da ta  is considered as a random-OFDM 

symbol. When the signal is propagating through the radio channel, 

the channel matrix can be represented as a circulant matrix H  due 

to CP insertion [93], the columns of which are composed in the terms 

of cyclically shifted versions of a zero padded channel vector, i.e. the 

channel matrix is performed as a circular convolution matrix by intro

ducing a CP in the time domain. An attractive property of a circulant
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matrix is that it can be exactly diagonalized by performing a DFT op

eration. The DFT is often simplified by using an FFT at the receiver 

with concomitant low computational complexity. The same process as 

the transmitting stage is inversely performed at the receiving end, with 

CP removal, FFT, demapping and parallel to serial converting.

As a result from the nature of circulant matrix, it thus only simply 

requires one-tap channel equalization performed on frequency domain 

for signal estimation, with a static channel.

2.6.4 Signal Processing o f OFDM  Model in a Static Channel

As shown in Figure 2.5, assuming the transmitting signals are indepen

dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), and that the mapped symbols 

set can be expressed as {s^}, and the {xn} are the time samples after 

the IFFT operation, which can be described by the following N-point 

IDFT operation as,
N - 1

z** = -7 7 7  (2-6-5)
v ■N  fc=o

where n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  iV — 1 for x n and the component of ~̂ = represents 

the normalization of the FFT  or IFFT  operations. The vector form of 

the sequence {xn} can be written as

x  =  F h s (2.6.6)

where F  is the DFT matrix of size N  x N  and s is the transmitting 

mapped symbol vector in the frequency domain. After the insertion of 

a CP of length P, the transm itting guarded-OFDM symbol sequence
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{xp} can be defined as

Xp £ {x^v_p, Xj\[—p-f-i, . . . ,  X]\j—\ , xq, X \ i i x n —i } (2-6.7)

where — P < p < N  — 1 for x p. As the signal is traversing an L path 

static channel where L < P , the received baseband signal at sample 

time n can be described after removing the CP as

L— 1
rn = Y 2  (2.6.8)

1=0

where h(l) is the /th tap of the complex channel and vn is the complex 

white circular zero mean Gaussian noise at sample time n for rn and 

vn. Hence, the received signal in the time domain can be written in 

vector form of length N  as

r  =  H x  +  v  =  H F h s +  v  (2.6.9)

Performing the FFT on Eq.(2.6.9), the receive sample vector in the 

frequency domain becomes

F r=  F H x  +  F v  

=  F H F ^ s  +  F v

=  H d/s  +  F v  (2.6.10)

where H #  =  F H F h is the inter-carrier interference (ICI) matrix, i.e. 

the “subcarrier coupling matrix” , which is diagonal when the channel is 

static. Herein the signal and noise are assumed zero mean and mutually 

uncorrelated, thus,
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£ {s}  = £{v }  = 0 

E { s s h }  =  I  

E {&vH} =  0 

E  { w w} =  a2I

where a2 denotes noise variance. Hence, it only needs a one-step lin-

ZF Simulated Performance of OFDM System for Static Channel

o> 10

■$—  ZF-BPSK 
H—  ZF-QPSK 
-V—  ZF-8PSK 

ZF-8QAM 
-e—  ZF-16QAM 
-©—  ZF-64QAM

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
SNR(dB)

F igure  2.6. The average SER vs. SNR performance for an OFDM sys
tem: the simulation is implemented over a static channel and performs 
ZF channel equalization.

ear equalization algorithm for frequency domain operation with low 

computational complexity, such as zero-forcing (ZF) equalization and 

linear minimum mean square error (L-MMSE) equalization. The ZF 

equalization algorithm is given as
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§ z f  =  (H ^ )+ • Fr ( 2 . 6 . 1 1 )

where (•)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [104] and [105]. 

Figure 2.6 shows the performance of an OFDM system employing dif

ferent types of QAM and PSK modulation, where the ZF algorithm is 

used for channel equalization. The OFDM system was simulated under 

static multipath channel conditions. The simulations were of length 

200,000 symbols and were taken from OdB < S N R  < 30dB for each 

type of modulation. The size of FFT  and IFFT was chosen as 32, the 

length of cyclic prefix as 24 and channel length equal to 3. The results 

of simulation are given in terms of average transmitting symbol error 

rate (SER) versus signal to noise ratio (SNR). The figure confirms that 

as the constellation size increases the average SER degrades. The ad

vantage of 8PSK over 8QAM is due to the larger separation of all its 

symbols.

On the other hand, assuming perfect CSI at the receive antenna, 

L-MMSE could also provide the ability to equalize a fixed channel for 

OFDM with inexpensive computational expenditure. The L-MMSE 

algorithm for signal estimation can be given as

+  <T2I ) _1H " - F r  (2.6.12)

where (-)-1 denotes the matrix inversion operation. For static chan

nel conditions, both the ZF and L-MMSE equalization algorithm only 

require O(N)  (the order of N )  operations. Hence, they represent the 

classical motivation for the use of OFDM for multipath static channels. 

Figure 2.7 the average SER performance of an OFDM system perform
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ing L-MMSE algorithm for channel equalization for various symbol con

stellations is shown. The simulation of Figure 2.7 has been initialized 

to be the same as the simulation of Figure 2.6. It clearly shows that 

for simple multipath static channels the L-MMSE and ZF can achieve 

essentially identically robust performance within the use of an OFDM 

system.

L-MMSE Simulated Performance of OFDM System for Static Channel

crUJwQ)
CDa

MMSE-BPSK 
H—  MMSE-QPSK 
-V—  MMSE-8PSK 

MMSE-8QAM 
-a—  MMSE-16QAM 
■e—  MMSE-64QAM

SNR(dB)

Figure 2.7. The average SER vs. SNR performance for an OFDM sys
tem: the simulation is implemented over static channels and performs 
L-MMSE channel equalization.

2.6 .5  Signal Processing o f  O FDM  M odel in LTV Channel

Due to the mobility nature of wireless communications, the channel 

is not stationary at all times, hence the channel coefficients may vary 

with respect to time.
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In OFDM-based communications, the strategy of data transmis

sion is often based on transm itting information bits in terms of frames 

(OFDM symbols) and it is assumed that the channel is static during one 

frame at least [54], which is so-called quasi-static. However, sometimes 

the channel does not remain constant even in one OFDM symbol, e.g. 

results from high speed mobility which induces Doppler shift. There

fore, it is necessary to discuss the OFDM signal processing within a 

linear time-varying (LTV) channel model. A wide sense stationary and 

uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) model is the most commonly used 

channel model in wireless communications [54], [106]. In the WSSUS 

model the channel is characterized by its delay (or multipath) power 

spectrum and the scattering function. Assuming the channel is time- 

varying, then the complex strength of channel impulse response hn(l) 

will vary in a random manner for the Ith multipath with time index 

n, where / =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  L — 1 and n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  N  — 1. A Rayleigh 

fading channel is a classical WSSUS channel model in which hn(l) is a 

white complex Gaussian independent random variable with zero mean 

and the variance of the Ith m ultipath of. It can also be modelled based 

on the classic Jakes’ model [76] which induces correlation in the time 

variation of the channel coefficient as a function of the mobile velocity. 

Similarly, as for the OFDM signal modelling in a static channel as in 

Eq. (2.6.8), the received OFDM baseband signal of sample time n can 

be described after removing the CP as

L—1
r„ =  ^  hn{l)xn-i +  vn (2.6.13)

1=0

where hn(l) is the Ith tap of the complex channel, which varies in a
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Gaussian random manner. The time domain transmitting vector with

out CP can be defined as x  =  [xq, x \, . . .  , Xjv-i]T- Choi describes the 

estimation of the time-variant channel parameters in [107]. Herein, it 

is assumed that perfect knowledge of the channel is available. Thus, 

similarly to Eq.(2.6.9), the received signal can be written in terms of a 

vector yielding

r  =  H cx  +  v =  H cF ^s + v (2.6.14)

where H c is a circulant channel m atrix of size N  x N,  note that the 

subscript n on H c is dropped here for clarity, the channel coefficients 

of which will vary with respect to the time index in each transmitting 

frame period. H c is described in Eq.(2.6.15) and in [108],

MO)

Mi)

o

MO)

h0( L -  1) h0(L -  2) 

h i ( L - l )

h,L-2(L — 2) h i - 2 (0 ) 0

h L- X{ L - 1) h L- x ( L -  2) ••• hi ,—1 (0) 0

0 h L( L -  1) h L(L — 2) ••• MO )

hN-2 (^ — 1 ) hiv-2(L — 2) •••

h i v - \ { L — 1) h N - i ( L  — 2)

hN-2 (0 )

(2.6.15)

Ml)
M2)

h L- 2( L  -  1) 

0

0

M -i (0)

and the OFDM symbol transmission can also be expressed in the same
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signal processing model of the frequency domain, as for Eq.(2.6.10) as

R =  F H cF ^ s  +  Fv 

=  H d/s +  F v  (2.6.16)

where R  =  Fr denotes the frequency domain received signal. Note that 

the ICI matrix H #  is not diagonal due to the time-variant channel para

meters, hence ICI is introduced into the transmission processing in the 

case of the LTV channel environment. In order to mitigate the effect of 

fading and interference from LTV channels, the equalization processing 

is still required at the receiving stage. However, both simple ZF and 

L-MMSE axe not feasible for LTV channel equalization because only 

poor BER performance can be achieved by both schemes [107]. See 

also in Figure 2.8, the simulation shows the BPSK and QPSK average 

symbol error rate (SER) performance for an OFDM system, which per

forms L-MMSE equalization over LTI and LTV channels respectively, 

assuming normalized Doppler spread (DS) equal to 0.05. This figure 

confirms that with time-variation in the channel there is a clear SER 

floor for both BPSK and QPSK, hence average SER below 10-2 is im

possible without further processing. The focus of this thesis is to over

come this limitation, in particular when multiuser interference is also 

present. The inversion of an Hermitian matrix obtained by Hdf(NxN) 

for both ZF and L-MMSE algorithm require 0 ( N 2) operations [108], 

which is high computational expenditure when the size of frame N  is 

large. Some non-linear equalization algorithms have been developed for 

better performance of signal estimation during the past three decades, 

such as maximum likelihood detection (ML) [109], [110], decision feed
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back equalization (DFE) [111], [112], and some robust optimal iterative 

equalization [108], which will be discussed in the following chapters, to

gether with methods to reduce computational complexity.

L-MMSE Simulated OFDM System for Quasi-static and LTV channel

a.LUw<Daa
0)
I . - 3

BPSK quasi-static 
h—  QPSK quasi-static 
■e—  BPSK fd=0.05 
■Q—  QPSK fd=0.05

SNR(dB)

Figure 2.8. The average SER vs. SNR performance for an OFDM 
system: the simulation implements BPSK and QPSK over quasi-static 
and LTV channels and performs L-MMSE channel equalization, where 
the normalized Doppler spread is 0.05 for the LTV channels.

2.7 Chapter Summary

The background reviews for key physical layer technology of next gen

eration wireless communications, including space time codes, MIMO 

and OFDM techniques, are provided in this chapter. The purpose was 

to give a broad discussion as details are available in the cited works. 

Those techniques will be utilized in a MIMO-OFDM system, as will be 

described in the following chapter. The introduction also provides a
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basis for the further research on multiuser applications, which will be 

described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, and a low-complexity iterative 

algorithm in Chapter 6.



Chapter 3

MIMO-OFDM 

COMMUNICATIONS

The use of multiple antennas at both ends of a wireless link (MIMO 

technology) offers the potential ability to improve considerably the 

spectral efficiency and link reliability in future wireless communica

tions systems [26]. In particular, combination of MIMO technology 

with OFDM is well known as one of the promising candidates for next- 

generation fixed and mobile wireless systems. This design is moti

vated by the growing demand for broadband wireless communications. 

This chapter provides an overview of the basic principles of combining 

space time block coding (STBC) with MIMO-OFDM techniques. The 

specifics of the design of STBC MIMO-OFDM systems are discussed in 

this chapter and the relative issue of performance analysis is provided 

in detail. The material describing the idea of iterative signal detection 

included in this chapter also provides a basis for the remaining chapters.

This chapter is organized as follows: The ISI problem caused by 

a frequency selective channel is discussed for the broadband MIMO 

communication environment in Section 3.1. Thus the MIMO-OFDM 

technique is introduced to deal with this problem in Section 3.2. The ex

pressions for capacity of MIMO-OFDM systems are discussed in Section

61
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3.3 in detail. In Section 3.4, a space-time block coded MIMO-OFDM 

system is described in terms of a signal processing model. A non-linear 

detection algorithm is introduced in Section 3.5. Based on both the 

principle of decision feedback (DF) and a sequential iterative detec

tion algorithm, a novel STBC MIMO-OFDM receiver scheme using 

an iterative MMSE detection algorithm is designed for both a quasi

static frequency-selective wireless radio channels and a slowly fading 

time variant channel in Section 3.6, together with performance analy

sis. Section 3.7 provides the conclusions.

3.1 Broadband MIMO Com m unications

As explained in Chapter 2, most MIMO diversity techniques are de

signed for narrowband flat fading channels, such as space-time block 

coding, where each radio subchannel is assumed to be single path. How

ever, when a MIMO system is considered for wideband transmission, 

the radio channel has a frequency-selective nature which is caused by 

the phenomenon of multipath propagation. The problems also exists for 

SISO systems wherein the main challenge is again to mitigate the inter

symbol interference (ISI) occurring due to the channel delay spread. As 

explained in Section 2.3.2, the Ith MIMO-multipath fading channel for
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an (nt , m r ) multi-antenna transmission system can be modelled as

^ M O  ^12(0 ••• hin't (l) ••• hint ( 0  ^

/ l 2 l ( 0  ^ 22 (0  •••  ^2n't ( 0  ^2nt ( 0

hm'r l ( 0  h mir2{l)  ^m{.nt(0
H„(Z) =

y  ^ m r l ( 0  h m r 2 { l ) • • • Zlmt,n ' ( / )  • ■ • ZlmrTlt(Z) y

where is the Zth m ultipath complex channel fading coefficient

over the transmission pipe from the n'tth transmit antenna to the ra^th 

receive antenna. Hence, the signal model can therefore be described for 

a MIMO-multipath channel as

L—1

r ( » ) = £ H  n(Z)b(n — Z)+v(n)
1=0

Herein, the coefficients of the time domain channel matrices H n(/) are 

multiplied with the transm itted signal vector b(n) to obtain the re

ceived signal r(n), where / =  0 , . . . ,  L — 1 and v(n) is defined as the 

uncorrelated additive complex white circular zero mean Gaussian noise 

at sample time n. Hence, ISI appears when the transmission bandwidth 

exceeds the channel coherence bandwidth so that the channel delay 

spread exceeds the duration of the transm itted symbol. In this case, 

the delayed replicas of the transm itted signals interfere with the current 

transmitted symbols. Therefore direct signal detection is impossible in 

the rich multipath propagation environment, and equalization tech

niques are required at the receiver, such as in a GSM system which ex

ploits a maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE)-based equal
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izer. However, the complexity of the equalization can be too high to 

realize the communications in practical applications, e.g. when real

ized in the form of an MLSE equalizer it grows exponentially with the 

number of propagation paths between the transmitter and the receiver. 

Hence, it is even more difficult in (nt , m r) MIMO system for wideband 

communication, where there are n t x m r radio subchannels. A robust 

technique to overcome the ISI problem in MIMO systems is orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [31], [20]. In an OFDM-based 

system, the whole high data  rate stream is divided into many low data 

rate substreams which occupy small bandwidth; and then, each data 

substream is transmitted using a different subcarrier. OFDM thereby 

transforms the frequency selective fading channel into many narrow

band flat fading channels. Because each substream has low data rate, 

the symbol transmitting duration is therefore wide enough to mitigate 

the problem ISI degrading transm itting performance. Otherwise, if ISI 

remains an issue successive interference cancellation can be applied in 

the MIMO-OFDM system for further performance improvement.

It is strongly expected tha t MIMO-OFDM technique will be the 

basis for the link layer of emerging high-speed data wireless commu

nications. Table 3.1 represents some wideband MIMO standards with 

the corresponding technology. It is clear to see that with the exception 

of 3GPP Release 7, all standards work with OFDM and orthogonal 

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), where 3GPP Release 8  

LTE (long term evolution) is the name given to a project within the 

third generation partnership project (3GPP) to improve the UMTS 

mobile phone standard to cope with future requirements. The advan

tages of OFDM can obviously be linked with MIMO. The table confirms
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Table 3.1. MIMO standards and t le corresponding technology

Standard Technology

WLAN 802.l ln OFDM

WiMAX 802.16-2004 OFDM/OFDMA

WiMAX 802.16e OFDMA

3GPP Release 7 WCDMA

3GPP Release 8  (LTE) OFDMA

802.20 OFDM

802.22 OFDM

that the combination of MIMO with OFDM is generally the technol

ogy of choice to reinforce WLANs and current mobile 3G networks. 

In 2003, the task group of IEEE 802.1 In was established to improve 

the throughput in 802.11 WLANs by applying a combination of MIMO 

with OFDM techniques. Some proposals were submitted by different 

telecom consortia, but none of them was accepted. In May 2006, the 

last proposed draft was rejected. On the other hand, strong eagerness 

still exists for the 802.1 In standard in the telecommunications industry. 

Some companies, e.g. Dell and Acer, have announce that they plan to 

exploit the draft of the 802.1 In standard in their products [113], [114].

3.2 Introduction to  M IM O-OFDM  System s

Figure 1 . 2  has illustrated a block diagram of a basic baseband MIMO- 

OFDM system. Consider this MIMO-OFDM system with nt transmit 

and m r receive antennas. In this system, OFDM techniques add sig

nal processing in the frequency dimension into the MIMO framework 

which includes the spatial and temporal dimension algorithms. In gen
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eral, the incoming bit stream is first encoded by a channel encoder 

and interleaved. After PSK/PAM  mapping, the incoming bit stream is 

converted into a mapped symbol stream and then encoded by MIMO 

coding techniques (e.g. STBC) to engender coded spatial and frequency 

domain transmitting symbols. A set of subcarriers can be chosen for 

signal transmission. Despite the fact these carriers effectively overlap 

in the frequency domain, all the signals can be distinguished at the 

receiver because of the orthogonality of the carriers. Thus, the whole 

system is spectrally efficient provided the problems of synchronization 

(frequency offset) and doubly selective channels are not severe. To pro

vide the transmission with the appropriate frequency carriers, digital 

signal processing with an IFFT operation is applied at the transmitter 

for each branch of the output of the MIMO encoder, and then the cyclic 

prefix (CP) is added on to the OFDM symbols to mitigate ISI before 

transmission. A quasi-static channel environment for this system where 

each OFDM block experiences time-invariant but different fading is as

sumed. The number of multipaths of every fading channel from each 

transmit antenna to each receive antenna is assumed the same, which 

is denoted by L. In such a MIMO system the maximum diversity gain 

is theoretically n t x m r x L ,  to exploit this diversity additional coding is 

required at the transmitter [115]. Such coding is not considered in this 

thesis. Herein, perfect synchronization is assumed for all transmitters 

and receivers and the high peak-to-average power ratio of OFDM is 

ameliorated by perfect linear power amplifiers. Hence, at the receive 

end, the CP is removed and the complementary FFT is performed for 

each receive branch. Then, at this point, the MIMO decoder/detector 

must be applied to recover the frequency domain data stream, and then
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demapping/deinterleaving and decoding are implemented to obtain bi

nary output data. It is typically assumed that perfect knowledge of 

channel state information (CSI) is available at the receiver. In princi

ple, MIMO-OFDM can be considered as a parallel set of SISO-OFDM 

systems. Thus, the received signal across all the receive antennas at 

discrete frequency tone k after removing the CP and taking the FFT 

can be written as

r  (k) = H/(fc)x(fc) +  v/(ifc) (3.2.1)

where r (k) = [r\(k),r2(k) , . . . ,  r mr (k)]T , and k =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  N —l. x(fc) =  

[xi(k), x2(k) , . . . ,  xnt(k)]T is the frequency domain transmitting data 

symbol at the kth subcarrier across the n'tth  transmit antenna, n't =

1 , 2 , . . . , n t; and v/(fc) =  {vfi(k), v f2( k ) , . . . ,  v K (fe),. . . ,  v /mr(fc)] de

notes the frequency domain representation for the additive complex 

white Gaussian noise vector v  at the kth subcarrier. H,(k)  is the 

frequency domain channel m atrix of the kth tone written as

(  H u (k) H n (k) ■■■ H ln,(k) ■■■ H ln,(k) ^

H  /(* )=

ffji(k) H22(k) . . .  H2n,(k) ■■■ H2n,(k)

H m 'A k ) Hm'r2(k} ••• Hm^iri^k^ ••• H m'rTll( k )

y  H r n r l ( ^ )  H m r 2 ( k ' )  • • • H m T n j ( ^ )  ‘ ' ' H m T n t  ( ^ )  J

(3.2.2)
L —i 2?r

where Hm>rn>t(k) = hm>rn>i{l)e~'7jLlk and hm'rn>t{l) is the Ith tap of 
1=0

the fading channel from the n 'tth  transm it antenna to the m'rth receive 

antenna. From Eq.(3.2.1), assuming the CP is greater than the channel 

length L, there is no ISI during transmission.
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3.3 Capacity of M IM O-OFDM  Systems

From the discussion introduced in the previous section, it is known that 

in OFDM-based spatial multiplexing systems statistically independent 

data streams are transm itted from different antennas and different tones 

and the total available power is allocated uniformly across all space- 

frequency subchannels. Hence, in OFDM-based systems, a (n t,m r ) 

MIMO frequency-selective channel can be divided into a number of 

narrowband MIMO subchannels for which the frequency response of 

the kth  subchannel is represented as H/(/c) in Eq.(3.2.2). Assuming 

the CSI is not known at the transm itter, it has been shown in [2 2 ] and 

[30], that the open-loop capacity for MIMO OFDM over a frequency- 

selective wideband channel which is defined as bps/Hz can be obtained 

by averaging over the capacity of these narrowband MIMO subchannels. 

From the discussion in Chapter 2 , the capacity of a narrowband MIMO 

channel of the kth  tone is defined as

C — log2 det
* '+ (^r) (3.3.1)

Herein the frequency band is divided in a discrete number of N  

frequency-flat subchannels, where N  denotes the number of subcarriers 

carried by an OFDM symbol. Then the open-loop capacity of the 

(nt,m r) MIMO OFDM channel can be given by

r /  o  yy d \

C = iv E  loS* det [ ^  + ( — j  H/(fc)H?(A) (3.3.2)

From Eq.(3.3.2), the open-loop capacity of the (n t, m r) MIMO OFDM 

channel is presented as an average channel capacity determined by real
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izations of the subchannels for all subcarriers. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

average channel capacity for different MIMO-OFDM configurations. In 

this figure, the average capacity is determined by independent realiza

tions of MIMO subchannels H f{k)  for 1024 subcarriers, where the ele

ments of H/(fc) are assumed to be i.i.d. circularly-symmetric complex 

Gaussian distributed. The capacity increasing with min(nt ,mr) can be 

observed in this figure. Therefore, in open-loop systems, it is observed 

that the theoretical capacity of the (2,4) MIMO frequency-selective 

channels is identical to the capacity of the (4,2) channels.

0 5 10 15 20
SNR in dB

F igure  3.1. Average channel capacity for different MIMO-OFDM con
figurations.
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3.4 Space-Tim e Block Coded MIMO-OFDM Transceiver Design

To increase the diversity gain and/or to enhance the system capacity, 

in practice, OFDM may be used in combination with antenna arrays at 

the transmitter and receiver to form a MIMO-OFDM system, which im

proves the performance of communication in terms of taking advantage 

of the spatial diversity assuming a sufficiently rich scattering environ

ment. In most mobile applications, CSI may not be available at the 

transmitter, hence it is a challenge to extract the full spatial diversity 

at the transmitter without the knowledge of CSI. However, transmit 

diversity can still be realized practically by introducing a controlled 

redundancy technique such as STBC into the transmitting processing 

stage without CSI.

In this section, the structure of a single user baseband uplink MIMO- 

OFDM system is proposed with two transm it antennas and two receive 

antennas, similarly to tha t in [116], which utilizes space-time block 

codes (STBC) in the frequency domain (as in [33] and [77]).

From the information source for the transm itter, it is assumed that 

a serial to parallel convertor collects a set of N  bit BPSK symbols 

x  =  [x(0), • • • , x (N  — 1)]T to form a frequency domain signal symbol 

vector, BPSK is assumed in this chapter but the results would apply 

equally to complex constellations such as QPSK, and in practice, an 

explicit OFDM modulating operation will be performed for each sub

channel. To avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI), a sufficiently long 

cyclic prefix must be chosen, i.e. the guard interval P  should satisfy 

P > L, where L is the length of impulse response of each transmit- 

receive antenna sub-channel, which is the same for each sub-channel. 

From the previous section, the N  time domain received symbols cor
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responding to the receive antenna can be obtained by an OFDM algo

rithm in terms of vector form as

r„ =  H cF " x + v  (3.4.1)

At each receive antenna, the samples corresponding to the cyclic 

prefix are first removed and then taking the FFT operation of received 

signal from Eq.(3.4.1) yields

r =  F rn =  F H cF wx + F v  =  H x  -I- vy (3.4.2)

where H c is the time-domain circular convolutional channel matrix of 

size N  x N,  which has been described in Chapter 2 , (see also in [108]). 

Moreover, F  denotes the N  x N  D FT matrix and therefore FH de

notes the IDFT matrix. H  is defined as the subcarrier coupling matrix 

(diagonal for a static channel), where H  is the simplified from H #  in 

Chapter 2 for clarity, and v y  is the frequency response of the additive 

complex Gaussian noise vector.

In the proposed MIMO-OFDM system, the STBC scheme which is 

similar to the scheme in [77] is adapted for the transm itting terminal. 

The two consecutive block signal vectors from the data source can be 

represented as Xi =  [rri(O), • • • , x \ ( N —1)]T and x 2 =  [^(O), • • • , X2 ( N — 

1)]T. Herein, it is assumed tha t the time domain channel responses are 

constant during two consecutive signal block intervals, i.e. quasi-static. 

Here, [Hqj] is defined as subcarrier coupling matrix of size N  x N,  ex

perienced by the signal transm itted from the qth transmit antenna to 

the j th receive antenna, i.e. the diagonal matrix formed by the channel 

impulse response in the frequency domain, (as in [117]). The estima-
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tion of the time invariant channels is discussed in [107], and this issue 

is not addressed in this thesis. The coded signal transmitted from the 

transmit terminal during two block intervals in the frequency domain 

can be represented in m atrix form as follows,

F ^ x j  F " x 2 

_ f h x * F ^xJ
(3.4.3)

Txl

Tx2

Add

AddOFDM
IFFT

OFDM
IFFT

Source
B its

S/P
module

Space Time Block 
Encoder

F igu re  3.2. STBC MIMO-OFDM baseband transmitter diagram con
sist of two transmit antennas.

The proposed STBC MIMO-OFDM transm itter is equipped with 

two transmit antennas for exploiting the above STBC scheme for wire

less data transmission, which is shown in Figure 3.2, (as in [116] and 

[117]). In this transmitter, the source mapped information symbol 

stream is converted into two consecutive signal blocks of size N,  then 

both signal blocks are encoded by a STBC encoder and each branch 

of the encoder output needs to be modulated by an OFDM module 

including IFFT and CP addition, and then these signals axe sent from 

two transmit antennas in two consecutive OFDM time intervals. Two 

receive antennas are employed at the receiver for collecting the receive 

signals. If the output of the OFDM demodulator is considered at the 

first receive antenna after cyclic prefix removal, the frequency domain 

receive signal vectors during two sequential OFDM time-slots a and
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b for the first receive antenna could be obtained as in Eq.(3.4.4) and 

Eq. (3.4.5), respectively.

rio =  H jjXi +  H 2lX2 +  V/ia

r i6 =  HJjXi -  H ;jX 2 +  v

For simplicity of notations, define signal vector x =
Xl

x2

vector ri =
rio

•16

, and vyj =
V / l a

fib

(3.4.4)

(3.4.5)

, received

which is the frequency re

sponse of the noise vector for the signal received by the first receive 

antenna. Therefore, write (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) in a matrix form as

1*1 =  H i x  +  v / i (3.4.6)

The equivalent channel m atrix of the transmitting data pipe from 

transmitter to the first receive antennas could be represented as

H! =
H „  H 2i 

- h ;,

In a similar method, the frequency domain receive signal vectors could 

also be arranged during the two sequential OFDM time-slots a and b for 

the second receive antenna as in Eq.(3.4.8) and Eq.(3.4.9), respectively.

ri =  H ix  +  vyi (3.4.7)

T2a  =  H i 2X ,  +  H 22X 2 +  V  J2a (3.4.8)
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r 26 =  H ^X i — H j2 x 2 +  v*f2b (3.4.9)

Eq.(3.4.8) and Eq.(3.4.9) can simply be written in a matrix form as

r 2 =  H 2x  +  v / 2

where the received vector for the second receive antenna r 2 =

(3.4.10)

T2 a

•26

and v / 2
v / 2a

7 2 6

, and the equivalent channel matrix H 2 to the

second receive antennas could be represented as

H o  =
H i 2 H 22

h 22 h 12

Finally, the overall receive vector can be arranged by combining (3.4.7) 

and (3.4.10) as

r =
ri Hi V /l

= •x+
*2 h 2 V /2

H .x + v / (3.4.11)

Let Nb = 2iV, so that H  is the overall equivalent channel matrix be

tween transmitter and receiver of size Nb x N b and v / denotes the whole 

channel equivalent noise vector of size Nb x 1 with variance o\.

3.5 Non-Linear D etection Algorithm

Nonlinear detection techniques are usually used in applications where 

the channel distortion is too stringent for a linear equalizer to han

dle. That is because a linear equalizer can not deal well with channels
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which have deep spectral nulls in the passband. In an attempt to com

pensate for distortion, the linear equalizer algorithm has to place too 

much gain near the spectral null, therefore enhancing the noise present 

in those frequencies. There are three effective nonlinear methods de

veloped for symbol detection: (1 ) maximum likelihood sequence esti

mation (MLSE); (2) decision feedback detection algorithm (DF); (3) 

maximum likelihood symbol detection (ML).

3.5.1 Maximum Likelihood Sequence Detection

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) was first pro

posed by Forney [118] in 1978, it is an optimal detection algorithm with 

the concept that it minimizes the probability of sequence error. In the 

MLSE algorithm, the Viterbi algorithm is exploited to yield compu

tationally efficient estimator structure. The algorithm determines the 

most likely transmitted sequence from the received sequence corrupted 

by noise and ISI [54], [110]. An MLSE usually has a large computa

tional requirement, especially when the delay spread of the channel is 

large. The MLSE equalizer tests all possible data sequences, rather 

than decoding each received symbol by itself, and chooses the data se

quence that is the most probable in all combinations. Therefore, for a 

memory less channel, if Pr{ r, c) denotes the conditional probability of 

receiving r, when code vector c corresponding to sequence {x(n)} of N  

bits is transmitted, then, the likelihood function can be written as

\ JL. | r ( n ) - x ( n ) | 2

P r <r > = t^ 2 ) n n e (3-5 1 )n=1

The MLSE is used in the receiver of GSM to mitigate the chan

nel effects for optimal performance [109]. For memory channels, the
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MLSE chooses the estimate vector c for which the likelihood function 

is maximum through the Viterbi algorithm. The likelihood function to 

maximize can be written as

1 JL. | r ( n ) - x n h | 2

P r ( r | h ’e ) = ? ^ v v n « ^  <3-5-2)
' n )  n = 1

where xn =  [x(n), x (n —1) , . . . ,  x ( n —L + 1)] and h =  [h{0), h( 1) , . . . ,  h[L- 

1 )]T is the channel impulse response (CIR) of the support L. The MLSE 

solution is to maximize the likelihood function jointly over the CIR 

sequence {h(n)} and code vector r  corresponding to the transmitted 

sequence {x(n)}. Because the MLSE detector has to test all possible 

data sequences for the most optimal data sequence, hence, its search 

complexity, measured in number of states, will probably be relatively 

high, which increases exponentially with the channel support and large 

constellation order of mapped symbol, e.g. 16PSK or 64QAM. Let M  

be the order of modulation and L be the support of the channel then 

the number of states of detector will be M L.

3.5.2 Decision Feedback D etection

The basic idea of decision feedback detection (DFD) is that once an 

information symbol has been detected and the decision has been made, 

the ISI which influences future symbols can be estimated and subtracted 

out based on previous detection and then detecting the next symbols 

[54], [1 ]. The DFD can be realized in a transveral form as shown in 

Figure 3.3. It consists of a feedforward filter (FFF) and a feedback 

filter (FBF). Therein, the FFF is adjusted to detect the symbol x(n) 

from the received symbol yin)  and obtain the equalized information 

d{n) resulting in detection decision x{n). The input of the FBF i D(n)
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d ( n )
FFF

D e la yFBF

Decision
Device

Prioris
Updating

and
Processing

F igure  3.3. Decision Feedback Detector (DFD).

is obtained from delay of the detection decision x(n), and the FBF 

output can be updated by the previous detection information into the 

DF processor to cancel the ISI on the current symbol x(n  +  1 ) from 

past detected symbols x (n ) ,x (n  — 1 ) , . . .  and then form d(n +  1 ) and 

estimation x(n  4 - 1 ); i.e. if the previous or past symbols are known, 

then in the current decision the ISI contribution of these symbols can 

be removed by subtracting past symbols with appropriate weighting 

from the equalizer output. The combined output d(n) of a forward and 

feedback filter can be written as

d(n) =  G Hy(n)  -  E Hx D(n) (3.5.3)

which is quantized into a hard decision by a nonlinear decision device

x{n) =  sign(d(n)) (3.5.4)

where G is the FFF weight tap  vector and E is the FBF tap weight 

vector. As mentioned in Chapter 2 , two criteria could be considered for 

filter optimization with the DF method: the minimum mean-square er

ror (MMSE) criterion and the zero-forcing (ZF) criterion. Herein, since
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ZF performs poorly with the presence of noise, under the MMSE crite

rion, G and E can be found so as to minimize the MSE cost function 

given by

J(  G,E) = E { \ d ( n ) - x D(n + 1)|2}

= i?{|G "y(n) -  E rlx D( n ) - x D(n + l ) |2j (3.5.5)

where x d { ti) is the delay unit of x{ri).  Assuming the circulant channel 

matrix (CCM) H  as

H  =  H u +  H c (3.5.6)

where H u =  [hi I12 ■ • • | 0  • • • 0 ] and H c =  [0 • • • 0 | h^+i hfc+ 2

• • • hjv ] are referred to as uncancelled and cancelled symbols respec

tively and h*; denotes the A;th column of the CCM H. Assuming the 

feedback decisions axe correct, hence taking the gradients of the cost 

function J(G, E) and equating them to zero, the expression for forward 

and feedback tap weights can be written as [71]

G = (H„H" + ^ I ) - ‘h* (3.5.7)

E = H"G (3.5.8)

Although the DFE nearly always outperforms linear equalization 

of equivalent complexity [1 1 1 ] and mitigates the effects of noise and 

ISI for better BER performance [71], however, at low SNR condition, 

the previous detected symbols may have higher probability of errors. 

Assuming a particular error decision is fed back, the DFE output in-
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duces more errors during the next few symbols due to delayed incorrect 

decision for feedback, which is called error propagation..

3.6 Iterative MMSE Receiver Design for STBC MIMO-OFDM 

Systems

In this section, a novel iterative MIMO-OFDM detection scheme is pro

posed, which is based on minimum mean square error (MMSE). The 

symbols are non-linearly detected in a number of iterations by updating 

extrinsic information to develop log-likelihood ratios (LLRs). Other

wise, an iterative MMSE updated with decision feedback (MMSE-DF) 

receiver is also proposed for comparison. The proposed scheme exploits 

two receive antennas, and suppresses the interference and detect signals. 

All channel knowledge is assumed known perfectly at the receiver.

3.6.1 Iterative MMSE Receiver Algorithm

Consider an iterative MMSE receiver for joint STBC MIMO-OFDM 

detection as shown in Figure 3.4. Through utilization of the overall 

equivalent time domain channel m atrix H  in Eq.(3.4.11), estimation 

of the transmitted symbol x{n) can be obtained. The direct estima

tion based on the linear MMSE, however, could not offer good enough 

performance unless the channel is essentially flat. In this work, the 

transmitted signal can be estimated in an iterative detection process. 

An MMSE equalizer is structured to first obtain the estimated x(n)s, 

and then those estimated values could be used to maximize the pos

teriori probability in iterative processing. As shown in Figure 3.4, the 

whole receive and detection processing can be split into two stages:
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(i) In the first stage the CP is removed and then the FFT operation 

is performed on the received time domain samples on each receive an

tenna, whereby the frequency domain receive vector r  can be obtained. 

From the received vector r, an updateable MMSE equalizer is designed 

for estimating frequency domain transm it symbols x{n)s.

(ii) In the second stage, the corresponding a posteriori values of the 

x{n)s are determined. The a posteriori values are passed to update 

the MMSE detector of the first stage for better estimation. These two 

stages iteratively exchange their information learned from each other 

until the specified number of iterations has passed.

Rxl

Rx2

x(n)

Cov(X ,X

FFT

FFT
Discard

Discard

Priori
Info

Update
Priors

module
P/S

module

Iterative
MMSE-DF

MIMO-OFDM
Detector

iU M L  = £[*(") li(J

F igu re  3.4. Iterative STBC MIMO-OFDM baseband receiver diagram 
consisting of two receive antennas.

The first step is to estimate the frequency domain transmitted 

samples through the MMSE equalizer linearly. In order to design 

this MMSE equalizer, the noise of zero mean in Eq.(3.4.11) is as

sumed uncorrelated and circularly distributed, therefore E { \ f } =  0, 

E { v f \H }  =  a^ln and E { x (n )v f }  — 0. The MMSE equalizer wn could
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be derived through minimizing the following cost function.

J (w n) =  E{\x(n)-w%r\2} (3.6.1)

which obtains the MMSE equalizer coefficient vector

w„ =  (HCou(x, x )H h  +  cr^In)_ 1HCou(x, x(n)) (3.6.2)

where Cov(x,  x) denotes the covariance matrix of x in terms of a di

agonal matrix as diag([cx(0 ), cx( l ) , . . . ,  cx(Nb — 1 )]), here cx(n) denotes 

Cov[x(n), x(n)] as the covariance of x(n). Cov(x, x(n))  is equivalent to 

the nth column of the matrix Cov(x,x).  Hence, define

Cov(x, x(n))  = inCov[x(n), x(n)]

where in is the nth column of an identity matrix. Therefore, Eq.(3.6.2) 

can be written as

wn = (HCou(x, x ) H n  +  a^In)~1hnCovlx(n), x(n)J (3.6.3)

where hn is the nth column of m atrix H , and then the estimated x(n) 

values could be obtained as

x (n ) =  x(n)  +  w ^ (r  — H x) (3.6.4)

Here, the mean value of sample x(n)  is x(n)  =  E{x(n)}  and the mean 

value of sample vector x  is x  =  E{x}. From Eq.(3.6.3) and Eq.(3.6.4), 

estimates of the values of {£(n)} can be obtained at the first stage. 

At the start, it is initialized as Vx(n) =  0 and siCov[x{n),x(rij] = 1 .
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BPSK constellation is utilized in this work although extension to com

plex constellations is straightforward. The estimated values obtained 

in the first stage have high probability of error. To estimate any par

ticular transmitted symbol, the estimator cancels the interference from 

the other (or extrinsic information) symbols, i.e. only the priors from 

{x(k), k 7  ̂n}  are used when estimating x(n).  This can be implemented 

with x(n) =  0 in x of Eq.(3.6.4) and Cov[x(n), x(n)\ =  1 in Cou(x,x) 

of Eq.(3.6.3), respectively, to find x(n).  In estimation, on the basis of 

interference cancellation, the performance of the estimator depends on 

the accuracy of the mean values of the extrinsic symbols. Therefore, the 

new mean values after estimation x{n )new, i.e. posteriori means, can be 

found by finding the a posteriori probabilities of the transmitted sym

bols, and the Cov[x(n), x{n))new could also be found. These posteriori 

values can be updated into x and C ou(x,x) for the next estimation, 

which is shown in Eq.(3.6.3) and Eq.(3.6.4).

A sequential estimation strategy is exploited for the proposed de

tection algorithm, which includes two different schemes: sequential it

erative estimation (SIE) and sequential decision feedback (SDF).

3.6.2 Sequential Iterative Estim ation (SIE)

With utilization of BPSK signals, the updating processing of the it

erative algorithm could work through finding the log-likelihood ratios 

(LLR)s from the estimated values of ( i(n )} . The prior and posterior 

LLRs of x(n) as [119]

. .. , Pr{x(n) = 1}

^ (n)l = lni4 w^T) (3'6'5)
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a n d

r r ( \ i  i i Pr{x(n) =  l | i ( n ) }

i [ x ( n ) =  ln P r{ i(n ) -  - l | i(n)} (3'6'6)

Hence, the difference between the posterior and prior LLRs (which 

is the extrinsic information) of x{n)  is

A L[x(n)\ = L[x(n) |f(n)] -  L[x{n)\ = L[x(n)|x(n)] 

Pr{*W U(n)=i}
=  ln p  r V  m------------\  (3 -6 -7 )Pr{x(n) X( n ) = - i }

As the signal x(n) = b e { + 1 , - 1 }, in order to find the extrinsic 

LLR, L[x(n)\x(n)], the conditional probability density function (PDF) 

of x{n) is Gaussian distributed and can be expressed as

Pr{x(n)|l(n)=6} ~  M  (ran(6 ), a 2x\x{n)=b)

1 „ ( i { n ) - m n( b ) ) ( x ( n ) - m n(b))H\  /OCi^
~  -]== , e x p ------------------—  ----------------------  (3.6.8)

V 2 i r a x \x(n)=b \  ^ x \ x(n)=b )

where the posterior conditional mean and covariance value of x(n) 

could be defined respectively as m n{b) = E{x(n) \x(n)=b} and <7j|x(n)=6 = 

Cov[x{n), £(n)|x(n)={,]. Note that

^{x|x(n)=6} = £ {x  + i„ (6- x(n))}

=  x  +  \n(b -  x(n))  (3.6.9)

Therefore, the conditional mean m n(b) could be determined by 

Eq.(3.6.3) and Eq.(3.6.4) as
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m n(b) = E { x ( n )|x(n)=6} =  E {x{n ) +  w ^ (r  -  H x )|x(n)=6}

=  E |w " H x | l(n):=6} -  w ^ H x+x{n)

= w ^ H in ( 6  -  x(n)) +  w ^ H x  — w jH x + x (n )

=  w ^ h  n{b — x{ri))+x{n) (3.6.10)

It should be noted that m n(b) depends on the conditional value of

x(n) = b. Similarly, it can be shown that the conditional variance of

x(n) = b is

°l\x{n)=b = E{(x(n) -  m n{b)) (x (n ) -  m n(b))H |x(n)=6}

= E{x{n)xH(n)\x{n)=b} -  m n(b)mn(b)H (3.6.11)

Substituting Eq.(3.6.4) and Eq.(3.6.10) in Eq.(3.6.11) yields

°l\x(n)=b =  cx(n )w ^ h n ( l  -  h ^ w n) (3.6.12)

Note that unlike the conditional mean values, the conditional variance 

is independent of b. Therefore when writing variance in the sequel the 

conditional value is omitted. Here it is initialized as x(n) — 0 and 

cx(n) =  Cov[x(n), x(n)] = 1 in Eq.(3.6.10) and Eq.(3.6.12) for finding 

the posterior LLR of x(n) by only extrinsic information, therefore, this 

yields L[x(n)] =  0 at the beginning of the iteration, and hence
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A L[x(n)\ = L[x(n)\i{n)} -  L[x(n)]

exp ( (x(n)-m„(+l) ) 2 \
^ eTx \ x ( n ) =  +  \  )  _

exp î  (£(n)—m„( —l) ) 2 \
 ̂ CTx l x ( n )  =  - l  )  _

4 Re{x(ri)} 
1 -  h ^ w n

Therefore, the a posteriori LLR of x{n)

L[x{n) | i ( n )J  =  A L[x(n)] +  L[x(n)}

Once the LLRs are obtained, the posterior values of x(n) 

x(ji) | f ( n )  and Cov[x(n),x(n)]\i(n) can be updated as

and

x(j l )new  — *^(n)| x(n)

= Pr{x(n) =  +l|x(„)} -  Pr{x(n) =  -l|x(„)} 

=  tanh

Cov[x{n),x(n)\new = Cov[x{n),x(n)]  | i ( n )

=  (b ~  E { X (n ) \ i { n ) } ) 2 • P r {z (7 l )  =  6 |i(n)}
6e{+l,-l}

=  1  —  x(n) 2
new

(3.6.13)

(3.6.14) 

such as

(3.6.15)

(3.6.16)

By Eq.(3.6.15) and Eq.(3.6.16), the x(n)  and Cov[x(n) , x(n)\  in 

Eq.(3.6.3) and Eq.(3.6.4) can be updated.

In the SIE scheme, x(0) is calculated by Eq.(3.6.3) and Eq.(3.6.4),
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Table 3.2. Sequential iterative MMSE algorithm for MIMO-OFDM 
Detection.

L =  zeros(N , 1 ) 

x =  zeros(N , 1 ) 

d/idQ̂ Cx') Iyv 

while iter <  max 

for n — 1 : ./V

x (n ) = 0 ; cx(n) =  1

w n =  (H  diag (cx)HH + cr^In) _1Hi„ cx(n) 

x(n) = x(n)  +  w ^ ( r  — Hx)

=  t W ?
L(n) — A L(n)  +  L(n) 

x(n) = tan h (L (n )/2 ) 

cx(n) =  1 — x(n)2 

end

end

then update x(0)netl> and Cov[x{0), T(0)]neu> immediately via Eq.(3.6.13)- 

Eq.(3.6.16). Next x(l) is calculated and then x ( l )new and Cov[x( 1 ), x{\)\new 

are updated immediately. This continues until x(Nb — 1) has been com

puted and x(Nb — \ )new and Cov[x(N() — l ) ,x(Nb  — l)]neu> have been 

updated. This repeats again starting with estimation of x(0) for the 

next iteration. The algorithm repeats until the specified number of 

iterations has elapsed. Table 3.2 shows the overall iterative algorithm 

used for the simulations.
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3.6.3 Sequential Decision Feedback (SDF)

Based on the concept of decision feedback detection which is intro

duced in section 3.5.2, a sequential decision feedback (SDF) scheme 

[120] can be exploited for iterative signal detection processing. The 

SDF scheme operates identically to SIE except for the calculation of 

the value of x(n)new and Cov[x(ri),x(n)]new. In SDF, firstly calcula

tion for x(0) is performed by Eq.(3.6.3) and Eq.(3.6.4). Then update 

^(0 )neio and Cov[x(0),x(0)]new immediately using x(0)new = sgn(x(0 )) 

(BPSK constellation) and Cov[x(0),x(0)]new =  0. Next, calculate 

x(l)  and then update x ( \ ) new and Cov[x(l) ,x( l)]new immediately by 

x { l ) n e w  = sgn(i:(l)) and Cov[x(l),  x( l) \new =  0. This means to con

tinue updating x(n)new and Cov[x(n), x(n)]new the following are used

x { r i ) n e w  — sgn(x(n))

and

Cov[x{ri), x(n)\new =  0

These values are updated for the next estimation until n = — 1 .

This repeats again starting with estimation of x(0) for the next itera

tion. In this algorithm, the estimation is based on assuming the past 

estimations are correct. Hence, the calculation of LLRs are not nec

essary. The algorithm terminates when x(n) converge or a specified 

number of iterations has passed. Table 3.3 shows the overall sequential 

MMSE-DF algorithm used for the simulations.
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T able 3.3. Sequential MMSE-DF algorithm for MIMO-OFDM Detec
tion.

cx =  ones{N , 1 ) 

x =  zeros(N,  1) 

diag( cx) =  I/v 

while iter < max 

for n  =  1 : N

x(n)  =  0 ; cx(n) =  1

w n = (Hdiag(cx) H H +  cr*I„)- 1H in cx(n) 

x(n) = x(n)  4 - w ^ ( r  — Hx)  

x(n)  =  sgn(x(n))  

cx(ri) =  0  

end

end

3.6.4 Simulations

In this section, some simulations are implemented for the proposed 

MMSE-iterative algorithm by the SDF and SIE updating schemes. For 

all simulations, in order to illustrate the performance of the proposed 

iterative symbol detection algorithm, a STBC MIMO-OFDM system 

case with a single user terminal which is equipped with four transm it 

and two receive antennas is exploited. A 1 MHz transm itting data rate 

is assumed, i.e. the OFDM symbol duration is Ts = 1 (is, which is 

divided into 128 sub-carriers by OFDM operation, and exploiting a 

BPSK signal constellation in this work for high speed computation with 

log-likelihood ratios. Each serial data stream contains 256 symbols, 

which is coded into two OFDM blocks by a STBC encoding operation. 

Therefore, the user terminal could transm it two data blocks in parallel
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from two transmit antennas, from which the transmitting stream of 

Nb =  256 bits of information symbols are estimated in one detecting 

iteration.

For OFDM modulation, the length of the CP is kept equal to the 

order of the channel and the number of carriers is equal to the number 

of symbols in an OFDM block. A 3-tap wireless (2 ,2 ) MIMO slow fad

ing channel model is used in which each channel tap is represented by a 

zero mean complex Gaussian random variable. The real and imaginary 

parts of each channel tap are independently generated with the Doppler 

spectrum based on Jakes’ model (see [76]). The maximum Doppler fre

quency fa denotes the characteristic of channel time variations. Hence, 

the normalized Doppler shift D S  can be obtained by D S  =  fdNbTs. 

Here, it is assumed o af = where af  is the variance of the Ith 

path, and the channel fading is assumed to be uncorrelated among dif

ferent transmitting antennas. Perfect knowledge of the channel state is 

available at the receiver at any time. However, there is no need for the 

knowledge of CSI at the transmitter.

Figure 3.5 presents the frame error rate (FER) performance of the 

proposed iterative receiver over slow fading MIMO wireless channels 

when f d  = 20Hz  i.e. DS=0.005. Performance improvement can be 

observed by iterative processing of both SIE and SDF over the MIMO 

multipath channel environment after four iterations. The convergence 

of the iterative algorithm for SIE and SDF can also be shown. It should 

be noticed that the algorithm takes four iterations to converge and 

there is no significant improvement in the FER performance after four 

iterations. Moreover, the comparison of SIE and SDF performances of 

the proposed algorithm is depicted in this figure as well. It is shown
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that the SIE scheme outperforms the SDF scheme with hard decision 

feedback for symbol detection over MIMO-ISI channels. This confirms 

the advantage of the use of a soft-symbol based scheme. Note that the 

performance of non-iterative MMSE receiver corresponds to the single 

iteration case.

STBC MIMO OFDM performance for slow fading channels when fd=20Hz
10°

10 '  

u3 10'
Li-

10 '

10 '
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

SNR (dB)

Figure 3.5. The FER vs. SNR performance for a STBC MIMO- 
OFDM system: the simulation implements two transmit and receive 
antennas over slow fading channels where f d  = 2 0 H z  i.e. DS=0.005 
and performs SDF and SIE MMSE detections.

Figure 3.6 shows the comparison of SIE and SDF performance over 

different fading rate LTV channel environment when the receiver is 

a three iteration process. The best performance is given when fd = 

0.5K H z  which DS is the smallest, and the performance degrades at 

higher SNR values with maximum Doppler frequency rising for both 

SIE and SDF. The simple Linear MMSE (LMMSE) based scheme would
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have an error floor of 10- 1  when fd = 0.5K H z  i.e. DS=0.64, and is 

clearly worse than SIE and SDF schemes at the 3rd iteration. Herein, 

the SIE scheme still outperforms the SDF scheme in LTV channels. 

However, in order to find the posteriori values of the frequency domain 

symbols L[x(n)|*(n)], the posteriori mean and variance of the estima

tor, x(n)|j(n) and Cov[x(n), x(rc)]|i(n), is required in the SIE algorithm. 

By sacrificing some performance gain, the computations of calculating

STBC MIMO OFDM performance for different fading rate channels

ir
LLI

0 5 10 15 20
SNR (dB)

F igure  3.6. The FER vs. SNR performance for the STBC MIMO- 
OFDM system: the simulation implements two transmit and receive 
antennas over different fading rate channels (maximum Doppler fre
quencies are 0.5KHz, lKHz and 2.5KHz which DS are 0.13, 0.25, 0.64 
respectively) and performs SDF and SIE MMSE detections at the 3rd 
iteration.

the posteriori mean and variance of the estimator can be saved in the 

SDF scheme. Because, all the posteriori means are calculated as hard 

decision of the estimation x{ri) and the variance of the estimator is sup-

—  L-MMSE fd=2.5Khz 
■e—  SIE fd=2.5KHz 
■6—  SIE fd=1KHz 
-0—  SIE fd=0.5KHz 
□ -  SDF fd=2.5KHz 
O - SDF fd=1KHz 
0 -  SDF fd=0.5KHz
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posed equal to zero due to assuming estimations completely correct for 

all symbol detection, then calculating LLRs is not necessary. There

fore it will decrease the overall computational complexity. Moreover, 

further performance enhancement could be achieved by concatenating 

another coding technique with the iterative processing, for example, 

low-density parity-check code (LDPC) or turbo coding.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, a STBC MIMO-OFDM transceiver was introduced and 

the design of a robust receiver are presented based on the minimum 

mean square error iterative symbol detection algorithm by updating 

with extrinsic information. The structure of the STBC techniques at 

the transmitter, concatenated with OFDM operation to mitigate ISI 

was exploited. The detection process at the receiver was divided into 

two stages; the first stage estimated frequency domain symbols with an 

optimum MMSE equalizer, and then the estimated values are passed to 

the second stage. In the second stage, the means and variances of the 

estimated symbols were determined. In order to obtain more accurate 

estimates, these posteriori means and variances were passed to the first 

stage to use in the following iteration. The first stage utilizes these 

values to update equalizer coefficient values and cancel the interference 

in order to provide more accurate estimates. Thereby both stages iter

atively exchanged their information learnt from each other. The sim

ulation results indicate that the proposed SIE and SDF schemes could 

obtain substantial performance improvement during iteration process

ing over both quasi-static channels and a slow fading channel environ

ment. In future work, it may still be possible to develop this structure
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by introducing channel coding technology into the feedback process for 

more performance development.



Chapter 4

TWO-STEP MULTIUSER 

DETECTION SCHEME FOR 

STBC MIMO-OFDM 

SYSTEMS

In the previous chapter single user detection for a MIMO wideband 

channel was investigated. In this chapter the multiuser detection prob

lem for a multicarrier MIMO system is addressed. In particular, per

forming a parallel interference cancellation (PIC) algorithm to aid multi

user STBC-OFDM systems is the topic of interest.

The outline of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, 

the interference occurring in the multiuser application is introduced. 

Then the PIC algorithm is discussed to mitigate multiuser interference 

for signal detections in Section 4.2. A proposed two-step multiuser 

interference cancellation scheme based on PIC is designed in Section

4.3, which was also proposed in [121]. In order to improve this two- 

step scheme, a novel joint coded PIC multiuser detection scheme is 

proposed and assessed in Section 4.4 including simulation results and 

analysis, which was represented in [1 2 2 ] as well. Finally, conclusions

94
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axe provided in Section 4.5.

4.1 Multiuser Interference and M ultiuser D etections

In wireless communication systems, the radio spectrum resource has to 

transmit data by reusing the frequency bands. However, when more 

than one transmitter operates in one frequency-division channel, they 

will interfere with each other. This represents so called co-channel inter

ference (CCI). Nowadays, the cross-correlation between users’ different 

multipath channels has become one of the major challenge of loss in 

wireless system performance.

In practical wireless communications, strong interferers possibly 

happen in urban areas where the base stations (BS) are closely spaced. 

Therefore effectively suppressing CCI is important to improve the ser

vice quality or minimize the allowable distance among nearby co-channel 

BSs, and thus increase the system capacity [123] [124]. For example in 

a two user transmitter case, it will provide ability to allocate two users 

in the same time-slot if the strong co-channel interferer can be effec

tively suppressed, and therefore double the uplink capacity. Multiple 

access interference (MAI) is present in a code-division multiple access 

(CDMA) system due to the operation over the same waveband. CCI is 

also an inherent problem for most multiple access schemes, for example 

OFDMA and TDMA. MAI occurs between subchannels, both in the 

uplink and downlink. Furthermore, the MAI can also come from other 

cells (intercell MAI). Hence the ability to allocate a larger number of 

users can be provided in the cell and among cells by suppressing the 

MAI due to each user. Otherwise, suppressing MAI and CCI will reduce 

the transmit power which is required to meet the target signal-to-noise
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ratio (SNR), and enable more channels to be used for transmitting 

with the limited power, thereby resulting in capacity increase. Hence 

the design of interference-suppression receivers becomes very important 

for future multiuser mobile systems.

Multiuser receivers can implement robust multiuser signal process

ing algorithms referred to as multiuser detection (MUD) to effectively 

suppress or cancel the multiuser interference between users, such as 

improving upon most conventional single-user receivers which are only 

designed to operate in thermal noise without CCI or MAI. Therefore, 

multiuser receivers can potentially substantially outperform single-user 

receivers in a multiuser environment. Effective multiuser receivers can 

extract and detect desired user data from the multiuser signal effi

ciently. Although multiuser detection (MUD) was originally proposed 

for CDMA systems [62], it can also be employed in TDMA systems [124] 

and OFDM systems [125]. Nowadays, many types of MUD techniques 

have been developed. The optimal approaches based on maximum like

lihood (ML) or the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) algorithm 

can provide performance close to the single-user bound, however, these 

schemes require high computational complexity [62]. Therefore, some 

sub-optimal MUD algorithms which have much lower complexity have 

been developed. By introduction in Chapter 2, zero-forcing (ZF) detec

tion and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) detection are referred 

to as linear detection which can suppress the interference linearly. On 

the other hand, there is another class of sub-optimal MUD referred as 

nonlinear detection such as decision-feedback MUD, successive inter

ference cancellation (SIC) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC). 

The PIC detector is an iterative multiuser detector, which can perform
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more accurate estimation during iterations, which will be introduced in 

the following sections.

4.2 Parallel Interference Cancellation for M ultiuser Detections

As description in Chapter 2 , the linear schemes can be used in multiuser 

detections, on the other hand researchers have also proposed nonlinear 

detection schemes which exploit the data from the interfering user to 

detect the signal of the desired user. This strategy is so-called inter

ference cancellation (IC) detection which reconstructs the multiuser 

interference by temporary data estimations, and then cancels it from 

the received signal. The IC detection scheme normally includes two 

types: successive interference cancellation (SIC) and parallel interfer

ence cancellation (PIC).

In the SIC detection scheme [126], the detector firstly detects the 

strongest user (likely most reliable user) in terms of received power 

by using conventional matched filtering (MF). Then the interference 

caused by this user is reconstructed and subtracted from the received 

signal. If the interference is relatively accurately estimated and sub

tracted from received stream, then the resulting signal term contains 

one fewer major interfering user. Next the receiver will repeat the same 

process with the most likely reliable/strongest user among the remain

ing ones, until the last user is left to be demodulated. This scheme will 

be introduced in detail in Chapter 6 .

PIC detection [127] and [128] simultaneously firstly detects each 

user’s data separately. In order to cancel the MAI for each user, the 

detector employs the first stage estimations to remove the remaining 

users’ interference for each user from the received signal. Compared
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with the SIC, since the IC is performed in parallel for all users, the 

problem of relatively long processing delay which happens in SIC due 

to serial cancellation one-by-one can be solved by reducing processing 

duration. It is clear that the parallel cancellation process should be 

divided into at least two stages: ( 1 ) perform the estimation of all users’ 

signals; (2) reconstruct the MAI and subtracts it from the received 

signal for each user. Thus the PIC is so-called multi-stage IC. The 

first stage of PIC can be provided by an MF or linear detection such 

as MMSE. Figure 4.1 illustrates the structure of the PIC detector in a 

two-user scenario.

p / s Campanton and Pair

First Stage 
Interference 

Suppression and 
Signal detections

F igure  4.1. The structure of the parallel interference cancellation 
(PIC) for two user signal detection.

Now suppose that there are K  users which are detected in the first 

stage. Then the signal estimation of the users is given by

y  =  W " r  (4.2.1)

where W  is the detection weight matrix where W  =  [wj, w2, . . . ,  w#] 

and Wfc is the column weight vector for the fcth user, y =  [ylt y2, . . . ,  y/c]T
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is the first stage detection, it is assumed that the complex scalar Gj 

is reconstructing the MAI param eter of the j th  interfering user, so the 

kth user’s MAI caused by the j t h  interfering user is obtained as

Aj  =  GjVj  (4.2.2)

where j  ^  k. So for a desired user k , the MAI is subtracted from the 

received signal as

V k  =  V k -  A i  ( 4 2 - 3 )

Assuming that a hard decision is employed, the output of the two- 

stage PIC detector is:

bk =  sgn(yk)

= sgn (yk -  fc Gj y ^  (4.2.4)

From the discussion above, it can be found that PIC detection can 

remove the MAI in parallel which can avoid the long delay derived 

from the serial processing in the SIC. Moreover, the PIC approach can 

be further improved by iterative processing, which updates the MAI 

reconstruction with the increasingly reliable temporary decisions of the 

interfering users. The iteration can be performed as many times as 

needed. In general, the performance of the detector should continuously 

improve with increasing number of iterations until convergence as the 

best performance. Hence PIC detection is considered as one of the most 

promising MUD techniques [129], [130].
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4.3 Two-Step PIC MUD for STBC MIMO-OFDM Systems

In this section, the transceiver design is exploited for a wideband multiuser- 

multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) communication system, where 

the co-channel users are equipped with multiple transmit and multiple 

receive antennas. In particular, a two-step hard-decision parallel inter

ference cancellation (PIC) receiver is developed for a multiuser-MIMO 

synchronous uplink system which employs orthogonal frequency divi

sion multiplexing (OFDM) modulation and space-time block coding 

(STBC). The STBC is implemented either over adjacent tones or adja

cent OFDM symbols and the performances of both implementations is 

tested under slowly time-varying channels. The two-step receiver struc

ture is implemented using a combined interference suppression scheme 

based on minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) and symbol-wise like

lihood detectors, which is then followed by a PIC stage. The receiver 

can suppress and cancel the interference from the co-channel users effec

tively without increasing the complexity significantly. Some simulation 

results are provided that are intended to improve the understanding 

of specific issues involved in the design of multiuser STBC-OFDM sys

tems. This work has also been published in [121].

The outline of this section is organized as follows. In Section 4.3.1, 

the two-step PIC multiuser detection is introduced for multiuser STBC- 

OFDM systems. Then the signal processing of the system model is 

given in Section 4.3.2. The proposed two-step multiuser receiver scheme 

is described in Section 4.3.3. In Section 4.3.4, the algorithm complexity 

is discussed in detail, and finally, simulation results are provided and 

discussed in Section 4.3.5.
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4.3.1 Introduction

In this work, a wide-band uplink system is considered with K  synchro

nous co-channel users, each is equipped with Alamouti’s STBC and 

OFDM modulated transm it antennas (using the same scheme as [33], 

[116] and [77]). During OFDM modulation, assuming tha t the chan

nels remain constant over continuous tones of each block, the STBC is 

employed over the adjacent tones, which is suitable for slow fading en

vironments with large delay spreads. The number of transmit antennas 

per user is limited to n t = 2. The receiving station is equipped with m r 

(> K)  receive antennas. The challenge is to design a receiver that can 

suppress the CCI and ISI simultaneously. The narrow band two-step 

PIC scheme proposed in [77] is extended to the proposed wideband 

channels.

Note that the classical MMSE interference suppression technique 

has been proposed in [116] for multiuser STBC-OFDM systems. The 

proposed two-step interference cancellation receiver brings considerable 

performance gain while maintaining simplicity of symbol estimation 

without increasing the complexity of the receiver considerably com

pared to classical MMSE receivers. Moreover, as for the scheme in [116], 

it employs STBC over two OFDM symbols assuming that the channel 

is constant over the adjacent OFDM symbols, i.e. quasi-static chan

nels, and its sensitivity to the channel variation within the two sym

bol period is significantly higher than the proposed transmitter. Fur

ther, the iterative PIC receiver schemes for the proposed scenario may 

achieve better performance but with considerable complexity increase 

(see in [131], [129], [130]).
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4.3.2 Synchronous System  M odel
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F ig u re  4.2. Baseband M ultiuser STBC MIMO-OFDM transmitters 
for K  users, where each user term inal is equipped with n t = 2 transmit 
antennas.

A K -user space-time block coded OFDM wireless communication 

system is considered as illustrated in Figure 4.2, where each user ter

minal is equipped with n t — 2 transm it antennas. First, the incoming 

data streams are space-time block encoded and then an OFDM modu

lator is applied to the outputs of the space time encoders. The outputs 

of the OFDM modulators after addition of cyclic prefix bits are trans

mitted using multiple antennas simultaneously.

In general, the frequency selective channel can be converted to mul

tiple flat-fading channels by using OFDM modulation. First, a set 

of N  QPSK symbols forms a frequency domain transmitting signal 

block x (i) =  [x(i)(0 ), • • • , x ^ ( N  — 1 )]T where the superscript (i ) de

notes the ith  user. Then, the time-domain baseband transmitting sig-
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nal can be obtained by performing A-point inverse DFT operation F H 

over where the F  denotes the N  x N  DFT matrix whose mnth 

(m, n =  1 ,2 , . . .  N)  element [117] is given by

1 c - j 2 i v ( m - l ) ( n - \ ) / N  u  3 \ )

V n

The time domain transm itting signal can be written as F Hx ^ .  

Therefore, the time domain samples are appended with a cyclic pre

fix and then serially transm itted over the multipath channel. To avoid 

inter symbol interference (ISI), a sufficient cyclic prefix interval P,  i.e. 

P > L, is inserted prior to the transmission.

Here, there are two popular ways to extend space-time block codes 

combined with OFDM modulation, which are traditionally designed for 

single-tone flat fading channels, to multiple-tone OFDM modulation:

(i) STBC is performed on a per-tone basis across consecutive OFDM 

symbols in time exactly as performed in the flat fading environments 

(see also in [116]). Hence the STBC scheme implements encoding still 

on frequency domain symbols. As shown in Figure 4.2, the STBC 

is taken before OFDM modulation cross n t OFDM blocks. However, 

this requires that the channel remains constant over n t OFDM symbol 

periods which is equal to the duration of n t(N  4 - L  — 1 )TS, where L 

denotes the frequency-selective sub-channel tap  length and Ts denotes 

transmitted symbol period, i.e. the MIMO-ISI channel keeps quasi- 

static during n t consecutive OFDM blocks.

(ii) STBC is performed with the time index replaced by the tone 

index in OFDM and STBC is performed across nt continuous subcarri

ers. This requires that the channel remains constant over a number of
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adjacent tones equal to the number of transm it antennas n t . Compared 

with the first scheme, this encoding scheme is performed on time do

main symbols which are symmetric to the source signal in the frequency 

domain. Hence, this STBC scheme is a so-called space frequency block 

coding (SFBC). Both approaches are next considered.

4.3.2.1 STBC Over OFDM Symbols For n t =  2

Consider two consecutive transm itting  OFDM symbol blocks = 

[x ^ ( 0 ), • • • , x \x\ N  — 1 )]T and =  [x ^O ), • • • , x ^ iV  — 1 )]T, which 

are the frequency domain symbols from the ith  user, i = 1 , . . . ,  K.  The 

output of the STBC encoder is converted into the time domain sam

ples by N-point inverse D FT operation F H. Consequently, the OFDM 

modulated STBC coded time-domain symbols of the ith  user during 

two consecutive block intervals can be w ritten in the m atrix form:

F Hx ^  F ^ x ?
(4.3.2)

- F ^ x f  FHx(i r

At a given block interval, F wx[l), and F ^ x ^  denote the signal 

blocks transmitted by antenna one and two after OFDM modulation, 

respectively, without cyclic prefix of course. Then, during the next 

block interval —F ^ x ^  and F Hx[^ are respectively sent by antenna 

one, and two.

At the receiving end, after the F F T  operation and cyclic prefix re

moval, the N  received symbols in the frequency domain are collected 

from the j t h  receive antenna during the first and second OFDM inter
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vals which can be represented as

t u  = f ; { F [ H « ] ljF"x<i> + F[HW]*F"x?>} + v/u  (4.3.3)
1 = 1

= X]{F[H<i>]2jF " x </ )'-F [H W ]ljF " x W '}+ v /2j (4.3.4)
1 = 1

where v /ij and v /2j are the frequency domain vectors of the zero mean 

complex white circular Gaussian noise which influences on the jith re

ceive antenna; is the channel impulse response circular convolu

tion matrix of size N  x N  which is experienced by the zth user’s signal 

transmitted from the qth transm it antenna to the j th receive antenna, 

and q E {1,2}. The m atrix form of [Hc^]9J has been represented in 

chapter 2 (see also in [108]). Note tha t, it is assumed tha t the channel 

responses axe constant during two consecutive signal block intervals, 

i.e. quasi-static.

The subcarrier coupling matrix for the equivalent frequency 

response of the channel is defined as

H<*> = F [H « ]„ F h (4.3.5)

Because the transmission is considered to be over quasi-static frequency- 

selective fading channels, i.e. channel impulse response keeps invariant 

during the OFDM symbol duration, the equivalent frequency channel 

response is represented in a diagonal m atrix form as

H «  =  diag[H'ql(0), < ( 1 ) , . . . .  H'qj( N  -  1))

Hence, let and H ^ ( k )  denote the channel frequency response

of the kth tone, corresponding to the channel from the ls£ and 2nd
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transmit antennas of the zth user to the j th  receive antenna, respec

tively, over two continuous signal block intervals. Due to employing a 

space-time block encoding scheme, the kth  tone receive symbol in the 

frequency domain over the two sequential OFDM time-slots 1 and 2 

are obtained in Eq.(4.3.6) and Eq.(4.3.7), where k = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  N  — 1, 

respectively as

K
r ij(k ) =  +  H 2j(k )x 2 \ k )} +  V f i j ( k )  (4.3.6)

i=i

K

r2j(k ) = Y l { Hh ( k )x i }*(k ) -  H ij (k )x 2]*(k )} + Vf2j(k ) (4.3.7)
1= 1

where [v/ij(k) v / 2j{k)] represent the frequency domain representation 

of the receiver AWGN at the kth  tone. Next defining

rj ( k ) = [rij(k),r*2j(k)]T

x (l){k) =

v f j (k) = \vfi3{k) ,v)2j{k)}T

and H* as the equivalent channel response m atrix of the kth tone be

tween the zth user terminal and the j t h  receive antenna as

.(0 ,

H} =
H ' ^ k )  H'v (k) 

H ‘2]' (k)  - H \ ; ( k )

Hence, the kth tone receive signals from all receive antennas during 

two consecutive OFDM periods can be represented in matrix form as
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follows:

ri (k) HJW ■ x^(/c) v / iW

r 2{k)
=

x ^ ( k )
+

v /2(fc)

rmr(fc) _ < 1

x ^ ) ( k ) V / m r (^)
(4.3.8)

The receive signal for simplicity of notation is thereby rewritten, as 

follows:

r(k) = H(fc)x(Jfc) +  v f {k) (4.3.9)

where r ( k )  is the overall receive signal vector at all receive antennas 

with 2m r elements, H(fc) is the equivalent overall channel response 

matrix of size 2 m r x 2 K,  x(/c) is the transm itting signal vector with 2 K  

elements including all users a t the k t h  tone, and V f ( k )  is the equivalent 

complex noise vector of size 2 m r which influences the overall channels.

4.3.2.2 SFBC Over OFDM Carriers For n* =  2

An Alamouti type scheme can also be performed across two consecutive 

tones k and k 4-1 for space frequency encoding. In this context, the 

channel is assumed to be constant over two adjacent tones i.e. Hqj(k) = 

Hqj(k  +  1). If the transm itting signal from the zth user is defined 

as x (l) =  [x(l)(0 ),--- , x ^ ( N  — 1 )]T, then, the coded signal from two 

transm it antennas of the zth user could be represented in a matrix 

form as
x ^ \k )  x ^ (k  +  1)

+ 1) x^*(k)

The two symbols x\^ and x ^  are transm itted over antennas 1 and 2

(4.3.10)
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respectively on tone k and —x ^  and x ^  are transm itted over anten

nas 1 and 2  respectively on tone k - 1 - 1  within the same OFDM symbol. 

Hence, the receive signal a t the j th  receive antenna across two adjacent 

frequency domain sample time will be given by

K
Tj(k) =  • I (i,(fc) +  H'2j(k) ■ +  1)} + vf j (k) (4.3.11)

1= 1

K
Tj(k + 1) =  ^ { ^ ( f c + l ) - x < i)’ (A :) - ^ ( f c + l) -x < i)*(fc+l)}+t)/ j (fc+l)

i= 1
(4.3.12)

Hence, a vector form similarly to STBC over OFDM could be de

fined over two adjacent tones k and k +  1 as

=  [rj(k),r*(k + 1 )]:

x (l'(A:) =  [xw (A:), x ^ ’(k +  1)]

Vj(fc) =  [vfj(k),v*f j (k + 1 )]T

and define H* as the equivalent channel response matrix between the 

i th user terminal and the j  th receive antenna across the kth  and A) +  lth  

tone as
r H ' ^ k )  H'2j(k)

H \ ; ( k  + 1) - H l / ( k  + 1)

Hence, similarly, the receive signal vector from all receive antennas 

across two adjacent OFDM subcarriers k and k +  1 in terms of matrix 

form would be the same form as E q.(4.3.8). For simplicity of notation, 

this equation could also be rew ritten to obtain the same overall signal 

processing equation as Eq.(4.3.9).

H’ =
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4.3.3 Two step  M MSE In terference Cancellation

The two-step generalized MMSE interference receiver in [77] is therefore 

extended to the proposed multiuser STBC-OFDM scheme. For simplic

ity, without loss of generality only the two-user scenario is considered. 

The receiver structure is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

P air Group 
and MSE 

C alcu la tion

MAI C ancelation  
and R e-estim ation

FFT

+ FFT
MMSE Interference 

Suppression t Symbol 
Estimation

P / S Comparison and 
P a ir Decision

P a ir Group
MAI C ancelation  

and R e-estim ationFFT
C alcu la tion

F ig u re  4.3. Two-step baseband PIC STBC MIMO-OFDM receiver 
for two users equipped with m r — 2  receive antennas.

In this receiver structure, the OFDM-demodulated received signal 

will be passed through the following three parts of processing:

(1) Signal estimation based on a combined MMSE and multiuser 

detector;

(2) Multiple-access interference cancellation and symbol estimation 

using the modified interference-free received signal;

(3)Decision based on the reliability estimation.
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Step 1: Linear MMSE Interference Suppression and Symbol Estimation

In the first step, a Linear MMSE (L-MMSE) interference cancellation 

and symbol-wise likelihood decoder is used to estimate the transmitted 

symbols by the users. Considering the zth user terminal, where i =  

1 , 2 , the mean squared error cost which incorporates the co-channel 

interference and noise corresponding to the symbol is defined as

J(w ) =  E  |  |x (l)(/c) — w Hr(k )\21 (4.3.13)

where x ^ ( k )  =  w Hr(k)  is the estim ation of the symbol x ^  and E{-}  

denotes the statistical expectation operator. To minimize the mean 

squared error, the weight vector w  of size 2 m r is chosen based on stan

dard minimization techniques:

^ 1 = 0  (4.3.14)
aw

Hence, the weight vectors w 2 i_i =  [w2i-i,i,  w2i~i,2 , • • •, ^ 2i-i,2mr]T 

and w 2i = [w2i,i,w2iy2 , • • •, w2ii2mr]T, corresponding to the ith  user, can 

be computed respectively, as

w 2i_i =  M - 1 h 2 i_i (4.3.15)

w 2i =  M - 1 h 2i (4.3.16)

where M  =  H ( k ) HM(k) +  \ I2mr and r  =  E s/ N 0 is the signal to noise 

ratio, h 2i_i and h 2i are the (2 z -  l) th  and (2 z)th columns of H (k), 

respectively. Then, the symbol-wise likelihood decoding equation can 

be written as
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(k) = arg min
4V e X { w £ -  i f  (A:) -  x%(k)  +  wgr(fc) -  x%(k).(0 , .(0 1

where the candidate pair r (0 ~(0 
cl x c2

(4.3.17)

is the hypothesised symbols which

refer to one of all possible symbol pairs in the transmitted signal. Both 

x ^  and Xtf are scalar signal symbols at the kth  tone, which can be 

decided independently, because the metrics separate easily.

Finally, the reliability function for the first step estimation of the 

symbol from the zth user term inal can be represented as

w 2 i - i f (* 0  -  £ (i ° ( f c )  +  w£r(fc) -  x {2]{k) (4.3.18)

where x ^ \ k )  and x ^ i k )  are found in x^(fc) from Eq. 4.3.17

Step 2: Two-Step Approach for MAI Cancellation and Symbol Re-estimation

In Step 1, the L-MMSE scheme is used to suppress the interferences 

from the co-channel users in estim ating the transm itted information 

symbols. In the second step, the transm itted symbols are re-estimated 

based on a modified received signal obtained by parallel cancelling the 

multiple access interferences for each user. Note tha t a perfect interfer

ence cancellation may be achieved only if the signals from the first step 

have been decoded correctly. During the PIC for two users, in order to 

re-estimate the second user symbols, the receiver cancels the multiple 

access interference (MAI) caused by the first user from the received sig

nal ri(/c),r2{k) , . . . ,  rmr(k) to estim ate the transm itted symbols. For 

the kth  tone, the modified received signal vectors after cancelling the 

MAI from the first user will be represented as
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ai(k) = n(fc) -  H \ {k )x{1){k) (4.3.19)

a 2{k) = r2(k) -  H^(fc)x(1)(fc) (4.3.20)

am M  = rTnr(k) -  U l r( k ) x ^ ( k )  (4.3.21)

The second user’s kth  signals are re-estimated using the above mod

ified received vector:

TTXr  /  2  ^

x 2 )(A:) =  arg min I ||an (/c) -  (/c)x^2 )(A:) I (4.3.22)
X c  G  X  n _  j  t  J

where xc is one of all possible choices of symbols from a QPSK con

stellation, and | | - | | 2 denotes squared Euclidean norm operator. The 

reliability function for the estim ation from this second step of the user 

2  will be given by

m r  /  2  ^

= £  i I b w  -  w  r <4-3-23)
n=l  ̂ '

Finally, the total reliability of the first and second step estimation will 

be the summation of the reliability of the first user at the first step and

the reliability of the second user a t the second step, which is given by
~  ( 2 )the overall reliability corresponding to x^^A;) and x (k) as

A a =  +  A ;(2)(fc) (4.3.24)

This procedure will be repeated for re-estimating the first user’s 

symbol by assuming correct decision of the second user at the first step.
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Based upon its estimate x . ^ ( k )  the user l ’s signals will be re-estimated 

as \ k ) .  The receiver repeats the MAI interference cancellation and 

symbol-wise likelihood re-estimation algorithm in parallel, assuming 

that the estimation of the second user transm itted signal at the kth 

tone x^(/c) = [ x f \ k ) , X 2^(A;)]T has been estimated correctly at the 

first step. In a similar fashion, the reliability function can also be 

defined as

A 6 =  A*(2)(fc) -I- (4.3.25)

where A*, denotes the overall reliability corresponding to x ^ ( k )  and

x 1}(A0 -

Finally, the symbol pairs based on the best overall reliabilities ob

tained between Aa and A*, will be selected. When A a < A&, the 

pair [x^(fc),x  (k)] will be chosen as the estimates, otherwise, it is

[x^(fc), x^(fc)]. The table 4.1 shows the proposed two-step PIC MUD 

algorithm for two user STBC-OFDM detection.

From the discussion in Section 4.2, it is known that the conven

tional PIC MUD can fully remove the MAI if the temporary decision 

is correct. However if the tem porary decision is wrong, the error will 

be doubled after the PIC and therefore cause error propagation. Hence 

the PIC based on hard decisions in each iteration has the risk of os

cillation. Compared with a conventional PIC scheme, the proposed 

two-step PIC MUD includes calculation of overall reliability values for 

each user branch, across all estim ation stages. These operations for 

overall reliability values provide different decision pairs for comparison 

in order to choose more reliable results for output. Hence, this strategy 

avoids error propagation due to the case tha t one of the users signals 

is not estimated correctly and thus may improve the FER performance
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Table 4.1. Two-step algorithm for two user STBC-OFDM Detection.

for k =  0 : ./V — 1 

for i = 1 , 2  

M = H(fc)H"(fc) + i | 2mr

l2 i- lw2i_i = M 1h2

w2, = M !h2i 

x ^ ( k )  =  arg min { w £ - i i W  -  Xci(k) +  wgf(fe) -  x%(h).(0 , Si) i

w 2i - lHk)  -  x\ l)(k) +  w£r(fc) -  x $ \ k )

ai (k) = rj(k) — H\(k)x(z)(k) 

a2(k) = r2(k) -  H^(k)x(t)(k)

amr(k) = rmr(k) -  Hlmr(k)x^(k) 

j  e  {1 , 2 } and j  ^  i

x ^ \ k )  = arg min

x (k)

*-c
mr ( 

n=l I

mr (
in E
e  X  n=l f

end

if < Zi2 

choose 

else

choose

end

X1'" ( * )

x̂  \ k ) ,  x(2\ k )

end

and be a benefit for estimation in the next iteration. Moreover, because 

the proposed two-step scheme performs exactly the same interference
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cancellation and re-estimating algorithm compared with a conventional 

MMSE PIC scheme, it has identical order of complexity to the conven

tional MMSE PIC, therefore it does not increase computational cost.

4.3.4 Algorithm Complexity Discussion

Following the discussion in section 4.3.2, the proposed algorithm is only 

based on linear MMSE and simple symbol-wise likelihood detection. 

Therefore, the symbols can be estim ated with similar computational 

complexity compared with the conventional MMSE-PIC multiuser de

tector [127], [128]. As shown in Eq.(4.3.8) and Eq.(4.3.9), assuming 

the proposed STBC provides £>th order of diversity for each user ter

minal (the STBC in this work provides D  =  2 ), then the dimensions 

of matrix H  are D m r x D K .  Let N r = D m r denote the length of the 

receive vector r  in Eq.(4.3.9), hence, to find the equalizer coefficient 

weight vector w for each linear MMSE cancellation, the algorithm re- 

quires the inversion of [H .H -I- th a t needs O(N^)  multiplication 

operations. Hence, for MMSE weight vectors, it requires on the or

der of 0(Nr  + DN r) multiplication complexity for each estimation pair 

of the D-elements for each user [ x ^ , . . .  , x^] .  Although symbol-wise 

estimation based on maximum likelihood detection requires a search 

for the optimum result for all possible result pairs within the symbol 

constellation, however, based on the processing in Eq.(4.3.17) it only 

requires on the order of 0 ( N r 4 - 1) real multiplication operations and 

does not need more multiplications for calculation of the reliability val

ues in Eq.(4.3.18). For the second step PIC processing from Eq.(4.3.19) 

to Eq.(4.3.25), MAI cancellation only requires 0 ( N r) calculations, and 

re-estimations require the order of 0 ( ( N r 4 - 1 )M)  real multiplications
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to find the re-estimation pairs for each user and no more for reliability 

calculation, both of which are lower order than the MMSE. M  denotes 

the discrete source constellation size. This processing must be per

formed N  times to estim ate each signal block of Nb =  2N  length for 

the K  users. Hence, the highest order of complexity in processing for 

the two-step PIC algorithm is on the order 0 ( K N ( N ?)) operations to 

detect each block of signal for K  users, the complexity order of which 

is identical to the L-MMSE algorithm. The simulation results in sec

tion 4.3.5 show that the performance of the proposed scheme will be 

significantly greater than the L-MMSE algorithm. Therefore, the two- 

step interference cancellation receiver brings considerable performance 

gain while maintaining decoding simplicity and without increasing the 

complexity of the receiver considerably compared to classical MMSE 

receivers.

4.3.5 Numerical Results and Discussions

In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed two-step receiver 

structure in principle, simulations were run simply based on a two user 

STBC MIMO-OFDM system case equipped with two transmit anten

nas for each user and two receive antennas. Each user data stream 

contains 256 symbols, which are coded into two data  blocks by space 

time encoding. It assumed symbol transmission rate of 1MHz. For the 

tones orthogonal to each other, the assumed baseband is divided into 

128 sub-carriers by IFFT operation on each time slot with 128fis du

ration. The QPSK signal modulation is employed at the transmitting 

stage. Moreover, an additional 22 cyclic prefix symbols are used as 

a guard interval after each data  block. Therefore, in this case, there
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contains 512fis information duration and 8 8 /zs additional cyclic prefix 

in one transmitting signal frame in total and 150/is for each OFDM 

duration. The data transmission is implemented simply over a MIMO 

frequency selective channel with slow time variant fading, generated by 

the typical Jakes fading model (see in [76]) and 3-delay taps have been 

introduced into each sub-channel, i.e. frequency-selective sub-channel 

tap length L =  3 and YliLi ° f  =  where of is the variance of the 

/th path. The channel fading is also simplified with the assumption of 

uncorrelation among different transm itting antennas of different users. 

Moreover, perfect knowledge of the channel state at the receiver is as

sumed at any time.

Plot FER performance at Max-fd=20 Hz

-b—  onestep-20hz  
-0—  twostep-20hz  
■V—  M FB-twostep-20hz

trLU
U.

SNR (dB)

F igu re  4.4. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements between typical MMSE and two- 
step processing over slow fading (4,2) 3-tap MIMO-ISI channels when 
maximum Doppler frequency fd = 2 0 Hz,  i.e. normalized DS=0.003.
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Figure 4.4 shows the frame error rate (FER) performance compari

son for two user STBC-OFDM system multiuser detection. The simula

tions are implemented between L-MMSE interference suppression and 

PIC cancellation over slow fading channels of 20Hz maximum Doppler 

frequency, i.e. normalized DS=0.003, this small value avoid an error 

floor and SNR is used in the simulation for consistency but Eb/No 

would simply be a 3dB shift for QPSK. As a benchmark, we also evalu

ate performance of the matched filter for two-step processing, assuming 

perfect knowledge of the interfering symbols [108] at maximum Doppler 

frequency of 20Hz. The two-step interference cancellation scheme per

forms very close to the match filter bound (MFB) i.e. MAI-free bound,

Plot L-MMSE and Twostep
1------------------- '—-----   t

L-MMSE-20HZ
L-MMSE-50HZ
L-MMSE-100HZ

■ L-MMSE-200HZ
■ Twostep-20Hz 
Twostep-50Hz 
Twostep-100Hz 
Twostep-200Hz 
MFB twostep-20Hz

15 20 25 30
SNR (dB)

Figure 4.5. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements between typical MMSE and two
step processing over various fading rates (maximum Doppler frequencies 
fd are 20Hz, 50Hz, 100Hz and 200Hz respectively).
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as a result, the channel variation has not influenced the receiver very 

much at slow fading rate and the MAI have been cancelled effectively.

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of system performance between 

L-MMSE interference cancellation and two-step processing when the 

system is tested with various fading rate channel environments. The 

best performance is given at the channel of 20Hz maximum Doppler 

frequency. In this work, the typical STBC scheme as in [33] is exploited 

in order to attain double spatial diversity compared with normal MIMO 

transmission. Hence, by explanation in [33], [77] and [132], this two-step 

scheme could achieve a diversity order of 2 x (rar —K + 1 ). Otherwise, the 

performance degrades at higher SNR values with increasing maximum 

Doppler frequency. Recall tha t the channel is assumed to be quasi-static 

over two OFDM symbol periods in order to employ space-time block 

codes. This assumption will be violated in this case and the space-time 

block code and OFDM fails to keep their orthogonality between the 

antennas and the carriers which causes the error floor.

Figure 4.6 shows the performance comparison between OFDM block 

encoding scheme and OFDM carrier encoding scheme, which are de

noted as STBC(I) and STBC(II) respectively, over various fading rate 

channels. The carrier encoding scheme outperforms the performance of 

the block encoding scheme, particularly, when the maximum Doppler 

frequency is high. The block STBC fails due to the channel varia

tion between two blocks. In contrast to the block encoding scheme, 

the OFDM carrier encoding scheme is essentially not affected by the 

channel variation between two blocks, but only affected by time vari

ant interference between adjacent subcarriers. However, for the OFDM 

symbols to be orthogonal, the channel should remain constant within
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an OFDM block, which is the reason for the error-floor still occurring 

in varying channels.

Plot twostep STBC(I) and STBC(II)

<rHIU. - 0

STBC(ll)-twostep 50Hz
 STBC(ll)-twostep100Hz
- O -  STBC( 11 )-twostep200Hz  
—V—  STBC(l)-twostep 50Hz 
— STBC(l)-twostep100Hz 
- © —  STBC(I) -twostep200Hz

10 15 20 25 30
SNR (dB)

Figure 4.6. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements two-step scheme between OFDM 
block encoding scheme and OFDM carrier encoding scheme, over var
ious fading rates (maximum Doppler frequencies fa are 50Hz, 100Hz 
and 200Hz respectively).

In this work, the design of a two-step interference cancellation re

ceiver has been addressed to cancel multiple access interference (MAI) 

in a multiuser MIMO wideband wireless communication system within 

a slow fading channel environment. The simulation results indicate that 

the proposed scheme could obtain substantial performance improve

ment without increasing the complexity compared with the L-MMSE 

scheme. MAI can be suppressed and cancelled effectively. However, the 

performance of the scheme still suffers significant degradation from the
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effect of time variant MIMO-ISI channels. Due to error detection, the 

PIC based on hard decisions could induce the risk of oscillation such 

that the performance becomes worse with increasing number of iter

ations. If the temporary decision is wrong, the error will be doubled 

after the PIC, especially in the early stages of the iterative processing.

A straightforward enhancement is to use a soft decision rather than 

a hard decision in each iteration. If an appropriate algorithm is used, 

the amplitude of a symbol estim ate may represent its reliability more 

correctly. The resulting approach is named soft-in soft-out PIC. On the 

other hand, there is another similar soft decision-based approach called 

partial PIC  using a weight factor to scale the MAI estimates, proposed 

in [133] and [134]. Otherwise, by concatenating the PIC detection with 

channel decoding in every iteration, the approach also provides the abil

ity to reduce the risk of oscillation. A powerful channel decoder (for ex

ample, convolutional coding technique) can substantially improve the 

temporary data estimates and achieve more accurate interference re

construction and subtraction. In addition to the multiple transmit and 

receive antenna diversities, the frequency selective diversity of order L 

can also be gained by the proposed receiver. Both of these improving 

work will be performed in the next section and have been presented 

in [1 2 2 ]. Another approach to the oscillation problem encourages us to 

try to improve the performance in the first stage of detection for the 

beginning iteration. The iterative MMSE or decision feedback detector 

are both considered to serve as the first stage as presented in [135], 

which will be introduced in the following chapters.
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4.4 A Joint Coded PIC MUD for STBC-OFDM Systems

As discussed in the past sections, reliable communication in multiuser 

systems is affected by the presence of both MAI and ISI in multi-path 

channels. In this section, a novel transceiver design is investigated for 

a wideband multiuser-MIMO communication system. In particular, 

a PIC scheme is proposed with an error correction coding technique 

for the receiver of a synchronous multiuser uplink system. The scheme 

employs OFDM and STBC at the transm itter and the receiver performs 

as a soft output multiuser detector based on minimum mean-squared 

error (MMSE) interference suppression at the first stage, and then, 

MAI cancellation is implemented with a bank of single-user channel 

decoders.

The outline of this section is organized as follows. In Section 4.4.1, 

the problem statement for the PIC scheme is discussed for multiuser 

detections. Then the signal processing of the system model for a joint 

coded multiuser STBC-OFDM systems is given in Section 4.4.2. The 

proposed joint multiuser PIC and detection scheme is described in Sec

tion 4.4.3. Finally, simulation results are provided and discussed in 

Section 4.4.4.

4.4.1 Problem S ta tem en t for Parallel Interference Cancellation

As discussed in Section 4.2, it is known tha t PIC detection can im

prove the performance of MUD continuously with increasing number 

of iterations. However, sometimes the PIC receiver gives a worse result 

in the current iteration than in the previous one due to error propaga

tion, which can result in failure of convergence. In a PIC receiver, the 

temporary decisions of the users’ data  detected in the current iteration
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axe used to reconstruct the MAI tha t is subtracted from the received 

signal in the next iteration. Hence, it is known that PIC detection pro

vides ability to perform well for MUD, however there are still potential 

problems located in this algorithm. When some of the decisions for 

the users’ data are not correct, the problem occurs. A wrong decision 

of a bit will result in a wrong interference reconstruction. And when 

a wrong value of interference is subtracted from the multiuser signal, 

MAI can potentially be strengthened, instead of cancelled, which is the 

so-called doubled error in Section 4.2 and therefore makes error propa

gated to the corresponding bits of other users’ signals. If this is a serious 

error, it is possible to lead the decision of the data into the wrong di

rection in the next iteration. Although the two-step PIC scheme which 

is proposed in Section 4.4 can cancel MAI and detect multiuser sig

nals effectively, however, the performance at the first stage still suffer 

from the effect of MIMO-ISI channels, which could possibly induce er

ror propagation for future improvement by iterative processing. Here, 

there are two measures tha t can be taken to solve this problem:

(1 ) Employ soft PIC detection instead of hard detection. This can 

be implemented using two approaches: (i) the temporary estimates can 

be provided by a soft-in-soft-out (SISO) detection and the reliability 

values can be calculated based on these soft outputs [136], or in the 

decoding process outputs which represent the data as well as their re

liability can be used such as the LLRs in the maximum a posteriori 

(MAP) algorithm as shown in [135]. Then the soft outputs, rather 

than the hard decisions, can be fed to the PIC detector directly. Thus 

the interference generated can be subtracted from the reliable bits and 

restrict the influence of the unreliable ones, (ii) The other SISO PIC
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approach is partial PIC. It uses a weight factor to scale the MAI esti

mates obtained from past hard decisions before subtracting them from 

the received signal, thus reducing the sensitivity to errors in the esti

mated MAI [133], [134]. In this section, the former approach is adopted, 

so that the performance of the scheme can be further improved by joint 

soft error correction techniques.

(2) Try to improve the quality of the data estimates before they 

are used to reconstruct the interference. In this scheme, forward-error- 

correction (FEC) decoders are involved in each iteration, such as con

volutional or Turbo decoders.

In this section, the wideband parallel interference suppression and 

cancellation scheme proposed in [1 2 1 ] is extended for quality improve

ment. Soft PIC detection instead of hard detection is employed which 

incorporates error correction coding for multiuser STBC OFDM sys

tems. This work was also represented in [122].

4.4.2 Joint System Model for Synchronous Uplink

A K -user space-time block coded OFDM wireless communication sys

tem is considered, where each user terminal is equipped with nt =  2  

transmit antennas. First, the incoming da ta  stream is encoded by a 

half rate convolutional encoder, and the code bit will be interleaved 

and mapped as QPSK. Then, a space-time block encoding processing 

is implemented on the signal and the OFDM modulator is applied to 

the outputs of the space time encoder. The outputs of the OFDM 

modulators are transm itted using multiple antennas simultaneously.

Here, space-time block codes are combined with OFDM modulation. 

In this scheme, the temporal index in each block corresponds to the tone
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index of OFDM. This requires tha t the channel remains constant over a 

number, two in this work, of consecutive blocks equal to the number of 

transmit antennas n t (see in [116]). The ith user’s input, i =  1 , . . . ,  K,  

is two consecutive blocks, denoted as and s ^ .  Each block is then

channel encoded, interleaved and symbol mapped to form the two 

OFDM blocks of length N,  denoted as =  [x^(0), • • • , x ^ ( N  — 1)]T

and ~  1 )F  the frequency domain. The

transmission is described in term s of the frequency domain, as the 

method is extended from [116] and [117], and because the transmis

sion is considered over frequency-selective fading channels; hence, the 

equivalent frequency channel response is represented in a diagonal ma

trix form as diag[Hlqj(0), Hqj( 1 ) , . . . ,  H lqj( N —1)] (see in [117] and [108]). 

Here, H\j(k)  and H2j{k) denote the channel frequency responses of the 

kth tone, related to the channel from the 1st and 2nd transm it antennas 

and corresponding to the i th  user and the j th  receive antennas, respec

tively, over two contiguous signal block intervals. Due to employing a 

space-time block encoding scheme, the kth  tone receive symbol is in 

the frequency domain over the two sequential OFDM time-slots 1 and 

2 , respectively,

K

+  H'2j( k ) x ^ ( k ) }  + vn j (k) (4.4.1)
i=l

K

rV (k) =  + vJ2j(k) (4.4.2)
i=l

where k = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  N  -  1 and [vj\j{k) Vf2j(k)\ denote the frequency do

main representation of the receiver AWGN at the A:th tone. Next define 

Tj{k) =  [rij{k) r^(/c)]T, x {l)(k) =  [ ^ ( /c )  x ^ i k ) ] 7', v f j (k) = [vf ij(k)
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vf2j(k)}T a n d  =

H ^ k )  W2j{k)

|_ H'2j' {k)  - H \ f { k )

v  .
, where IT  is the equivalent

channel response matrix of the k t h  tone between the ith  user termi

nal and the j th receive antenna. The k t h  tone receive signals from all 

receive antennas during two consecutive OFDM periods can be repre

sented in matrix form as follows:

n ( k )

r 2( k )

=

m̂r (̂ 0

f t j ( k )

f t j ( k )

x ^ ( k ) v/i(fc)

x ^ ( k )
+

v/2(fc)

x^K \ k ) v/mr (k)
(4.4.3)

H^(fc) H H ( k )

Re-writing the received signal for simplicity of notation as follows:

r ( k )  =  f l ( k ) x ( k )  -1- v /( k )  (4.4.4)

where ? ( k )  is the overall receive signal vector at all receive antennas 

with 2 m r elements, H ( k )  is the equivalent overall channel response 

matrix of size 2 m r x 2 K,  x ( k )  is the transm itting signal vector with 

2K  elements including all users at the k t h  tone, and V f ( k )  is the equiv

alent complex noise vector of size 2 m r x 1 which influences the overall 

channels.

4.4.3 Joint Coded Tw o-step Parallel Interference Cancellation

The two-step generalized MMSE interference receiver in [121] and [77] 

is extended to the proposed joint multiuser STBC-OFDM scheme. For 

simplicity, without loss of generality, the two-user scenario is consid

ered. The receiver structure is illustrated in Figure 4.7.
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In this receiver structure, the OFDM-demodulated received signal 

will be passed through the following five parts of processing:

(1)Perform soft signal value estimation based on a combined soft 

output MMSE and multiuser detector.

(2 ) Exploit soft-input-soft-output (SISO) Viterbi decoding to cor

rect errors and evaluate reliability values for the first stage.

(3) Exploit parallel multiple-access interference cancellation and 

symbol re-estimation using the modified interference-free received sig

nal.

(4) Compare result pairs and make decision for estimation output 

based on the reliability comparison.

(5) Perform channel decoding to obtain the final signal estimate.
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F ig u re  4.7. Proposed two user joint STBC MIMO-OFDM wireless 
transmission system equipped with n t =  2  transm it antennas for each 
user terminal and m r =  2  receive antennas.
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Stage 1: Linear MMSE Interference Suppression and Viterbi Decoding

In the first stage, MMSE interference cancellation and error correction 

by soft input soft output (SISO) Viterbi decoding axe to estimate the 

transmitted symbols. Consider the ith  user terminal, where i = 1 , 2 , 

and define the following mean squared error cost function which in

cludes co-channel interference and noise in the symbol x ^ ( k ) ,  where 

Hk)  = w Hr(k) is the estimation of the symbol x^ (k ) :

J ( w) = E  |  |x^(A;) — wH?(fc)|2 j (4.4.5)

where #{•} and | - | 2 denote the statistical expectation operator and 

absolute value, respectively. To minimize the mean squared error, the 

weight vector w of size 2 m r is chosen based on standard minimization:

»£>-o („«,

Hence, the weight vectors w 2i_i =  [itf2 *-i,i» W2*-i,2 >. . .  , ^ 2i-i,2mr]T and

w2i =  [uj2*,i,u/2*,2, . . .  ,iU2i,2mr]T, corresponding to the ith  user, can be

computed respectively, as

W2i_i = M -'h *-! (4.4.7)

w2j = M -‘h2i (4.4.8)

where M = H(fc)HH(fc) + j I 2mr and r  =  Es/ N a is the signal to noise

ratio, h2i_i and h2i are the (2 i — l ) t h  and (2 i)th  columns of H(fc), re

spectively. Hence, the soft estimation symbols are obtained and written
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as

\ ^ ( k )  = w ”_lr(k) (4.4.9)

and

A^(fc) =  w g f(fc ) (4.4.10)

The A , (k) and X ^ ik )  values are passed through the SISO Viterbi 

decoder for advanced error correction, and then the scalar soft deci

sion symbols x ^ \ k )  and x t f \ k )  are obtained, on which independent 

decisions can be formed.

Finally, one form of error correction reliability value which is based 

entirely on soft quantities for the whole first step estimation of the zth 

user’s symbol can be represented as

A x ( « ) ( f c )  — Ai \ k )  — x[l\ k )  -t- A^A;) —x%\k)  (4.4.11)

and this technique is applied in the simulation. Another form would be

X['\k) +  ii*' ( k ) - x ^ ( k ),(0 , ;(0 
ls/SO '

,(0i (4.4.12)

A 4°(fc) X ^ ik )  - X % { k )  +  x%JSO(h) -  x%{k) (4.4.13);(*)

^x<‘)(/c) +  A 4 l)(A:) (4.4.14)

which would require the calculation of hard decisions x ^ ( k )  and x ^  (k ), 

and this could be considered for future work.

Stage 2: Two-Step Approach for MAI Cancellation and Symbol Re-Estimation

In stage 1 , a linear MMSE scheme and symbol error correction by 

SISO Viterbi decoding is used to suppress the interferences from the
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co-channel users in estimating the transm itted information symbols. 

In the second stage, the transm itted symbols are re-estimated based 

on a modified received signal obtained by cancelling the multiple ac

cess interferences. Note th a t a perfect interference cancellation may 

be achieved only if the signals from the first step have been decoded

correctly. In the case of two users, in order to estimate the second user

symbols, the receiver cancels the multiple access interference (MAI) 

caused by the first user from the received signals ri(fc), r 2 (fc),. . . ,  r mr(A;) 

to estimate the transm itted symbols. For the kth  tone, the modified 

received signal from the n th  receive antenna after cancelling the MAI 

from the first user will be represented as

a„(fc) = rn( k )  -  fti(fc)x(1>(fc) (4.4.15)

where n = 1 , . . . ,  rar , hence the second user’s Arth signals are re-estimated 

using the above modified received vector:

m r (  2 n

x 2\ k )  =  arg min V ]  I I a n(A:) -  H *(k)x(c2)(k) I (4.4.16)
x<2)ex jr [  V )

where X includes all possible choices of QPSK symbols. The reliability 

function for the estimation from this second step of user 2  will be given 

by
TTlj' /  2 ^

A *(2)(fc) =  S  I \\an(k ) ~  H^(A:)x 2 )(/c) } (4.4.17)
n = l   ̂ '

Finally, the total reliability of the first and second step estimation will

be the summation of the reliability of the first user at the first step and

the reliability of the second user at the second step, which is given by
~ (2 )

the overall reliability for x ^ ( k )  and x (k) as
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A a  —  +  A - (a ) ^  ( 4 . 4 . 1 8 )

This procedure will be repeated in parallel assuming a correct deci

sion for the second user at the first step and based upon its estimate, 

the user 1 signals will be re-estimated by repeating the MAI interfer

ence cancellation and symbol-wise likelihood re-estimation algorithm, 

assuming that the estimation of the second user transmitted signal at 

the kth tone x ^ ( k )  = [ i ^ \ k ) , (k)]T has been decoded correctly at

the first step. In a similar fashion, the reliability function is defined as

A b = A * ( 2 ) ( fc) - I -  A = o > (fc) ( 4 . 4 . 1 9 )

where A d e n o t e s  the overall reliability for x ^ ( k )  and x^(/c).

Then, the symbol pairs based on the best overall reliabilities ob

tained between Aa and Aj, will be the focus. When A a  <  A * , ,  the pair
(2)

[x^(A;),x (k )] will be chosen as the estimates, otherwise, it will be

[x{1)(k ) ,x {2){k)].

Finally, the decision result will be modified by de-mapping, and 

deinterleaving, and then passed to the channel decoder to obtain the 

final estimations of input signal and s ^ .

4.4.4 Numerical Results and Discussions

In order to illustrate the basic concept of the proposed coded two- 

step receiver structure, the simulations are simply based on a two user 

space-time block coded MIMO OFDM system case equipped with two 

transmit antennas for each user and two receive antennas. Each user 

data stream contains 256 symbols, for which a standard rate 1/2 and
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constraint length 3 convolutional code is used [54]. In order to correct 

the subcarriers in deep fades, forward error correction and bit inter

leaving are used across the subcarriers. The QPSK signal mapping is 

employed at the transm itting stage with symbol transmission rate of 

1MHz. For the tones orthogonal to each other, the assumed baseband is 

divided by the IFFT operation over each OFDM time slot after space

time block encoding. Moreover, an additional 20 cyclic prefix symbols 

are used as a guard interval after each data  block. The data transmis

sion is implemented simply over MI MO frequency selective channels 

with both quasi-static fading and slow time variant fading, generated 

by the typical Jakes fading model [76] and 3-delay taps have been in

troduced into each sub-channel, i.e. a frequency-selective sub-channel 

tap length L =  3 and a f  =  1’ where af  is the variance of the Ith 

path. The channel fading is also simplified with an assumption of no 

correlation between different transm itting antennas of different users. 

Perfect knowledge of the channel state at the receiver is assumed. In 

order to keep equal signal power under the effect of channel coding, 

the complex white Gaussian noise was compensated by scaling by the 

convolutional coding rate for normalization and the soft input Viterbi 

decoding scheme is used in this simulation.

Figure 4.8 shows the FER performance comparison of system be

tween the joint coded PIC scheme and normal two-step processing, 

both of which includes L-MMSE interference cancellation. The system 

is tested in quasi-static channel environments. The best performance 

is given by the coded two-step interference cancellation scheme. The 

coded two-step interference cancellation scheme over the range of SNR 

in the figure shows higher gradient of the frame error rate curve better
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than the other scheme, as a result, the ISI and MAI have been cancelled 

effectively by the two-step processing and coding correction. In this 

simulation, the typical STBC scheme as in [33] is used in order to at

tain more spatial diversity compared with normal MIMO transmission. 

Hence, following the explanations in [33], [77] and [132], this coded two-
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F igure  4.8. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements joint PIC scheme over quasi-static 
MIMO-ISI channels where channel tap  length L — 3.

step scheme could almost achieve a diversity order of 2 x (mr — K  + 1). 

In addition to the multiple transm it and receive antenna diversities, 

the frequency selective diversity of order L can also be gained by the 

effect of coding correction.

Secondly, the performance is seen to degrade at higher SNR val

ues with increasing maximum Doppler frequency which is shown in 

Fig.4.9. Recall that the channel is assumed to be quasi-static over
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two OFDM symbol periods in order to employ space-time block codes. 

This assumption will be violated in this case and the space-time block 

code and OFDM fails to keep their orthogonality between the antennas 

and the carriers which causes the error floor. However, the MAI and 

time variant interference are still suppressed effectively by the coding 

two-step scheme within a slow fading channel environment, e.g. 20Hz 

(normalized Doppler spread is 0.0055)
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F igu re  4.9. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements joint PIC scheme over channels with 
different maximum Doppler frequency fading rates.

4.5  Conclusions

In this chapter, a novel and robust MUD technique called parallel in

terference cancellation is introduced for multiuser STBC-OFDM detec
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tions. Firstly, the design of a two-step interference cancellation receiver 

has been addressed to cancel MAI in a multiuser MIMO wideband wire

less communication system within both quasi-static and variant fading 

channel environment. In this approach, the transm itter serially con

catenates STBC with OFDM for each user terminal and the receiver is 

based on a two-step hard-interference cancellation algorithm. Other

wise, another approach would be to use space-frequency block codes and 

OFDM modulation to provide further robustness to the time-varying 

channel. The simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme 

could obtain substantial performance improvement without increasing 

the complexity compared with the L-MMSE scheme for quasi-static and 

slow fading rate channels. However, the performance of this scheme will 

suffer significant degradation from the effect of high fading rate MIMO- 

ISI channels. This problem could induce error propagation for advanced 

iterative optimization. By concatenating the transm itter with convolu

tional channel encoding, the design of a channel coded joint PIC multi

user receiver has been investigated to solve this problem. The MUD 

receiver is based on a soft PIC algorithm with soft-input-soft-output 

(SISO) forward error correction (FEC) decoding techniques. The sim

ulation results indicate that by concatenating the transm itter with the 

half rate outer channel code, the proposed scheme obtained significant 

performance gain rather than the normal scheme, which obtains benefit 

for performing more iterations reliably for performance improvement. 

In addition to the multiple transm it and receive antenna diversities, 

the frequency selective diversity of order L  can also be gained by the 

effect of coding correction rather than the normal two-step scheme.



Chapter 5

ITERATIVE MULTIUSER 

DETECTION FOR STBC 

MIMO-OFDM SYSTEMS

In recent years, iterative processing techniques with soft-input-soft- 

output components have received considerable attention. These itera

tive schemes have been also introduced in signal detection, as shown 

in Chapter 3. In this chapter, multiuser detection by iterative signal 

estimation scheme will be addressed. This scheme is performed itera

tively based on the extrinsic feedback of information to obtain optimum 

performance.

The outline of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, 

the concept of conventional iterative MUD and Turbo MUD is intro

duced. Then a proposed iterative MMSE MUD scheme for Multiuser 

STBC-OFDM systems is discussed in Section 5.2. This work was also 

proposed in [135]. Then this iterative MUD algorithm is extended to 

a type of turbo MUD by concatenating a SISO channel decoder, which 

is represented in Section 5.3 and [137]. Section 5.4 provides relative 

simulation results and analysis. Finally, conclusions are provided in 

Section 5.5.

136
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5.1 Iterative M ultiuser D etections

Normally, iterative MUD performs signal estimation in an iterative 

process by updating extrinsic information such as log-likelihood ra

tios (LLRs) as shown in Chapter 3. In conventional iterative multi

user receivers, the SISO MUD and the channel decoding are performed 

separately based on joint signal detection signal processing, depicted 

in Figure 5.1(a). Each user’s da ta  can be detected iteratively at the 

first stage in the SISO multiuser detector for optimum estimation and 

then passed into the channel decoder for error correction. Recently, 

following the development of powerful Turbo codes [138], the “Turbo 

Principle” [73], [74] has been extended to other aspects of the reception 

technique. It was found that the combination of two types of compo

nents (channel decoding and MUD elements) in the receiver brought a 

substantial performance gain. Thus the basic idea is to break up joint 

signal processing into separate components and iterate between them 

with the exchange of probabilities (or soft extrinsic information). This 

approach typically results in almost no loss of information.

Two types of forward-error-correction (FEC) codes are considered 

for Turbo MUD: convolutional codes and Turbo codes. Some researchers 

construct iterative receivers using a SISO multiuser detector and a con

volutional decoder. As assumed, iterative reception is proposed follow

ing the principle of Turbo decoding. Hence the straightforward ap

proach is to take advantage of the multiuser detector for the first stage 

decoder (Figure 5.1(b)) and then concatenating a convolutional de

coder. In this receiver structure, continuous performance improvement 

with increasing number of iterations comes from the refreshed detec

tion results. As is well known, the better the signal source provided
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to the channel decoder, the more accurate the data gained, i.e. having 

improved the detection results with more accurate MUD, and fed them 

to the convolutional decoder, the decoder will yield better decoding 

results. And then the output of decoder can be fed back to multiuser 

detection to achieve better detection result for the next iteration. In 

this thesis, my work will focus on this type of iterative turbo MUD.

Received _  . _ .
Signals

M ultiuser C h an n el
Detector D ecoder

(a)

Received
Signals Detections Estimations

C onvolutional
D ecoder

(b)

Received
Signals Detections

Extrinsic

Estimations
D eco d er 2

(c)

F ig u re  5.1. Multiuser detection (MUD) techniques: (a) Conventional 
MUD scheme; (b) Joint MUD and Convolutional Decoding; (c) Joint 
MUD and Turbo Decoding

On the other hand, some research on the Turbo receiver is based on 

Turbo codes. The internal iterative structure of the Turbo decoder (as 

shown in Figure 5.1(c)) is retained and its powerful correction scheme 

based on the exchange of extrinsic information. In this case, there are 

two factors to drive the convergence of the receiver: MUD and exchange
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of extrinsic information. Hence, there are two types of iterations which 

are performed in the receiver: The outer iteration exchanges informa

tion between the multiuser detector and the Turbo decoder; the inner 

iteration exchanges extrinsic information between the two component 

decoders.

The cost of this improved performance is tha t the Turbo-coded 

receivers have higher complexity than the convolutional-coded ones. 

However, it is not caused by the use of the iterative structure, but due to 

the use of inner Turbo codes, i.e. the complexity increasing in iterative 

MUD of the first stage is introduced into both the convolutional-coded 

system and Turbo-coded system with iteration increase. Moreover, 

the convolutional decoding is repeated in each iteration (complexity 

0 ( 2 Kr})), where 77 is the code constraint length. Therefore, for the same 

outer iterations, the turbo decoding scheme brings a larger complexity 

with inner iteration increase, but obtains improvement of performance. 

In general, a larger number of iterations will further improve the data 

estimates, and then lead to more accurate interference reconstruction 

and cancellation. As a cost, this will increase the complexity of the 

receiver. It will be interesting to discuss the tradeoff between the com

plexity increase and the performance improvement relative to the use 

of complexity reduced multi-iteration decoding scheme.

5.2 Iterative MMSE MUD for M ultiuser STBC OFDM  System s

In this section, an iterative multiuser detection structure for STBC 

MIMO-OFDM scheme is exploited over slow fading channels. The 

multiuser detection structure of STBC-OFDM system in [116] is ex

tended with an iterative estimating method over slow fading chan
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nels. A MIMO OFDM system with two users is implemented in this 

work, which utilizes STBC (see [33] and [77]) and iterative MMSE [108] 

multiuser detection by updating extrinsic information to develop log- 

likelihood ratios (LLRs), whereas the proposed STBC MIMO-OFDM 

scheme exploits two transm it antennas for each user terminal for signal 

transmission which is similar as in Chapter 4. The multiuser receiver 

is equipped with two receive antennas to collect the propagation signal 

for interference suppression and cancellation, and then to estimate the 

signals. All channel knowledge is assumed known perfectly throughout, 

the work could be also seen in [135].

5.2.1 Synchronous System M odels

Here, a multi-user MIMO OFDM uplink wireless communication sys

tem is exploited for k users as in Chapter 4. On the ith user, a serial 

to parallel convertor collects a set of N bit information symbols in the 

frequency domain =  [^ (O ) , • • • , x ^ ( N  — 1)]T (which can be sim

ply converted to QPSK) and explicit OFDM modulating operation is 

performed for each sub-channel. To avoid inter symbol interference 

(ISI), a sufficiently long cyclic prefix is added, i.e. the guard interval P  

should satisfy P  > L, where L is the length of the impulse response of 

each transmit-receive antennas sub-channel. Hence, the N  time domain 

received symbols in terms of vector form can be written as

r n=  H(l}s(t)+ v (l) = Hj.l)F//x (l)-(-v(i) (5.2.1)

At each receive antenna, the samples corresponding to the cyclic 

prefix are first removed and then the FFT operation of the received 

signal from Eq. (5.2.1) is taken which yields
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H il)=

r =  Fr,. = FH (0F "x W+Fv(l) = H (dx W + v f (5.2.2)
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0 0 0 hNh~xn N - 1 3- L* t
o

h % - \

(5.2.3)

where Hc^ is the time-domain channel circular convolution matrix of 

size N  x N  passed by the ith user’s signal, which is described in 

Eq.(5.2.3), (see also in [108]). Moreover, F  denotes the N  x N  DFT 

matrix and H (i) =  F H ^ F "  is defined as the frequency channel re

sponse called the subcarrier coupling matrix [108]. is the frequency 

domain representation of the additive Gaussian complex noise vector 

v (0 for the zth user.

In this work, the STBC scheme which is similar to the scheme in [77] 

is adopted for each MIMO OFDM system terminal. The two consec

utive block signal vectors from ith  user can be represented as =  

[ar54>(0), ^ ^ ( l ) ,  • ■ • ,x (1l)(A ^-l)]T a n d x ^ ) =  [4*}(0), 4 ° (1 ) , • • • ,x[l){ N -  

1)]T of size N.  Here, the time domain channel responses are assumed 

constant during two consecutive signal block intervals, i.e. quasi-static. 

Hence, is the frequency channel coefficient matrix experienced by 

the ith user’s signal transm itted from the qth transm it antenna to the

J N x N
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j t h  receive antenna, and q G {1,2}, in terms of the diagonal matrix 

when the channel is quasi-static in the time domain, (see in [117]). The 

coded signal from two transm it antennas of the ith user’s terminal dur

ing two block intervals in the frequency domain could be represented 

in matrix form as follows,

F "x{(0 F " x

— F " x F ^ x )
(5.2.4)

Next consider a STBC MIMO-OFDM transm itter for two user ter

minals (as in [116], [121] and [135]). Each user terminal is equipped 

with two transmit antennas for exploiting the above STBC scheme for 

wireless data transmission, and therefore, four antennas are required at 

the transmitter.

Considering the output of the OFDM demodulator at the first re

ceive antenna after cyclic prefix removal, the signal vectors during the 

two sequential OFDM time-slots a and b could be obtained in Eq.(5.2.5) 

and Eq. (5.2.6), respectively, as

r i = H„

\----------1
CM 

^

+ h 21
x (1)x2
x (2)x2

+  V/io

r  ;■ = h ;,
xi2)

-H*n
x (1)2

x (2)x2

(5.2.5)

(5.2.6)

where H 9J =  [ H ^ ,H ^ ] .  For simplicity of notation, let us define signal

r ( l ) 7 (2 ) t  ( l ) r  (2)t i T  • 1vector x =  [x) ; , x\ ’ , X2 , x 2 J ’ receive vector r 1 =
. 1*

, and
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v/i = 

form as

V / la

'fib
. Therefore, write Eq.(5.2.5) and Eq.(5.2.6) in a matrix

r 1 =  H ix  -I- v /i

The equivalent channel matrix from transm itter to t

H „  H 21
antennas could be represented as H i =

H 21 - H n

(5.2.7) 

ie first receive 

. In a similar

method, arrange the output at the second receive antennas as

r2 =  H 2x + v /2 (5.2.8)

where the equivalent channel matrix H 2 to the second receive anten

n a  H 22
nas could be represented as H 2 =  . Here, the overall

h 22 - h ;2
receive vector is arranged by combining Eq.(5.2.7) and Eq.(5.2.8) as

r  =
r 1 H i v/i=r .x+
r 2 h 2 V/2

=  H .x  +  v , (5.2.9)

Let Nb = 2K N ,  where K  is the number of users. H  is the overall 

equivalent channel matrix between transm itter and receiver of size Nb x 

Nb and v /  denotes the whole channel equivalent noise vector of size Nb 

with variance <72 .

5.2.2 Iterative MMSE MUD Algorithms

An iterative MMSE MUD scheme is now considered, in which the multi

user receiver is equipped with two receive antennas, as shown in Figure

5.2 (see also in [135]). Through utilization of the overall equivalent
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time domain channel matrix H  in Eq.(5.2.9), estimation of the trans

mitted symbol x(n) could be obtained. The direct estimation based on

UserlRxl

Rx2
User2

Priors

Updating

S/P
module

I te r a t iv e

MMSE-DF
M ultiuser
D etector

OFDM 

demodulator 
and P/S 
module

F ig u re  5.2. The iterative MMSE multiuser receiver structure equipped 
with two receive antennas for two user applications.

L-MMSE, however, could not offer good enough performance due to 

the presence of MAI and ISI. In this work, the transm itted signal can 

be estimated in an iterative detection process. An MMSE equalizer 

is structured to get signal estimations x{n)s at first, and then those 

estimated values could be used to maximize the posteriori probability 

in iterative processing.

The first step is to estimate the frequency domain samples through 

the L-MMSE equalizer. The noise in Eq.(5.2.9) is assumed uncorre

lated and zero mean, therefore E { \ f }  = 0, E { v j V f H} = <r^l^b and 

E {x (n )v f }  =  0. As discussed in Chapter 3, the MMSE equalizer w n 

can be derived through minimizing the following cost function

J(w n) =  E { \ x ( n ) - w ” r\2} (5.2.10)

and thereby obtain the MMSE equalizer coefficient vector
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w n =  (H C 'w [x,x]H // +  £7̂  I jyb) 1HCov[x,x(n)\  (5.2.11)

and then the estimated value x{n)s could be obtained as

x(n) =  x{n) +  w ^ (r  — H x) (5.2.12)

Here, x(n)  =  E{x(n)}  and x =  £{x}. By Eq.(5.2.11) and Eq.(5.2.12),

iterative algorithm, next, updated values for (x(n)} and {Cov[x(n),x(n)}}  

are obtained based on the estimates x(n)s. W ith these values, only ex

trinsic information is chosen to find the posterior values of SISO MUD 

as updated priors of the next iteration, which leads to update (x(n)} 

and {Cov[x(n),x(n)]} into x  and Cov[x, x], as shown in Eq.(5.2.11) 

and Eq.(5.2.12). Here, a sequential iterative estimation (SIE) approach 

is chosen. Initialize by setting Vx(n) =  0 and \ /Cov[x(n),x(n)] =  1 

when estimating x(n). With utilization of BPSK signals, the updat

ing processing of the iterative algorithm could work through finding 

the log-likelihood ratios (LLR)s from the estimated values of (x(n)}. 

Defining the prior and posterior LLR of x(n)  respectively, as

Hence, the extrinsic LLR is defined as the difference between the 

posterior and prior LLRs of x(n):

the values of {x(n)} are estimated at the first step. In order to apply an

(5.2.13)

L[x(n) |i(n)] =  In
Pr{x(n) =  1 |x(n)} 

Pr{a:(n) =  -1 U („)}
(5.2.14)
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A L[x(n)\ = L[x(n)|f(n)] -  L[x{n)]
= ,n Pr{x(n)|l(„), 1} ^

Pr{x(n)|x(n)=_i}

As the signal x(n ) =  b c {-1-1,—1}, the conditional probability den

sity function (PDF) of x{n) is Gaussian distributed and can be ex

pressed as

Pr{x(n)|l(n)=fc} ~  / /  (m„(6), ^ | l(n)=6)

1 e x p f - (* (n )~ m"(fe))(f(n)~ m"(6))" I (5.2.16)
\ Z ‘2.'K(Jx\X(n)=b V 2a’ |l(n)=„

where the posterior conditional mean and covariance value of x(n)  could 

be defined as m n(6) =  £{:r(n)|x(n)=6} and crx|x(„)=6 =  Cov[x(n),x(n)\x(n)=b 

respectively. They could be determined by (5.2.11) and (5.2.12) as

£ { £ ( r c ) | x ( n ) = 6 }  = w " h n6 (5.2.17)

v 2x \x(n)=b =  E{x{n)xH{n)\x{n)=b} -  m n(b)mn{b)H

= w ^ h „ -  w " h nh " w n (5.2.18)

where h„ is the nth  column of H. Moreover, because there are not 

available priors before the first estimation, therefore, L[x(n)} = 0 at 

the beginning of iteration. Now, obtain
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A L[x(n)\ = L[x(n)\x(n)\ -  L[x{n)} 

= In
exp ( (i(n)-m„(+l))2\

 ̂ crx l x ( n ) =  + l /_
exp i( (x(n)—mn( —l))2 \

° x l x ( n )  = -l /
_  4Re{x{n)}

1 -  w n

Therefore, the a posteriori LLR of x(n) can be obtained as

(5.2.19)

L[x{n) |i(n)] =  A L[x(n)\ +  L[x(n)] (5.2.20)

Once the posteriori LLRs are obtained, it will lead to the update of 

the priors for the next iteration in term s of x(n)  and Cov[x(n),x(n)]:

x{n)new = Pr{x(n) =  +  1|*(„)} -  Pr{x(n) =  - l | * ( n ) }

=  tanh ( Z' [x(n„)U(n)1)  (5.2.21)

Cov[x(n), x(n)]new

= ^ 2  ( b -  E {x (n ) \ i{n)})2 • Pr{x(n) =  6|i(n)}
be{+l,-l)

=  1  -  a (n )L , (5-2-22)

Then, the equalizer Eq.(5.2.12) receives updates as the posterior val

ues x(n)new obtained by Eq.(5.2.21) and Cov[x(n), x(rij]new obtained by 

Eq. (5.2.22). These values are updated as relative values into the diag

onal matrix Cou[x,x] of Eq.(5.2.11). These updating coefficients are
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used to estimate the next value x(n  4- 1) and the next posteriori val

ues are updated by repeating the steps from Eq.(5.2.11) to Eq.(5.2.22). 

The estimation starts at x(0) until x ( N b -  1) is obtained, and then 

repeated again starting with x(0) for next iteration. The iterative up

dating process does not stop until the specified number of iterations 

has elapsed or the reliability value of LLRs surpasses a threshold.

5.3 Jo in t Iterative M M SE M UD and Convolutional Decoder

In this section, the transm itter structure of the STBC MIMO-OFDM 

system in Section 5.2 has been extended for K  user applications and 

the proposed joint iterative multiuser detection scheme with forward er

ror correction coding techniques. The transm itter terminal implements 

MIMO-OFDM with space-time block codes (STBC), and the receiver 

joint iterative MMSE multiuser detection with convolutional channel 

decoding by exchanging extrinsic information in terms of log-likelihood 

ratios (LLRs), whereas the proposed scheme exploits two transmit an

tennas for each user terminal and two receive antennas at the receiver. 

This work was also proposed in [137].

5.3.1 System Model for Jo in t Itera tive MUD

The proposed K  user STBC MIMO OFDM transmission system is de

scribed in Figure 5.3. Firstly, the incoming data  stream is encoded by 

a half rate convolutional encoder, and then, passed through an inter

leaving stage. The zth user’s continuous input signal blocks and 

will be encoded as two consecutive transm itting OFDM symbol blocks 

x*” = [xj^O), ■ • • , x ^ ( N  -  l ) f  and x£> =  [*<‘>(0), ■ • • , x f ( N  -  l ) f \  

which are the frequency domain symbols, i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  K.  Then, space
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time block encoding processing is implemented on the signal and the 

OFDM modulator is applied to the outputs of the space time encoder. 

The outputs of the OFDM modulators are transm itted using multi

ple antennas simultaneously. All channel knowledge is assumed known 

perfectly throughout. At each of the receive antennas, the samples 

corresponding to the cyclic prefix are first removed and one received 

OFDM block in the frequency domain can be represented as

r= Frt = FH<i,F "x(i)+ F v<i> = H (i)xw+ v f  (5.3.1)

where H)1* is the time-domain circular convolution channel matrix of

size N  x N,  denoted as the zth user’s da ta  transm itting pipe. 

is defined as the frequency response of the channel coefficients, which 

is the so-called subcarrier coupling matrix. In this work, the STBC 

scheme which is similar to the scheme in Section 5.2 is adapted for 

each user terminal. Here, the time domain channel responses could be 

assumed to be constant during two consecutive OFDM block intervals, 

i.e. quasi-static. Next consider a STBC MIMO-OFDM transmitter for 

two user terminals, which is shown in Figure 5.3, (see also in [116], [121] 

and [135]). Each user terminal is equipped with two transm it antennas 

for exploiting the above STBC scheme for wireless data transmission, 

and therefore, 2K  antennas are required a t the transm itter. Hence, 

the signal vectors during the two sequential OFDM time-slots a and b 

could be obtained as

=  H n X i  +  H 21X2 +  v / la (5.3.2)

r lb * =  HgjX! -  H*h x 2 +  v } lb (5.3.3)
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F ig u re  5.3. K  user STBC-OFDM transmission system with joint iter
ative MMSE MUD and convolutional coded multiuser receiver equipped 
with two receive antennas.

where H qj =  [H^-\ H ^ \  . . . ,  H ^ ] ,  and is the frequency channel 

coefficient matrix experienced by the i th  user’s signal transmitted from 

the qth transmit antenna to the j t h  receive antenna, and q €E {1 ,2} ,  

in terms of the diagonal m atrix when the channel is quasi-static in the 

time domain, (see in [117]). In addition, xj =  [x ^  , x ^  , . . . ,  x ^  ]T,
( K ) '1

2and X2 =  [ x ^  , x ^  , . . . ,  x  

transm itted signal vector x  =

For simplicity of notation, define the

, received vector r 1

and v /i
V/ia

fib
Therefore, also write Eq.(5.3.2) and Eq.(5.3.3) in

a matrix form as in Section 5.2
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r1 = H^x + v/i 

The equivalent channel m atrix  from transm itter o 

first receive antennas could be represented as H i =

(5.3.4)

K  users to the 

H n  H 21

In a similar method, arrange the outpu t a t the second receive antennas 

as

r2 = H2x + v /2 (5.3.5)

where the equivalent channel m atrix  H 2 for K  users to the second re-

H i2 H 22
ceive antennas could be represented as H 2 =

the overall receive vector for K  users is arranged 

and Eq.(5.3.5) as

. Here, 

jy combining Eq.(5.3.4)
H -2 - h ;2

r =
r1 Hi v/i= .x+
r2 h 2 v /2

-  H .x  +  v / (5.3.6)

Let Nb = 2 K N ,  where K  is the number of users. H  is the overall 

equivalent channel m atrix between K user transm itting terminals and 

receiver of size N b x Nb and v j  notes the whole channel equivalent noise 

vector of size Nb with variance o\.

5.3.2 Jo in t Iterative MUD and D ecoding Schem e

The structure of the iterative m ultiuser receiver is shown in the lower 

half of Figure 5.3. It consists of two stages: a soft input soft out

put (SISO) multiuser detector and parallel single-user SISO channel 

decoders. The SISO multiuser detector calculates the marginal prob
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abilities for the zth decoder for the ith  user. Then all the single-user 

SISO channel decoders, according to the marginal probabilities, gen

erate the a posteriori coded bit probabilities, which are then used as 

the a priori information for the SISO multiuser detector on the next 

iteration.

Through utilization of the overall channel matrix H , the transmit

ted signal can be estimated by maximizing the posteriori probability in 

iterative processing at the first stage. As described similarly in Section 

5.2, at first, a linear MMSE equalization is performed to estimate the 

frequency domain samples. The noise in Eq.(5.3.6) is assumed that it is 

uncorrelated and circularly distributed. The MMSE equalizer wn is de

rived through minimizing the cost function J (w n) =  E {\x (n )—w ^ r |2}. 

Hence, the MMSE equalizer coefficient vector w n is obtained and the 

estimated value x{n )s as follows

w n =  (HC<w[x, x ]H "  +  a 2nI Nb) - lilCov[yL, x(n)} (5.3.7)

and

x(n) = x ( n ) + w ^ ( r - H x )  (5.3.8)

Here, x(n) = E{x(n)}  and x  =  E’jx} . By Eq.(5.3.7) and Eq.(5.3.8), 

the values of {£(n)} are estim ated at first. Next, the extrinsic infor

mation of each code bit can be found based on the x(n)s, and then 

these extrinsic values should be fed to the channel decoder of each user 

branch. Thus correct extrinsic values will be obtained at the output of 

the channel decoder, which is used to obtain posterior values {x(n)} 

and {Cov[x{ri), x{n)}} for updating the iterative multiuser detector. 

Initialization of Mx{n) = 0 and VCov[x(n), x{n)} = 1 are known. With
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utilization of BPSK signals, the iterative updating processing could 

start through finding the log-likelihood ratios (LLR)s based on (i:(n)}. 

The difference between the posterior and prior LLRs of x(n)  could be 

defined as the extrinsic information as

L E[x(n)\ =  L [ x ( n ) | i ( n ) ] -  L[x(n)\ =  A L[x(n)\ ( 5 . 3 . 9 )

=  i n  P r { x ( n )  =  1 1 » ( " ) }  _  i P r { x ( n )  =  1 }

Pr{x(n) =  1 |x(n)} n Pr{x(n) =  -1 }
Pr{£(n)U(„)=i}=  In

P r{x (n )|x(n)=_i}

W ith utilization of the signal x(n)  = b e { + 1 ,-1 } , as shown in 

Section 5.2 the conditional probability density function (PDF) of x(n) 

is Gaussian distributed and can be expressed as,

P r{x(n)|x(n)=f>} ~  A/" (m n(6 ), <JX|x(n)=b)

1  exp ( _  (£fo) ~  m n(b))(x(n) -  m n(b))H\  ^  g ^
x (n)=b V ^xl x ( n ) = b

where the posterior conditional mean and covariance value of x{n) could 

be defined as m n(b) =  E { x ( n ) |x(n)=6 } and <7 x | x ( n ) = 6  =  Cov[x(n) ,x(n)|x(n) 

respectively. They could be determined by Eq.(5.3.7) and Eq.(5.3.8) as

£{£(n)U(n)=&} =  w n hnb (5.3.11)

<rl\x(n)=b = E { x { n ) x H{n)\x(n)=b} -  m n{b)mn{b)H

= w " h n -  w ^ h nh ^ w n (5.3.12)

where h n is the nth  column of H . Moreover, set initialization as x(n)  =
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0 and Cov[x(n),  x(n)} = 1  for finding the posterior LLR of x(n).  Since

no prior information is available, the prior information L[x(n)] — 0 at 

the first iteration. Now, obtaining extrinsic information as

When the extrinsic inform ation { L e [x ( ti) ] }  has been obtained for 

the whole signal block where n  =  0 , . . . ,  Nb — 1 , these values will be 

separated to parallel branches as {L£[x(l)(n)]}, i = 1  corre

sponding to each code bit of the zth user. Only extrinsic information 

is known to be used for exchanging between the SISO multiuser detec

tor and the SISO convolutional channel decoder. Therefore then these 

extrinsic values for each code bit of each user will be de-interleaved as 

{Lf;[x(i)(n)]}, where x {i)(n) denotes de-interleaved extrinsic LLR for 

the code bit of the ith  user. The {L£;[z(i)(n)]} is delivered to each 

SISO single user channel decoder as the a priori information. Thus 

the de-interleaved posterior information of the corrected code bit of 

each user L'[:r(i)(n)li(*>(n)] can be obtained from the trellis structure of 

the SISO convolutional decoding, and then the extrinsic LLRs for each 

corrected code bit of each user L'E[x{i){n)\ can be extracted after the 

output of channel decoder as,

L E[x(n)\ =  L[x(n)\±{n)] -  L[x(n)\

4 Re{x(n) }  

1  -  h £ w n
(5.3.13)

(5.3.14)
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Then { ^ [ i ^ ^ n ) ] }  are interleaved a t each single user branch in 

terms of {L'E[x^(n)]}  and then combined to a serial block {L'E[:c(n)]} 

of size Nf, as the same order with {Lb[x(ti)]}, where L'E[x{n)] is consid

ered as feedback extrinsic LLR of code bit which leads to the updating 

of the priors of the SISO multiuser detector.

When starting at the next iteration, the feedback extrinsic LLRs 

{L'E[x{n)}} are delivered to the SISO multiuser detector as new a prior 

information L[x(n)\new to reconstruct an a priori update value of the 

SISO MMSE detector in Eq.(5.2.11) and Eq.(5.2.12) as,

x{n)new =  b • Pr{a:(n) =  b}
6e{+l, —1}

=  Pr {x(n)  = + 1 } — Pr{x(n) =  —1}

=  tanh ( (5.3.15)

Cov[x{n),x{n)]new

= ^  ( b ~  E { x ( n ) } ) 2 -Pr{x(n)  = b}
* { + 1, - 1}

= l - i ( n ) L »  (5-3-16)

The iterative updating process does not stop until the specified num

ber of iterations has elapsed or the reliability value of LLRs surpass a 

threshold, and the a posteriori LLR L ' [x^ (n ) \ ^ i ) ^ }  is used to make the 

decision on the decoded bit a t the last iteration, which make the final 

source symbol estimations { s ^ }  from the output of the SISO channel 

decoder of each user.
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5.4 Numerical Results and  Discussions

To illustrate the performance of the proposed iterative receiver struc

ture, a STBC MIMO-OFDM system for a two user case using four 

transm it and two receive antennas is simulated in this section. A 

BPSK signal constellation is exploited in this work, which can be easily 

mapped into QPSK. Each source da ta  frame contains 1000 bit infor

mation symbols. The simulations utilize 1MHz symbol transmission 

rate, i.e. the OFDM symbol duration is Ts = 1 /zs, which is divided into 

16 sub-carriers by OFDM operation for the tones orthogonal to each 

other. Each serial data  stream  contains 32 symbols, which is coded 

into two OFDM blocks by STBC encoding operation. An additional 

4 cyclic prefix symbols are used as a guard interval after each data 

block. Therefore, the user term inal could transm it two data blocks in 

parallel from two transm it antennas, so th a t the transm itting stream of 

64 bit information symbols are estim ated in one detecting iteration. A 

3 -tap wireless MIMO slow fading channel model is used in which each 

channel tap is represented by a complex Gaussian random variable. 

The real and imaginary parts of each channel tap are independently 

generated with the Doppler spectrum  based on Jakes model (see [76]). 

The maximum Doppler frequency fd notes the characteristic of channel 

time variations. Moreover, we assume 1 erf = 1, where of is the 

variance of the Ith path, and the channel fading is assumed to be un

correlated among different transm itting  antennas. Perfect knowledge 

of the channel state is available at the receiver at any time.

Figure 5.4 presents the frame error rate performance of the pro

posed iterative receiver over a time-variant fading channel with max

imum Doppler frequency f d  =  2.5kHz ,  i.e. normalized DS=0.05. As
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a performance benchmark, performance is evaluated considering the 

match filter bound (MFB) which is obtained from the model given in 

(5.2.9) by assuming the symbols {z(u)|u^n} are perfectly known. By 

comparison with L-MMSE in Chapter 4, significant improvement of 

system performance is observed for the first stage MUD, when itera

tive processing is performed over slow fading channel environment after 

three iterations.

Perform ance com parison  when fd=2.5 KHz

lter#1 MMSE 
lter#2 MMSE 
lter#3 MMSE

-  ★  -  MFB

w 10

SNR per Rx Antenna (dB)

F igu re  5.4. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements iterative MMSE scheme with differ
ent number of iterations when maximum Doppler frequency is 2.5 KHz 
(DS=0.05) and channel tap length L = 3.

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of system performance over differ

ent fading rate channel environment when the receiver exploits a three 

iteration process. The best performance is given in a quasi-static chan

nel, and the performance degrades at higher SNR values with maximum
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Doppler frequency rising. However, further performance enhancement 

could be achieved by concatenating channel coding technique into iter

ative processing.

Perform ance com parison when the 3rd iteration.0
10 '

10 KHz 
5 KHz 
2.5 KHz 
1 KHz
qu asi-sta tic10'1

■310

- 4
10

10 20 25 300 5 155
SNR per Rx Antenna (dB)

F igure  5.5. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements iterative MMSE scheme with differ
ent fading rate channels when the receiver is at the 3rd iteration.

Now, channel decoding is introduced into the second stage of joint 

iterative detection-decoding scheme. All the users in the system em

ploy a standard rate 1/2 and constraint length 3 convolutional code. 

In order to correct the subcarriers in deep fades, forward error correc

tion and bit interleaving are used across the subcarriers. In order to 

keep equal signal power under the effect of channel coding, the complex 

white Gaussian noise was compensated by scaling by convolutional cod

ing rate for normalization and the soft input soft output convolutional 

decoder is used in this simulation. Figure 5.6 shows FER vs. SNR
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performance comparison for two user STBC MIMO-OFDM system in 

which the multiuser receiver implements joint iterative MMSE and con

volutional channel decoding scheme with different number of iterations. 

The system is tested within quasi-static channel environments. The 

performance converges with the number of iterations increases and the 

best performance is given at the fifth iteration. Compared with the 

performance of only SISO MMSE MUD scheme as shown in Figure 5.5, 

the joint MMSE and SISO decoder scheme shows higher gradient of the 

frame error rate curve over the range of SNR in the figure within quasi

static channel environment, as a result, the ISI and MAI have been 

cancelled effectively by the iterative processing and coding correction.

FER performance comparison over quasi static channels

-©—  Joint MUD-Decoding iter#1 
■A—  Joint MUD-Decoding iter#2 
■a—  Joint MUD-Decoding iter#3 

—  Joint MUD-Decoding iter#4 
■*—  Joint MUD-Decoding iter#5

1 0 ' 4

SNR (dB)

F ig u re  5 .6 . The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements joint iterative MMSE and channel 
decoding scheme with different number of iterations over quasi-static 
channels.
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5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, some iterative MUD schemes have been introduced into 

a synchronous uplink multiuser MIMO-OFDM wireless communication 

system over both quasi-static and slow fading rate MIMO-ISI chan

nels. The design of the multiuser receiver was first addressed based on 

MMSE iterative algorithm by updating with extrinsic information. The 

structure of STBC techniques a t transm itter was exploited, concate

nated with OFDM operation to suppress interference. The simulation 

results indicate tha t the proposed scheme could obtain substantial per

formance improvement over slow fading channel environment (including 

quasi-static channels) rather than the MUD based on L-MMSE. More

over, this structure could be developed by introducing SISO channel 

decoding technique into the iterative process for performance enhance

ment. This idea induces a joint iterative MUD and SISO convolutional 

decoding scheme for K  user applications. As shown in simulation re

sults, the developed scheme outperform s conventional iterative MUD 

in terms of reliability performance, as a result, the ISI and MAI can be 

cancelled more effectively and efficiently by concatenating the iterative 

coding correcting processing.



Chapter 6

LOW COMPLEXITY 

ITERATIVE INTERFERENCE 

CANCELLATION AND 

MULTIUSER DETECTIONS

6.1 Introduction

As discussion in Chapter 5, iterative turbo processing between the de

tection and decoding operations provide potentially substantial perfor

mance improvement for m ultiuser STBC-OFDM applications. How

ever, combining iterative processing with front-end SISO multiuser de

tection is particularly challenging because the front-end maximum a 

posteriori (MAP) algorithm has a com putational complexity that is 

exponential in the array size.

In this chapter, a novel low complexity iterative successive soft inter

ference cancellation based on linear MMSE (SIC-LMMSE) and a multi

user detection (MUD) algorithm is proposed for wideband multiuser 

MIMO-OFDM communication in the context of synchronous uplink 

transmission. The proposed algorithm not only achieves performance

161
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close to the conventional iterative multiuser detection and decoding 

scheme which is represented in Chapter 5 ( [69], [135] and [137]), but 

also reduces the com putational complexity by estimation evaluation 

and selected MAI cancellation processing. Simulation results confirm 

that the proposed low-complexity MUD-decoding algorithm offers good 

trade-off between performance and computational expense.

The outline of this chapter is organized as follows. After introduc

tion in Section 6 .1 , a proposed K  user STBC MIMO OFDM transceiver 

scheme is described in Section 6 .2 . Then a proposed iterative multiuser 

receiver based on low-complexity SIC and MUD scheme is designed in 

Section 6.3. The discussions of complexity issues are given in Section

6.4 and the Section 6.5 provides simulation results and relative discus

sions. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6 .6 .

6.2 Baseband System  M odel

6.2.1 K  User Coded STB C  M IM O -O FD M  T ransm itter

A /C-user uplink synchronous space-time block coded MIMO-OFDM 

wireless communication system is considered, where each user termi

nal is equipped with two transm it antennas due to Alamouti’s STBC 

scheme, i.e. n t =  2 K  transm it antennas and m r receive antennas are 

used in total. As shown in the left part of Figure 6.1, the source in

formation stream from the zth user i = 1 , . . . ,  K,  can be encoded 

by a half rate Rc = 1/2 convolutional encoder and interleaved to yield 

£^K These can be mapped in term s of the symbol constellation of Mc 

bit modulation, in order to form frequency domain transmitted sym

bol of the ith  user’s, where £b denotes the 6 th  binary value of
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F ig u re  6.1. The block diagram of K  user coded STBC MIMO- 
OFDM transmitter and the proposed receiver of iterative SIC multiuser 
detection-decoding and MAI selected cancellation.
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mapped transm itted symbol x  and b =  1 , . . . ,  Mc . Then, space-time 

block encoding [33] is combined with OFDM modulation. Thus, the 

order of D  transm it diversity, w ithout loss of generality D = 2 in this 

work, can be provided by the proposed STBC for each user transmit

ting terminal. Similarly, with the scheme as discussion in Chapter 4 , 

the index k  in each N  symbol block corresponds to the tone index of 

OFDM, where k = 0 , 1 , . . . , TV — 1. This assumes tha t the channel re

mains constant over a number, two in this work, of consecutive blocks 

equal to the number of transm it antennas in each user terminal, i.e. 

quasi-static (as in [116]). Hence, these consecutive frequency domain 

OFDM blocks of N  symbol length from the ith  user can be denoted 

as = [x^(0 ) , • • • , x%\ n  — 1 )]T, where q =  1 , 2  is the antenna num

ber for each transm it terminal. The outputs of the OFDM modulators 

are transm itted using multiple antennas simultaneously. In this work, 

the baseband transmission is described in terms of the frequency do

main. Due to the assumption of quasi-static channels, the equivalent 

frequency-selective channel response through the qth transmit antenna 

of the ith  user terminal to the j th  receive antenna, is represented in 

a diagonal matrix form as diag[H*j(Q),H*j(l ) , . . . ,H*j(N-  1)], where 

j  =  1,2, . . . , m r (see in [117] and [108]). Here, H\j{k)  and H^ i k )  de

note the channel frequency responses of the A;th tone, related to the 

channel from the 1st and 2nd transm it antennas and corresponding to 

the ith  user and the j  th  receive antennas, respectively, over two con

tiguous signal block intervals. Due to employing a space-time block 

encoding scheme, the kth  tone receive symbol is in the frequency do

main over the two sequential OFDM time-slots 1 and 2, respectively,
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K

yn{k)  = (i°(fc) +  H l2j(k)x{2 ] (k)} +  vf l j (k) (6.2.1)
Z= 1

/C
(k) -  +  W * )  (6 -2 .2 )

1 =  1

where A; =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  ./V — 1 and [vfij(k) v / 2j{k)\ denote the frequency do

main representation of the receiver complex circular symmetric AWGN

at the Ath tone. Next define y j (k )  =  [yij(k) y2j(k)\T , x ^ ( k )  =  [x i \ k )

'  Hij(k) H ^ k )

[ Hiv W
where H*. is the equivalent frequency response m atrix at the fcth tone 

for the clata pipe between the ith  user terminal and the j th  receive 

antenna. The A;th tone receive signals from all receive antennas during 

two consecutive OFDM periods can be represented in matrix form as 

follows:

v / j (k) =  [ v j i j k )  v)2j(k)\T and f t i  =

y iM H i  (k) •• • H  *(k) x ^ ( k ) v fi(k)

Y2 (k) =
Hl(k)  • • f t? (* ) x ^ ( k )

+
v/2(&)

ymr(^) _ •• • H * ( A ; ) _ x^K^(k) _ v/mr(fc) _
(6.2.3)

For simplicity of notation, the received signal in Eq.(6.2.3) can be 

re-written as follows:

y (k) = H (k)x(k)  +  v/(fc) (6.2.4)

where y (k) is the overall receive signal vector at all receive antennas
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with N r — D m r elements and w ithout loss of generality D  = 2 in this 

work. Hence, y (k) is represented as

y W =  [yi(k) ,y2( k ) , . .. , y Nr{k)}T

= [yn(k),y*22(k) , . . .  , y l j (k)1ylj (k)}T

In addition, H(/j) is the equivalent overall channel response matrix of 

size N r x  n t , which can also be represented as

H (k) = hi ( fc) ,h2 (A;),. . . ,  h 2 /r_i(A;), h 2K(k)

where h n{k) denotes the n th  column of m atrix of H(A;), and x(fc) = 

[xi(k), x 2(k) , . . .  ,£„,(&)] is the transm itting  signal vector with nt ele

ments including all users at the fcth tone, and v/(A;) is a vector of the 

overall equivalent zero-mean complex Gaussian noise with size iVr x 1 , 

for which the entries have variance a 2 =  No/2  per each real compo

nent. In this chapter, it is assumed tha t the average symbol energy 

Es = E |x n(/c) | 2 =  1, and then the spectral efficiency R  is defined as 

R = n tM cR c bits/channel-use (BPCU). The signal to noise ratio is de

fined as Eb/No, where Eb is the energy per transm itted information bit 

per receive antenna. Hence, the to tal energy of n tE s is collected by 

each receive antenna at one time, and thus E can be obtained as

E b = E S/ { M CR C) (6.2.5)

6.2.2 Iterative (Turbo) M U D -D ecoding S tructu re

As discussion in Chapter 5, the idea of conventional iterative (Turbo) 

multiuser detection-decoding (MUD-Decoding) scheme is to concate-
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nate SISO multiuser detector with a convolutional decoder and ex

change extrinsic information iteratively between detector and decoder 

to obtain optimal signal estim ation in a number of iterations. In this 

work, a similar iterative MUD-decoding structure for a K  user STBC- 

OFDM receiver is proposed as in the right part of Figure 6.1. After CP 

removal and FFT  operation of OFDM demodulation, the frequency do

main receive signal at the A;th tone y (k) is delivered into the front-end 

SISO multiuser detector. A maximum a posteriori (MAP) multiuser de

tection algorithm is introduced to the proposed front-end MUD stage, 

which maximizes the a posteriori probability (APP) of the given code 

bits and determines the estim ate of x n(k) sequentially by incorporating 

the outcomes of previous estim ates as prior information for subsequent 

estimates.

Hence, at the first stage, the SISO MUD algorithm takes advantage 

of the estimate x n(k) and a priori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of code bits 

6bS of the transm itted symbol to com pute A PP and find the extrinsic 

information. The a priori LLR for each code bit of symbol is defined as

( 6 - 2 - 6 )

and after computation is delivered as the extrinsic LLR Lpi^b) for each 

of the M c bits per subsequent estim ated symbol, into the convolutional 

channel decoder, where €b =  + 1  represents a binary one and €b =  — 1 

represents a binary zero. Herein, an a posteriori LLR is obtained at the 

output of the front-end SISO detector as Lp(eb\xn{k)) for bit £*,, which 

is defined as
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M e» |2 n (k ))  == In ~  + | | ! n(*)J  (6-2.7)Pr[£b = - l \ x n{k)}

where Pr[e& =  u\xn(k)],u =  ± 1  is the so-called APP of bit Using 

Bayes’ theorem, the extrinsic LLR Lsisb) can be represented as

LEi^b) = Lp{eb\xn{k)) -  L A{eb)
_  , Pr[gfc =  + l | x n(fc)] _  Pr[gfr =  +1]  

n Pr[c6 = - l | x n(A:)] U Pr[c6 =  - 1 ]

= ln r F W ' = + ?lPr[xn(A;)|e6 = -1J

In the view of Eq. (6.2.8), the front-end multiuser detector computes 

and delivers the extrinsic information for code bits of each user (c^) 

and feeds them into a branch of single user convolutional channel de

coders, respectively, as a priori information. As shown in Figure 6.1, 

the new extrinsic values can be extracted at the output of each single 

user decoder after code bit error correction, and these extrinsic values 

will be delivered back to the SISO multiuser detector as updates of the 

priors for estimation in the next iteration.

6.3 Low Complexity Itera tive SIC M UD -D ecoding Scheme

In order to obtain multiuser signal estimations, an iterative soft inter

ference cancellation MMSE (SIC-LMMSE) detection algorithm is per

formed as the front-end detection scheme in this work, see also in [60]. 

Moreover, this SIC-LMMSE algorithm is developed as a sub-optimal al

gorithm derived from the MAP but with more manageable complexity 

and computational efficiency by using reliability evaluation and selected 

MAI cancellation strategy. The completed low complexity SIC-LMMSE
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MUD-decoding scheme as in the right part of Figure 6.1 consists of five 

distinct stages of processing:

(1 ) Perform soft interference cancellation (SIC) in parallel.

(2 ) Soft-input-soft-output (SISO) LMMSE multiuser detection and 

symbol estimation.

(3) Extrinsic information Lsisb)  computation.

(4) Convolutional channel decoding by using Lg^b)  delivered from 

the front-end detector.

(5) Estimation evaluation and cancel the selected reconstructed 

MAI.

(6 ) A priori information update  for next iteration.

6.3.1 SIC-LMMSE M U D -D ecoding Algorithm

At the beginning of the first detection-decoding iteration, because the 

a priori LLR is not available for each code bit 6b of the transmit sym

bol xn(k), therefore the first iteration is starting as the initialization of 

V Zm ^) =  0. Thus it is natural to assume tha t x(n) = E{a; (n)} =  0 . 

Herein, as more detection-decoding iterations are invoked, a priori infor

mation about the current detection estim ate x n(k) does become avail

able and x(n)  ^  0 after the first iteration. Thus a priori information 

should also be taken into account in the iterative front-end detection 

algorithm. Based on a priori LLR in terms of L ^ e ^ s ,  the transmitted 

symbol mean xn(k) can be com puted as the update of the prior at this 

step for estimate xn(k)

x n(k) =  x P r[x n(A;) =  x]
—'z€x

(6.3.1)
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where symbol x  is equally likely chosen from a complex constellation 

X with cardinality |x | =  2Mc, and Pr[xn(A;) =  x] refers to the a priori

symbol probability for x n(k) = x,  represented as

Mc 1

Pr[*„(fc) =  x] =  J ]  LAtt) (6.3.2)
6= 1

where x denotes the 6 th  value of the M c modulation bits for the likely 

chosen symbol x , assumed as statistical independent of the others bits. 

Xb = + 1  represents the 6 th  bit value of symbol x  is binary one, and

Xb = —1 represents binary zero, where 6  =  1,2, Then the

variance of the transm it symbol can be obtained as

aL(k) = Y l xex \\x  ~  ^n(fc)||2 P r M / 0  =  x] (6.3.3)

Then the interference in the receive vector y (k) can be cancelled cor

responding to x(n)  from different transm it antennas in parallel and an 

equivalent single input receive vector corresponding to the nth transmit 

antenna can be obtained, as

t — n t

Yn(k) = y{k) ~  x t ( k )h t(k) (6.3.4)
i=l,t^n

t  =  Tlt

= x n(k)hn(k) + ^ 2  (x t ( k ) - x t(k) )ht( k ) +  v f (k)

where the h n(/c) denotes the n th  column vector of the MIMO channel 

matrix H(fc). From the representation in Eq. (6.3.4), the observation 

vector y n(k) contains a contribution not only from the desired detected 

symbol x n(k), but also from the other transm it symbols and noise. Here 

an optimal detector weight vector fn(k) is chosen to minimize the mean
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square error (MSE) between x n(k) and x n(k), given the observation 

vector y„(A;). Because of the nature of x(n)  ^  0 after the first iteration, 

these optimizations can be stated  as:

minimize E  {|x„(A:) — xn(/c)|2} 

subject to x n(k) -  x n(k) = f"(fc)(yn(k) -  y„(fc)) (6 .3 .5 )

For the unbiased detector, E {xn(A;)} =  x n(k). Hence, yn(k) can be 

calculated as

y n{k) = E {y n(A;)} =  x„(A:)hn(A;) (6.3.6)

Because the noise is assumed uncorrelated and circularly zero-mean 

complex Gaussian distributed, i.e. E { v j }  = 0, E { v /v ^ }  =  A^Ijvr and 

E{ x ( n ) v f }  =  0. By solving Eq.(6.3.5), the solution of the optimal 

L-MMSE equalizer coefficient vector f„(/c) can be obtained as

fn(fc) =  ( n 01Nt + H(fc)25(w)HH ( / : ) ) '  < (fe)h  „(fc) (6.3.7)

where %)(•) denotes a constructing diagonal matrix operation diag(-) 

and the transmit symbol variance vector w  can be defined as

r 2 2 2 iT
W  l ° rx i ( f c ) 5  • • • 1 ( 7 X n ( k ) l  • • • 1 ^ X r n i k ) !

The optimal solution to find estim ate x n(k) in Eq.(6.3.5) is given

by

x n(k) = f ” {k)(yn{k) -  y n{k)) +  x n(k) (6.3.8)

where fn(k) is obtained in Eq.(6.3.7). By expressing Eq.(6.3.8), the
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solution can be rewritten in separated terms els 

z n(k) = (k) (yn(k) ~  y n(k)) + x n(k)

=  i n ( k ) h n { k ) ( x n { k ) - x n { k ) )  +  x n ( k )

t = T l l

+  5 Z  {n (k )^ t {k) (x t (k) -  x t (k)) +  f"(fc)v/„(fcX6.3.9)

V  -  n i —. i i "  S
residual MAI—plus—noise

In view of Eq. (6.3.9), the last two terms of the lower equation can be 

viewed as residual MAI-plus-noise term, Due to the Gaussian approxi

mation of interference-plus-noise term  represented in [139], the output 

of the proposed optimal parallel SIC-LMMSE detector is approximated 

as complex Gaussian distributed based on the given knowledge of x n(k),

Pr[xn(fc)|xn(fc) =  x\ ~  J\f([in(x ) , v l ( x ) )

* —i _ r  (  J
^ n ( x )  V  V n i x )  J

where T(z) =  e~z2/ 7r is ^ e  proper complex Gaussian density, /x„(x) is 

the conditional mean and x ) is the conditional variance, represented 

in Eq.(6.3.11) and Eq.(6.3.12) respectively, as

Hn(x) = ( k)hn(k)(x -  x n{k)) + x n{k) (6.3.11)

f a x )  =  c J 2Xn ( k ) ^ ( k ) h n ( k ) ( l  -  h " ( k ) f n ( k ) )  (6.3.12)

By Bayes’ theorem, substitu ting Eq.(6.3.2) and Eq.(6.3.10) into 

Eq.(6.2.7), an a posteriori LLR L P{eb\xn(k)) for each code bit, b =
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1 , 2 , ••• , Mc, is computed from the SISO estimator for each symbol 

estim ate x n(k), in terms of

r ( l - m \  i P r [e& = + l |^ n ( f c ) ]Lp{£b\xn(k)) = In
Pr[cb =  - l | x n(fc)‘]

=  In
Ylxex t1 { P r [ ^ n ( f c ) | x n ( f c )  =  x] Pr[xn(fc) =  x]}

=  In

E xexb 1 ( P r [£n(fc)M *:) =  x] Pr[xn(fc) =  x]} 

y* j r / y i b i n M ^  f n  i _
I \  ¥>n(x) )  111  l+e~xbLA(eb)

£ * * . -  {r ( n  t t f W ) }
(6.3.13)

where x  G XtT* is the set of 2M c ~ 1 actual constellation symbols which 

have the bth bit as binary + 1  (i.e. xb =  + 1 ), and x  € Xb 1 refers f° 

=  —1 similarly. By Eq.(6.3.13) and Eq.(6.2.8), the optimal SIC- 

MMSE detector delivers the extrinsic LLR Lsi^b)  for each code bit 

as

Lsi^b) = L P(eb\xn{k)) -  L A(eb) (6.3.14)

in turn, to the concatenated single user convolutional decoder as its a 

priori information for each user. At the decoding stage, the a poste

riori information computed a t the output of the decoder can also be 

decomposed into extrinsic and a priori components, and only the “new” 

extrinsic information will be fed back into the front-end multiuser de

tector as update of priori information. A “new” transm it symbol vari

ance a\  (fc)neu, and “new” symbol mean x n(k)new can also be obtained 

by these updates of priors with E q.(6.3.1) and Eq.(6.3.3), respectively. 

The iterative updating process does not stop until the specified num

ber of iterations has elapsed or the reliability value of LLRs surpass a
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T ab le  6.1. Developed SIC-LMMSE MUD-Decoding Algorithm.________

VLa = 0  

Vx =  0

diag(cx) = Iav 

while i ter < max 

for n = 1 : n t

( 1 ) Find a priori symbol probability Pr[xn(/c) =  x] for x € x  by (6.3.2)

(2) Find symbol mean x n by (6.3.1)

(3) Find symbol variance cx {n) by (6.3.3)

(4) Perform soft interference cancellation for y n by (6.3.4)

(5) Obtain ynvia y n =  xnh n in (6.3.6)

(6 ) Obtain fn =  (^NoI^r +  H dfa^(cx)H //^ cx(n)hn

(7) From SIC-MMSE estim ate x n =  y n ~  y n) in (6.3.8)

(8 ) Compute conditional symbol mean fin(x) for x  € x  by (6.3.11)

(9) Compute conditional symbol variance y>n(x ) for x e  x  by (6.3.12)

(10) Find Pr[xn|xn =  x] for x G x  by (6.3.10)

(11) Form a posteriori LLR Lp(et,\xn) by (6.3.13)

(12) Extract extrinsic information Lsi^b)  by (6.3.14) 

end

(13) Deliver Lp^h)  referred to each user to outer decoder

(14) Extract new extrinsic information as L a (£b) for n  =  1 : n t 

end

threshold, and the decoded bits are obtained at the last iteration, which 

make the final source symbol estim ates b (i) from the output of outer 

channel decoder of each user. The proposed developed SIC-LMMSE 

detection-decoding algorithm can be shown in Table 6.1.
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The computational complexity for the proposed SIC-LMMSE MUD- 

decoding algorithm is still high. The SIC-LMMSE detector needs to 

repeat the detection process n t times for each y n(k). This is because 

the LMMSE equalizer coefficient weight vector fn(k) is different for 

each x n(k). This process induces high computational expense at the 

cost of cubic complexity, and this problem can be further optimized by 

selected MAI cancellation strategy.

6.3.2 Sub-optim al S elected  In terference Cancellation S trategy

Because finding the LMMSE equalizer coefficient weight vector fn{k) 

often involves solving the inversion of a high dimension of matrix, which 

is the most “expensive” step in the algorithm in terms of computational 

complexity (cubic order), therefore exploiting an efficient method such 

as QR decomposition is necessary in practice for solving such equations, 

however still at the cost of cubic complexity. There is an interesting 

way to perform matrix inversion via a recursive update algorithm. Gen

erally, solving the equalizer equations would be inverting an Nr x Nr 

matrix of

M(k)  =  ( N 0l Nr +  H(fc)©(w)H"(A:)) (6.3.15)

and compute fn(k) = M ( k ) a l n{k}h n(k). In what follows, the recursive 

update algorithm is proposed to construct M(/c) directly. As discussed 

in Chapter 3, i„ is defined as the n th  column of an identity matrix, 

then define the following matrices

/  n t - i  a 2 _  \ _1

=  I !« . +  £  - ^ - h n( k ) h " ( k ) \  (6.3.16)
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nt ^2 - 1

M M ( k )  = ^  - ^ h n(A;)h^(/c)J (6.3.17)

Because the term H(A:)X)(w)H//(A;) in Eq.(6.3.15) can be rewritten as

(  nt a2 \
H ( k ) V ( w ) H H(k) =  H(fc) I H"(fc)

CT2
Y ^ ~ h n ( h ) i ^ ( k )  (6.3.18)
~ x  ^v 0  71=1

Hence, f„(fc) can be expressed as

<T2 a 2
- l

tn(k) =  I I n, + 5 2  - ^ £ h n(k)bZ(k)  ) hn(k)
71=1 

2

=  ° ^ - M {nt\ k ) h n(k) (6.3.19)
N q

Exploiting the “degenerate” m atrix  inversion lemma [93] (proof of the 

algorithm as in Appendix 6.7), a recursive update relation between 

M(nt_b(/c) and M^n^(fc) can be found as

M {n)(k) = M (n~l)(k)
N 0 (M<n-'>(A:)hn(A:)) (M("-'>(fc)hn(fc)) 

h»(fc) (M<"-»(fc)hn(fc))xn(fc)
N q

(6.3.20)

Therefore, fn(k) can be constructed by a recursive update algorithm 

which is outlined in Table 6.2.

In this recursive processing, M^n (̂A;) at the state n, depends on 

M (n-1)(A;) at the previous state n  — 1. Moreover, with the initialization 

of M(0)(A;) =  lffr , M( k )  can be directly constructed by recursion to 

compute fn(k). Because of this update algorithm, the MIMO-OFDM 

MUD algorithm can be transformed into a structure more suitable for 

the iterative SIC-LMMSE MUD-decoding algorithm. Compared with
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the last section, the SIC-LMMSE equalizer coefficient in(k) can be ob

tained by solving Eq.(6.3.7) w ithout incorporating a priori informa

tion, thus, the am ount of com putational complexity keeps constant 

through the normal iterative MUD-decoding processing. However, in 

the processing of SIC-LMMSE with recursive update, the fn(k) can be 

constructed recursively depends on a priori information. At the begin-

T ab le 6.2. Recursive update algorithm for calculating fn(k)

Initialization N l ^ ( k )  =  I Nr

for n =  1 : n t

Updating from M^n_1 (̂A:) by (6.3.20)

end

Obtain fn(A:) =  ^ f M ( n‘>(fc)hn(fe)

ning of processing w ithout a priori information, recursive SIC-LMMSE 

is still a cubic complexity algorithm  to obtain fn(&), however, when 

a priori information becomes available, the recursion state M^n (̂/c) is 

only updated from the previous information M^n - 1 (̂A:) in Eq.(6.3.20), 

when <rJ„(fc)/iVo »  0 and is obtained from the a priori LLR. In

particular, since the a priori LLR becomes more and more reliable with 

increasing iteration, the x n(k) com puted from the a priori LLR becomes 

more likely to be the true transm it symbol while cr1n(k) is approaching 

zero. When cr^(fc) =  0 (i.e. perfect cancellation and ° L w / No =  0 ). re- 

cursive processing achieves complexity reduction because it costs little 

to construct M (n)(A:) from M (n-1)(/c). Hence, recursive SIC-LMMSE 

MUD allows a more flexible allocation of computational complexity 

depending upon the reliability of the a priori information, i.e. this 

algorithm is mainly a function of the symbol variance-to-noise ratio,
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SVNR(n),

2

S V N R ( n ) =  (6.3.21)
N  0

The SVNR(n) is varying depending on the number of iterations and 

Eb/No. Herein, a sub-optimal selected interference cancellation (SSIC) 

strategy is introduced by parameterizing the reliability threshold 9 

in the MUD-decoding processing, which enables a trade-off between 

achieving a lower complexity and better performance. In this scheme, 

if S V N R ( n )  < 9, perfect interference cancellation is assumed, i.e. let 

axn(k) = 0- This means tha t, in the branch of estimate x n(k), the detec

tion processing is performed the same as the SDF detection described 

in Chapter 3 for estimating x n{k) when S V N R { n )  < 9. Instead of feed

ing soft information of decoding bits of x n(k) from the outer channel 

decoder, hard decision of the coded bits of x n(k) can be sent back to 

the inner multiuser detector. Assuming these hard decision are correct, 

then interference from other antennas are perfectly cancelled. This is a 

so-called hard interference cancellation LMMSE (HIC-LMMSE). Hence 

when estimating xn(k), if S V N R ( n ) < 6 i.e. a priori information feed 

back from outer channel decoder becomes very reliable, then the xn(k) 

can be constructed directly only by x n(k) =  sgn(xn(k)) [140], and hence 

the steps Eq.(6.3.3)-Eq.(6.3.12) can be skipped. On the other hand, the 

recursive SIC-LMMSE detecting process will still be performed to form 

x u(k), u ^ n ,  when S V N R ( u ) ^  9 i.e. utilizing “unreliable” a priori in

formation. However, the recursive update algorithm could still skip the 

step of index n, and achieve further complexity reduction since it costs 

little for recursion from M^n_1 (̂A:) to This scheme is so-called

sub-optimal selected interference cancellation LMMSE (SSIC-LMMSE)
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MUD-decoding scheme, which is described in Table 6.3.

Replacing the original SIC-LMMSE MUD-decoding scheme by SSIC- 

LMMSE MUD-decoding scheme will allow a more efficient computation 

of the detection symbol estim ate as the number of iteration increases. 

The complexity issue will be discussed in the next section.

6.4 Complexity Issues

Following the discussion in Section 6 .2 , H(Ar) is the equivalent overall 

channel response m atrix of size N r x n t. Because the proposed al

gorithms described in Section 6.3 are all based on L-MMSE. For the 

conventional SIC-LMMSE MUD algorithm described in Section 6.3.1, 

it is necessary to perform (^N0I ^ r -f- H (/c)£)(w )H h (A;)̂  to find the 

equalizer coefficient weight vector fn (A;) for each estimate x n{k), which 

needs O(N^)  multiplication operations. Then computing the a poste

riori LLR Lp(£b\xn(k)) in E q.(6.2.8) requires complexity of 0 ( M c2Mr). 

Hence, the asymptotic com putational complexity of the proposed con

ventional SIC-LMMSE MUD on x(k)  is 0 ( n tN r3) +  0 ( n tM c2Mc), and 

the amount of computational complexity keeps constant for the subse

quent iterations. Comparing with the conventional SIC-LMMSE MUD 

algorithm, the SSIC-LMMSE MUD scheme has obvious advantage in 

computational complexity. At the beginning of the first iteration, no 

a priori information is available and the SSIC-LMMSE detector shares 

the same complexity as the SIC-LMMSE MUD algorithm, which is 

0 { n tNr)  +  0 ( n tM c2Mc). However, for subsequent iterations at rea

sonable Eb/No,  detection estim ate x n{k) may be directly constructed 

by x n(k) depending on the level of a priori LLR i.e. when

S V N R ( n )  < 9 , perfect interference cancellation is assumed, the dom-
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T ab le  6.3. Outline of SSIC-LMMSE MUD-Decoding Algorithm

VLa = 0

Vx =  0

dicig(cx) =  I Nr

while i ter <  max

for n  =  1  : n t

Find a priori symbol probability Pr[xn(/c) =  x] for x 6  x by (6.3.2)

Find symbol mean x n by (6.3.1)

Find symbol variance cx (n) by (6.3.3)

if S V N R ( n )  < 6 then

oIIHO

x n = sgn (xn)

end

else then

Perform soft interference cancellation for y n by (6.3.4)

Obtain y„via y n =  x nh.n in (6.3.6)

Obtain fn by performing recursive algorithm in Table 6.2

From SIC-MMSE estim ate x n = f,f(yn — yn) + xn in (6.3.8)

Compute conditional symbol mean gn(x) for x E x by (6.3.11)

Compute conditional symbol variance for x  E x by (6.3.12)

end

Find Pr[x„|a:n =  x\ for x  6  X by (6.3.10)

Form a posteriori LLR Lp(£b\xn) by (6.3.13)

Extract extrinsic information Lpi^b)  by (6.3.14)

end

Deliver L E(eb) referred to each user to outer decoder

Extract new extrinsic information as L,A{£b) for n  =  1 n t

end
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inant computation on detection x n(k) only involves calculation of a 

posteriori LLR Lp(£t>\xn( k )) w ith complexity of O{M02Mc). On the 

other hand, a recursive update algorithm will still be performed to find 

iu(k) for the estimation x u(k), u ^  n, when S V N R ( u )  ^  0 i.e. those 

estimates utilizing “unreliable” a priori information, moreover, the cal

culation of a posteriori LLR Lp(£b\xu(k)) is also involved. For full 

process of the recursive algorithm , it requires computational complex

ity of 0 ( n tN 2) for each estim ate. However, the recursive process for 

finding fu(/c) could still skip the step of index n  when S V N R ( n ) < 6, 

and achieve further complexity reduction since it costs little for recur

sion from M (n - 1)(A;) to (k ). Thus, the recursive update processing 

requires complexity of O ( ^ ( 0 ) N 2), where 4*(6) is the integer chosen 

function defined as

4>(0) =  0 , 1 , 2 . . . ,  n t O ^ 0 < 1  (6.4.1)

The value of 4/(0) may be an integer in the range of 0 to n t depend

ing on the value of S V N R ( n ) and selected 0. The smaller the value 

selected for 0 , the smaller num ber of estim ates th a t are constructed 

directly and fewer skipped steps, which implies more computational 

complexity. On the other hand, a larger selected value of 0, will induce 

more advantage of reduced complexity, but may cause degradation of 

performance. Therefore, the SSIC-LMMSE MUD requires computa

tional complexity of O { ^ 2{0)N2) +  0 ( n tM c2Mc) for estimating x(fc) in 

the following iteration. As the number of iterations increases, a priori 

information becomes more and more reliable, i.e. the x n{k) becomes 

more likely to be the true transm it symbol x n{k) while more < ( * ) s are 

approaching zero, the value of 4/(0) is approaching zero. Therefore, the
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SSIC-LMMSE MUD achieves an asymptotic complexity of 0 ( n tM c2Mc) 

per iteration.

6.5 Num erical R esults and  Discussions

To evaluate the performance of the proposed iterative MUD-decoding 

scheme, the simulations are run simply based on a two user space-time 

block coded OFDM system case equipped with two receive antennas. 

Each user data  stream  contains 256 symbols, for which a code rate 

1/2 and constraint length 3 convolutional code is used. In order to 

correct the subcarriers in deep fades, forward error correction and bit 

interleaving are used across the subcarriers. The QPSK signal mapping 

is employed at the transm itting  stage and assumed symbol transmis

sion rate is 1MHz. The assumed bandwidth is divided by the IFFT 

operation over each OFDM interval. Moreover, additional 22 cyclic 

prefix symbols are used as a guard interval. The data  transmission is 

implemented simply over MIMO frequency selective channels with 3- 

delay taps and °? =  where of is the variance of the Zth path. 

The channel fading is also simplified with an assumption of no correla

tion between different transm itting  antennas of different users. Perfect 

knowledge of the channel sta te  a t the receiver is assumed.

Figure 6.2 presents a frame error ra te  (FER) performance compar

ison between SIC-LMMSE detector and the proposed SSIC-LMMSE 

MUD-decoding scheme. For each frame transmission, five iterations 

are performed to estim ate each symbol. The SSIC-LMMSE scheme is 

implemented at the zero-threshold 6 = 0. Both schemes can achieve al

most the same performance with iteration increases. At 10~ 2 FER, 

both conventional SIC-LMMSE and proposed SSIC-LMMSE obtain
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4dB gain over single iteration (i.e. MMSE suppression detector and 

decoding), and the performance curves converge at the 5th iteration.

SIC-LMMSE iter#1
© -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#1 
e — SIC-LMMSE iter#2
a  -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#2 
V— SIC-LMMSE iter#3
V  -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#3 
•0— SIC-LMMSE iter#4
© -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#4 
★ -S IC -L M M S E  iter#5
★ -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#5

4 5
SNR (dB)

Performance comparison between SIC and SSIC schem e

F igu re  6.2. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two user 
STBC-OFDM system: implements between SIC-LMMSE and SSIC- 
LMMSE MUD-decoding scheme at 6 =  0.

Figure 6.3 presents a FER performance comparison of the proposed 

SSIC-LMMSE MUD-decoding algorithm with different values of the 

zero-threshold 6 a t the 4th iteration. By having a higher value of 0, 

the SSIC-LMMSE scheme is expected to achieve lower complexity but 

suffer a potential performance degradation. From Figure 6.3, an effi

cient trade-off can be obtained up to 6 = 0.1, where the scheme achieves 

lower complexity without visible performance degradation. At values of 

6 above 0.1, the performance sacrifices degradation despite lower com

plexity. Therefore the SSIC-LMMSE algorithm allows a more flexible 

trade-off between performance and complexity.
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Figure 6.4 presents complexity comparison by evaluating the complexity- 

ratio T, defined as

r  = C s S I C - L M M S E (6.5.1)
C h i c - l m m s e

where C s s i c - l m m s e  denotes the computational complexity of the pro

posed SSIC-LMMSE scheme and C h i c - l m m s e  denotes the computa

tional complexity of HIC-LMMSE detector. T is the ratio between 

C h i c - l m m s e  and C h i c - l m m s e -

Performance comparison of SSIC-LMMSE at different values of theta

u j  1 0

HIC-LMMSE
-  V -  SSIC-LMMSE theta=0.9
-  $  -  SSIC-LMMSE theta=0.7
-  B -  SSIC-LMMSE theta=0.5
-  9  -  SSIC-LMMSE theta=0.1 

©—  SIC-LMMSE

SNR (dB)

F ig u re  6.3. The FER vs. SNR performance comparison for two 
user STBC-OFDM system: implements SSIC-LMMSE MUD-decoding 
scheme with different values of 9 at the 4th iteration.

From Figure 6.4, at the 4dB and 6dB SNR environment respectively, 

it can be observed tha t C s s i c - l m m s e  is approaching C h i c - l m m s e  

with 6 increases. At 6 =  0.1, the SSIC-LMMSE detector approaches 

the complexity of the HIC-LMMSE detector without deep performance
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degradation. At higher level of 0 , the proposed scheme also saves com

putation rather than conventional SIC-LMMSE at the same noise level.

Complexity comparison between different SIC schem es
n r  

10 ■

9 - 

8 ■

7 -

- i --------------------------------------- 1---------------------------------------1--------------------------------

— 9 —  SIC-LMMSE
-  B  -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#3 at SNR=4dB 
— S—  SSIC-LMMSE iter#4 at SNR=4dB
-  e  -  SSIC-LMMSE iter#3 at SNR=6dB 
— 9 —  SSIC-LMMSE iter#4 at SNR=6dB 
— A—  HIC-LMMSE

10"10 10'®  10'6 10'4 10'2 10°  

Zero Threshold, Theta

F ig u re  6.4. The complexity comparison for two user STBC-OFDM 
system: implements among HIC-LMMSE, SIC-LMMSE and SSIC- 
LMMSE for QPSK transmission at different values of 9.

6 .6  Conclusions

In this chapter, a com putational more efficient detection algorithm 

SSIC-LMMSE is proposed for iterative multiuser detection-decoding 

STBC MIMO-OFDM system. By reformulating the matrix inversion 

step and controlling the interference cancellation from the received ob

servations, the scheme achieves complexity reduction without notice

able performance degradation. This allows a more flexible allocation of 

computational power and an iterative processing receiver more suitable
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for practical realization. Moreover, complexity analysis demonstrates 

th a t the proposed system can achieve near performance as conventional 

SIC-LMMSE detector but a t lower complexity level.

6.7 Appendix A: P roo f o f T h e  D egenerate  M atrix Inversion Lemma

From Eq.(6.3.16) and Eq.(6.3.17), the m atrix N l^ ( k )  and M^n_1 (̂A:) 

can be w ritten respectively ,as

By analyzed in [93], herein performing the inverse of M W (k) and 

M (n~1)(/j), it is clear th a t the m atrix  (M^n^(A:))-1 is a rank-one modi

fication of (M^n-1^(fc))-1 , as

(6.7.1)

(6.7.2)

2

(Mw ( l ) ) ' ‘ =  (M(n- 1>(fc))"‘ + ^ 0 - h n ( k ) h ^ ( k )  (6.7.3)

Hence, the “degenerate” m atrix inversion lemma can be expressed as
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iV 0

-1

-1

-1

=  \ l N r  +
Xn(fc)
No

%(*)
No

1 + % fh ^ (/c )M (-1)(A:)hn(A:) 
° l n w

H

N o

1 4- x7l (fc)
Â o



Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

In this final chapter of the thesis, the work and results presented in the 

previous chapters are summarized. Overall conclusions of this study 

are made and further work is suggested.

7.1 Sum m ary o f th e  thesis

This thesis concerns key technology for the physical layer of next gener

ation wireless communication, including space time codes, MIMO and 

OFDM techniques, and it also provides a first step to introducing more 

sophisticated interference cancellation and signal detection techniques 

into synchronous uplink M IMO-OFDM systems and multiuser appli

cations. In particular, the com bination between STBC, MIMO and 

OFDM are addressed in improving transmission performance of broad

band wireless communication systems.

In this thesis, firstly, a STBC MIMO-OFDM transceiver was intro

duced and the design of a robust receiver was presented based on the 

MMSE iterative symbol detection algorithm by updating with extrinsic 

information. The structure of the STBC techniques at the transmitter, 

concatenated with OFDM operation was exploited to mitigate ISI. The 

detection process at the receiver was divided into two stages, the first

stage estimated frequency domain symbols with an optimum MMSE

188
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equalizer, and then the estim ated values were passed to the second 

stage. In the second stage, the means and variances of the estimated 

symbols were determined. In order to obtain more accurate estimates, 

these posteriori means and variances were passed to the first stage to 

use in the following iteration. The first stage utilizes these values to up

date the equalizer coefficient values and cancel the interference in order 

to provide more accurate estim ates. Thereby both stages iteratively 

exchanged their information learnt from each other. The simulation 

results indicate th a t the proposed SIE and SDF schemes could obtain 

substantial performance improvement during iteration processing over 

both quasi-static channels and a slow fading channel environment. Al

though SIE outperforms SDF scheme on FER performance, however, 

SDF saves more com putational complexity by sacrificing some perfor

mance gain.

The combination of STBC, MIMO and OFDM was also used for 

utilization of multiuser detection (MUD). In this thesis, a novel and 

robust MUD technique called parallel interference cancellation was in

troduced for multiuser STBC-OFDM  detections. Firstly, the design 

of a two-step interference cancellation receiver was addressed to can

cel MAI in a multiuser MIMO wideband wireless communication sys

tem within both quasi-static and tim e variant fading channel environ

ment. In this approach, the transm itter serially concatenate STBC with 

OFDM for each user term inal and the receiver was based on a two-step 

hard-interference cancellation algorithm. Otherwise, another approach 

would be to use space-frequency block codes and OFDM modulation 

to provide further robustness to the time-varying channel. The simula

tion results indicate th a t the proposed scheme could obtain substantial
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performance improvement w ithout increasing the complexity compared 

with the L-MMSE scheme for quasi-static and slowly fading rate chan

nels. However, the performance of this scheme will suffer significant 

degradation from the effect of high fading rate MIMO-ISI channels. 

This problem could be able to induce error propagation for advanced 

iterative optimization. By concatenating the transm itter with convolu

tional channel encoding, the design of a channel coded joint PIC multi

user receiver has been investigated to solve this problem. The MUD 

receiver was based on a soft PIC  algorithm with soft-input-soft-output 

(SISO) forward error correction (FEC) decoding techniques. The simu

lation results indicated th a t by concatenating the transm itter with the 

half rate outer channel code, the proposed scheme obtained significant 

performance gain rather than  the normal scheme, which obtains benefit 

for performing more iterations reliably for performance improvement. 

In addition to the multiple transm it and receive antenna diversities, 

the frequency selective diversity of order L  can also be gained by the 

effect of coding correction rather than  the normal two-step scheme.

The iterative algorithm was also introduced into multiuser STBC 

MIMO-OFDM system for improving detecting performance. In this 

thesis, some iterative MUD schemes were implemented over both quasi

static and slow fading rate MIMO-ISI channels. The design of the 

multiuser receiver was first addressed based on MMSE iterative algo

rithm by updating with extrinsic information. The structure of STBC 

techniques at the transm itter was exploited, concatenated with OFDM 

operation to suppress interference. The simulation results indicated 

that the proposed scheme could obtain substantial performance im

provement over slow fading channel environment (including quasi-static
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channels) rather than the MUD based on L-MMSE. Moreover, this 

structure could be developed by introducing SISO channel decoding 

technique into the iterative process for performance enhancement. This 

idea induces a joint iterative MUD and SISO convolutional decoding 

scheme for K  user applications. As shown in simulation results, the 

developed scheme outperform s conventional iterative MUD in terms of 

reliability performance, as a result, the ISI and MAI can be cancelled 

more effectively and efficiently by concatenating the iterative coding 

correcting processing.

Although the iterative scheme can achieve significant performance 

improvement, however, the iterative algorithm is impractical due to 

high computational complexity. In this thesis, a computational more 

efficient detection algorithm SSIC-LMMSE was proposed for iterative 

multiuser detection-decoding STBC MIMO-OFDM system. By refor

mulating the matrix inversion step and controlling when interference 

was cancelled from received observations, the scheme achieves com

plexity reduction without noticeable performance degradation. This 

allowed more flexible allocation of com putational power and more suit

able for iterative processing receiver. Moreover, complexity analysis 

demonstrated that the proposed system can achieve near performance 

as conventional SIC-LMMSE detector but a t lower complexity level.

7.2 Future work

All studies in this thesis addressed STBC MIMO-OFDM systems imple

mented based on perfect synchronization, perfect knowledge of channel 

state and a small number of users environment. To make the proposed 

STBC MIMO-OFDM more practical in reality, future research is sug
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gested:

1. The iterative algorithm can also be used for channel estimation 

and da ta  detection for MIMO-OFDM system over frequency selective 

channels with multiple frequency offset. In the view of the successful 

iterative schemes developed in this thesis, the soft estimates of the 

transm itted signal can be used to estim ate the frequency offset and to 

refine the channel estim ates iteratively.

2. More amount of users can be simply introduced into the proposed 

iterative STBC MIMO-OFDM systems by adding transm it terminals. 

Moreover this can also be realized by combining the interference can

cellation and cooperative base station  technique on receiving stage for 

more coverage and capacity.

3. More transm it antennas can be equipped on each transmit ter

minal to realize more transm it diversity. This idea can be realized by 

using novel space time coding techniques such as QO-STBC, which the 

pre-work has already been done in [141].

4. Beyond the above, application in distributed environments com

posed of collaborative single antenna nodes could be considered.
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